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RESUME

Nous demontrons dans cette these la conception de nouveaux capteurs plasmoniques
compacts et ultra sensibles couvrant un domaine spectral du visible jusqu'aux ondes
THz. Cet objectif est atteint en considerant, d'une facon systematique, plusieurs sous
categories de F objectif principal. D'abord cette these demontre l'excitation plasmonique
dans des fibres microstructurees TIR dont les trous sont revetus d'un mince couche d'or
operant a titre de capteurs biochimiques a fonctions microfluidiques de meme qu'un
concept de capteurs plasmoniques bases sur des guides d'ondes a bande photonique
interdite oeuvrant dans le visible et l'IR. Deuxiemement nous developpons le critere
du design d'un nouveau type de fibre poreuse a faibles pertes dans le regime des THz
qui doit etre utilisee comme base d'un capteur plasmonique. Troisiemement respectivement, nous proposons des criteres de design de capteurs plasmoniques bases sur des
fibres a bande photonique interdite et des capteurs plasmoniques bases sur des fibres
poreuses a faibles pertes oeuvrant dans le regime des THz. Pour le regime des THz,
nous considerons 1'utilisation de ferroelectriques en remplacement des metaux et nous
decouvrons qu'ils sont susceptibles de supporter des plasmons de surface.
Nous introduisons la notion de capteur a resonance de plasmons de surface bases sur
des fibres optiques microstructurees. Les deux principaux defis de la conception des
capteurs sont identifies, c.a.d. la correspondance de la phase entre les modes guides
dans le coeur et les modes plasmoniques, et deuxiemement l'optimisation microfluidique
pour permettre un ecoulement efficace de la substance a analyser. La correspondance
de phase a ete facilitee par 1'introduction d'une microstructure dans le coeur de la fibre.
Des fonctions microfluidiques etendues sont obtenues par 1'integration de grands canaux
adjacents au coeur de la fibre.
Nous presentons une approche novatrice de design d'un capteur plasmonique base sur
un guide d'onde plan dans lequel le mode de coeur gaussien d'un guide effectivement
unimodal est en phase a toute longueur d'onde desiree avec un plasmon de surface qui
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se propage a la jonction entre un revetement metallique et le milieu dielectrique ambiant.
En faisant varier la taille du coeur du guide d'ondes (ou par variation de la geometrie du
coeur), on peut deplacer la relation de dispersion d'un mode de coeur vers celle du mode
plasmonique jusqu'a ce que la correspondance de phase se manifeste a Ac. La longueur
du capteur peut etre modifiee par la variation du nombre de couches de reflecteur, davantage de reflecteurs resultant en un capteur plus long. Nous avons presente des exemples
de capteurs a SPR aqueux bases sur un guide d'onde a cristaux photonique, des fibres
de Bragg a coeur solide ou liquide, ainsi que des fibres microstructurees a cristaux photoniques et coeur solide.
Ensuite, nous considerons la conception de fibres poreuses a faibles pertes operant dans
le regime des Terahertz pour leur utilisation dans le corps d'un capteur plasmonique.
L'utilisation d'une expression approximative analytique pour calculer les pertes par macrocourbure, nous permet de conclure que les fibres poreuses suggerees sont tres resistantes
a la courbure, avec des pertes par courbures inferieures a la perte d'absorption modal
meme pour des courbures aussi serrees que 3 cm de rayon. Deuxiemement, nous avons
considere des fibres de Bragg poreuses a large bande photonique interdite fabriquees
par des couches de materiau concentriques suspendues dans l'air a l'aide un reseau des
ponts circulaires. Le diametre de la fibre a coeur creux est beaucoup plus grand que la
longueur d'onde d'operation, permettant ainsi un couplage efficace de diverses sources
THz. Bien que les pertes totales modales (d'absorption et du rayonnement) plus faibles
que 5 dB/m puissent etre atteintes avec une materiau qui a des pertes de volume de
130 dB/m, la bande passante de la fibre a ete trouve inferieure a 0.1 THz.
Nous avons propose des criteres de conception d'une fibre de Bragg a coeur solide destinee a servir de capteur plasmonique a THz ou l'excitation du plasmon THz sur un film
mince de polymere de fluorure de Polyvinylidene (PVDF) par 1'intermediate d'une correspondance de phase avec le mode fondamental de coeur est demontree. Pour le capteur
propose, la dispersion anormale d'un mode guide de coeur causee par une interaction
forte avec un mode plasmonique en bordure de bande d'une fibre a bande photonique
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interdite est demontree. La nouvelle methodologie de la detection des changements dans
l'indice de refraction de l'analyte par 1'intermediate de la detection de changement de
propagation d'impulsions courtes, est proposee.
Un capteur de type SPR entierement fait de polymere est demontre dans les THz en
mettant en scene un coeur poreux recouvert d'une fine couche ferroelectrique de PVDF
en presence d'un analyte gazeux. Dans cette conception, nous profitons de la faible perte
de la fibre poreuse proposee au chapitre 4 pour exciter le plasmon THz par un bon
reglage de l'indice du mode de coeur de la fibre poreuse. Nous montrons que les deux
methodes de detection, celle basee sur Famplitude et celle basee sur le regime spectral
amenent a des sensibilites de l'ordre de ~ 10~4RIU sur le changement d'indice de
refraction de l'analyte gazeux. En outre, en directe analogie a la detection SPR dans le
visible, l'existence de resonances plasmoniques en THZ permet l'etude de la dynamique
des particules de la taille du micron dans une region de 10-60 [im a l'exterieur de la
surface exterieure du capteur. Cela peut etre d'un interet particulier pour la detection
sans etiquette de bacteries specifiques en fonctionnalisant la surface du capteur avec des
phages specifiques de certaines bacteries.

IX

ABSTRACT

The global research objective of this thesis is to demonstrate design of novel compact
and ultra-sensitive plasmonic sensors operating anywhere from the visible to the THz
spectral ranges. The enabling technologies for such sensors are photonic bandgap and
microstructured waveguides and fibers containing metallic inclusions. We achieve the
stated global objective by systematically addressing several smaller problems. Firstly,
this thesis demonstrates plasmonic excitation in metalized microstructured fibers in the
context of bio-chemical sensing with enhanced microfluidics for visible and IR ranges.
Furthemore, this basic design concept is generalized for the use with photonic bandgap
fibers and waveguides; major advantages of using photonic bandgap waveguides in place
of Total Internal Reflection (TIR) fibers for plasmonic sensing are discovered. Secondly,
design criteria of a new type of low loss porous fiber operating in the THz regime is
developed to be used in the body of a plasmonic-like sensor operating in THz spectral
range. Thirdly, instead of metals, in THz regime we investigate the use of ferroelectrics,
which we discover to be more suitable for supporting surface plasmons in this spectral
range. The methods used and major results obtained in this thesis are summarized in the
following.
In the first chapter, we discuss the theory of surface plasmons, surface plasmon excitation
and sensing methodologies.
In the second chapter we show that using microstructured fibers one can solve much
easier the problem of phase matching between the surface plasmon wave and fiber core
mode, which is common when standard TIR fibers are used. Moreover, the use of microstructured fibers enables integration of the microfluidics and optics during drawing
step thus simplifying considerably the sensor fabrication and operation. Furthermore,
the different shapes of the metalized surface to enhance the plasmonic excitation were
explored with an aim to enhance sensitivity.
In the third chapter, the design of photonic crystal waveguide-based surface plasmon
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resonance sensor is proposed. By judicious design of a photonic crystal waveguide, the
effective refractive index of a core mode can be made considerably smaller than that of
the core material, thus enabling efficient phase matching with a plasmon, high sensitivity,
and high coupling efficiency from an external Gaussian source, at any wavelength of
choice from the visible to near-IR. This is, to our knowledge, not achievable by any other
design. Moreover, unlike the case of total internal reflection waveguide-based sensors, a
wide variety of material combinations can be used to design photonic crystal waveguidebased sensors as there is no limitation on the value of the waveguide core refractive
index. Amplitude and spectral based methodologies for the detection of changes in the
analyte refractive index were devised. Sensor resolution as low as 8.3 • 10 - 6 RIU was
found for aqueous analyte.
In the forth chapter, we propose two designs of effectively single mode porous polymer
fibers for low-loss guiding of terahertz radiation. Designing of such a porous fiber, capable of having a low modal effective index, facilitates the phase matching of the fiber
core mode and the plasmon waves bordering a low index analyte at Terahertz regime. As
a first design we consider a fiber containing an array of subwavelength holes separated
by sub-wavelength material veins. As a Second design, we consider a large diameter
hollow core photonic bandgap Bragg fiber made of solid film layers suspended in air by
a network of circular bridges. Numerical simulations of radiation, absorption and bending losses are presented; strategies for the experimental realization of both fibers are
suggested. Emphasis is put on the optimization of the fiber geometries to increase the
fraction of power guided in the air inside of the fiber, thereby alleviating the effects of
material absorption and interaction with the environment. Total fiber loss of less than 10
dB/m, bending radii as tight as 3 cm, and fiber bandwidth of ~ 1 THz is predicted for
the porous fibers with sub-wavelength holes. Performance of this fiber type is also compared to that of the equivalent sub-wavelength rod-in-the-air fiber with a conclusion that
suggested porous fibers outperform considerably the rod-in-the-air fiber designs. For the
porous Bragg fibers total loss of less than 5 dB/m, bending radii as tight as 12 cm, and
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fiber bandwidth of ~ 0.1 THz are predicted.
In the fifth chapter, THz plasmon-like excitation on top of a thin ferroelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) layer covering solid-core polymeric Bragg fiber and facing
liquid analyte is demonstrated theoretically. Thanks to the refractive index behavior of
the ferroelectric PVDF layer we demonstrate new type of plasmonic-like excitations in
THz regime which was impossible before while using metal layers in THz regime. In a
view of designing a fiber-based sensor of analyte refractive index, phase matching of a
THz plasmon-like mode with the fundamental core guided mode of a fiber is then demonstrated for the most challenging case of low refractive index analytes. Novel sensing
methodology based on the core mode anomalous dispersion is proposed. Similarly to the
Surface Plasmon Resonance sensors in the visible, we show the possibility of designing
high sensitivity sensors in the THz regime with a resolution of 2 • 10~4RIU in refractive
index change.
In the sixth chapter, plasmon-like excitation at the interface between fully polymeric fiber sensor and gaseous analyte is demonstrated theoretically in terahertz regime. Such
plasmonic excitation occurs on top of a ~ 30^m ferroelectric PVDF layer wrapped
around a subwavelength porous polymer fiber. The major fraction of power guided in
the air inside of the porous fiber alleviates the effects of material absorption and lowers
the effective modal index to facilitate the plasmonic phase matching. In a view of designing a fiber-based sensor of analyte refractive index, phase matching of a plasmon-like
mode with the fundamental core guided mode of a low loss porous fiber is then demonstrated for the challenging case of a gaseous analyte. We then demonstrate the possibility
of designing high sensitivity sensors with amplitude resolution of 3.4 • 10~4 RIU, and
spectral resolution of 1.3 • 1CT4 RIU in THz regime. Finally, novel sensing methodology
based on detection of changes in the core mode dispersion is proposed. As an advantage,
in direct analogy to Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensing in the visible, existence
of plasmon-like resonances in THZ can enable study of the micron-sized particle binding dynamics within 10 - 60 /j,m of the sensor surface. This can be of particular interest
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for the label-free detection of specific bacteria by fictionalizing the sensor surface with
bacteria specific phages. In comparison, SPR sensors in the visible can only detect binding of nano-molecules with sizes less than 100 nm (size of a plasmon tail), rendering
the method insensitive to the larger particles, such as bacteria.
To summarize, in this thesis we present design methodologies of compact and ultra sensitive sensors of the analyte refractive index using microstructured and photonic crystal
fibers. Design methodologies are presented for sensors in spectral ranges from the visible
to THz. Performance of such novel plasmonic sensors are contrasted with that of plasmonic sensors based on standard TIR fibers. Major advantages of microstructured and
PBG fiber-based sensors are discovered in sensitivity, ease of operation and portability.

xm

CONDENSE EN FRANCAIS

L'objectif principal de cette these est de demontrer la conception de nouveaux capteurs
plasmoniques compacts et ultra sensibles couvrant un domaine spectral du visible jusqu'aux ondes THz. Cet objectif est atteint en considerant, d'une fa9on systematique,
plusieurs sous categories de l'objectif principal. D'abord, dans les chapitres 2 et 3, cette
these demontre l'excitation plasmonique dans des fibres microstructurees TIR dont les
trous sont revetus d'un mince couche d'or operant a titre de capteurs biochimiques
a fonctions microfluidiques de meme qu'un concept de capteurs plasmoniques bases
sur des guides d'ondes a bande photonique interdite oeuvrant dans le visible et l'IR.
Deuxiemement, dans le chapitre 4, nous developpons le critere du design d'un nouveau type de fibre poreuse a faibles pertes dans le regime des THz qui doit etre utilisee
comme base d'un capteur plasmonique. Troisiemement, dans les chapitre 5 et 6, respectivement, nous proposons des criteres de design de capteurs plasmoniques bases sur
des fibres a bande photonique interdite et des capteurs plasmoniques bases sur des fibres
poreuses a faibles pertes oeuvrant dans le regime des THz. Pour le regime des THz,
nous considerons 1'utilisation de ferroelectriques en remplacement des metaux et nous
decouvrons qu'ils sont susceptibles de supporter des plasmons de surface. Les methodes
utilisees et les principaux resultats obtenus dans cette these sont resumes, selon les chapitres, dans ce qui suit.
Dans le premier chapitre, nous expliquons la theorie, l'excitation et la methodologie de
la detection des plasmons de surface.
Dans le deuxieme chapitre, nous introduisons la notion de capteur a resonance de plasmons de surface bases sur des fibres optiques microstructurees. Les deux principaux defis
de la conception des capteurs ont ete identifies, c.a.d. la correspondance de la phase entre
les modes guides dans le coeur et les modes plasmoniques, et deuxiemement 1'optimisation microfluidique pour permettre un ecoulement efficace de la substance a analyser.
La correspondance de phase a ete facilitee par l'introduction d'une microstructure dans
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le cceur de la fibre. Des fonctions microfluidiques etendues de la fibre. La sensibilite en
amplitude du capteur pour mesurer des changements d'indice d'une substance a analyser
a 0.65//m a ete evaluee a 5 • 10~5 RIU-1, en supposant qu'un changement de 1% constitue la limite de detection de l'amplitude. En interrogation spectrale, la limite inferieure
de detection a ete evaluee a 3 • 10~5RIU~1, en supposant une resolution de O.lnm dans
le deplacement du pic du plasmonique. Ces sensibilites sont comparables a celles des
meilleurs capteurs bases sur des guides d'ondes et des fibres existants pour la mesure
de substances aqueuses. De plus, les MOFs permettent le design de capteurs operant a
presque toute longueur d'onde dans le visible et l'IR proche grace a leur capacite de supporter des modes a faible indice effectif. Les nombreux parametres geometriques ajustables des MOFs permettent de faciliter l'obtention d'un accord de phase avec un mode
plasmonique. Finalement, l'integration de canaux microfluidiques pendant l'etirage des
MOFs augmente la fiabilite des capteurs puisque aucune etape supplementaire d e c a p sulation microfluidique n'est necessaire.
Dans le troisieme chapitre, nous avons presente une approche novatrice de design d'un
capteur plasmonique base sur un guide d'onde plan dans lequel le mode de cceur gaussien
d'un guide effectivement unimodal est en phase a toute longueur d'onde desiree avec un
plasmon de surface qui se propage a la jonction entre un revetement metallique et le
milieu dielectrique ambiant. La longueur d'onde d'operation de ces capteurs peut etre
ajustee arbitrairement dans une plage allant du visible au proche infrarouge. De plus, une
grande variete de combinaisons de materiaux peut etre utilisee pour concevoir de tels
capteurs puisqu'il n'y a pas de contrainte sur la valeur d'indice de refraction du cceur.
Finalement, le degre de couplage entre les modes peut etre varie en changeant le nombre
de couches de reflecteur intermediaires, qui determinent aussi la longueur du capteur.
La methodologie de design de capteurs plasmoniques bases sur des guides a cristaux
photoniques est plutot generate et sa mise en ceuvre peut s'appliquer a des guides plan,
des fibres de Bragg ainsi que des fibres microstructurees. Plus particulierement, il s'agit
de d'abord determiner une longueur d'onde d'operation Ac. Ensuite, l'indice effectif du
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plasmon neff(Xc) a Ac est approxime par sa valeur theorique pour une interface metaldielectrique planaire. Ensuite, la bande photonique interdite du guide d'onde reflecteur
a Ac est concue de maniere a etre centree pres de neff(Xc). En faisant varier la taille du
coeur du guide d'ondes (ou par variation de la geometrie du coeur), on peut deplacer
la relation de dispersion d'un mode de coeur vers celle du mode plasmonique jusqu'a
ce que la correspondance de phase se manifeste a Ac. La longueur du capteur peut etre
modifiee par la variation du nombre de couches de reflecteur, davantage de reflecteurs
resultant en un capteur plus long. Enfin, nous avons presente des exemples de capteurs a
SPR aqueux bases sur un guide d'onde a cristaux photonique, des fibres de Bragg a coeur
solide ou liquide, ainsi que des fibres microstructurees a cristaux photoniques et coeur
solide. La sensibilite en amplitude du design propose etait aussi eleve que 725 • RIU~l.
En supposant qu'un changement de 1% dans l'intensite de la transmission peut etre
detecte avec fiabilite, une resolution de mesure aussi elevee que 1.38 • 10~5RIU est
demontree. La sensibilite spectrale du design propose est aussi elevee que 12000ram •
RIU"1. En supposant qu'un changement de O.lnm dans la position du pic de plasmon
peut etre detectee avec fiabilite, une resolution de 8.3 • 10~6RIU est demontree. Les
longueurs du capteur dans nos exemples variaient d'une fraction de mm a ~ 10cm. Pour
mesurer les changements dans Fanalyte aqueux, la sensibilite de nos designs de fibres
sont comparables ou meme superieures a celles des meilleurs capteurs a base de guide
d'ondes existants (Homola et al., 1999).
Le quatrieme chapitre de cette these est consacre a la conception de fibres poreuses a
faibles pertes operant dans le regime des Terahertz pour leur utilisation dans le corps
d'un capteur plasmonique presente au chapitre 6. Les longueurs d'onde correspondant
au regime des terahertz couvrent l'intervalle 30 — 3000micron et ont un fort potentiel pour des applications dans la detection biomedicale ainsi que dans l'imagerie et
la spectroscopie non invasives. Les sources terahertz sont generalement volumineuses,
done la conception de guides d'ondes THz efficaces pour la livraison et la collection a
distance d'un rayonnement THz a large bande est une priorite pour de nombreuses ap-
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plications pratiques de cette technologic La complexite principale dans la conception
de guides d'ondes THz est le fait que presque tous les materiaux sont tres absorbants
dans cette plage spectrale. Puisque la plus faible perte par absorption atteignable est
dans l'air sec, des guides d'ondes efficaces doivent maximiser la fraction de puissance
guidee dans l'air. Nous avons propose deux types de fibres de plastique poreuses pour
une guidance a faible perte de rayonnement THz. Ces fibres agissant comme un coupleur
dans le corps d'un capteur THz plasmonique facilitent egalement l'excitation plasmonique dans le regime THz par un bon reglage de l'indice modal de coeur controle par la
densite de trous d'air. Dans ce cas, une fibre microstructuree THz de polymere contenant un cylindre avec une structure de trous d'air hexagonale a d'abord ete discutee.
II faut souligner qu'une structure periodique de trous n'est pas necessaire parce que le
mecanisme de guidage reposte sur la reflexion totale interne, et non pas sur l'effet de
bande photonique interdite. Bien que le diametre du coeur de la fibre soit comparable a
la longueur d'onde de fonctionnement, la majeure partie de flux THz lance dans la fibre
est confinee a l'interieur des trous d'air situes dans le coeur de la fibre. Par consequent,
le couplage a l'environnement de la gaine est considerablement reduit, tandis qu'une
perte par absorption modale inferieure a 10 dB/m peut etre atteinte malgre une perte
par absorption materielle de 130 dB/m. L'utilisation d'une expression approximative
analytique pour calculer les pertes par macro-courbure, nous permet de conclure que les
fibres poreuses suggerees sont tres resistantes a la courbure, avec des pertes par courbures inferieures a la perte d'absorption modal meme pour des courbures aussi serrees
que 3 cm de rayon. Enfin, les fibres poreuses suggerees sont a large bande ayant une
largeur de bande de ~ 1 THz meme en presence de courbures serrees. Deuxiemement,
nous avons considere des fibres de Bragg poreuses a large bande photonique interdite
fabriquees par des couches de materiau concentriques suspendues dans l'air a l'aide un
reseau des ponts circulaires. Le diametre de la fibre a coeur creux est beaucoup plus grand
que la longueur d'onde d'operation, permettant ainsi un couplage efficace de diverses
sources THz. Bien que les pertes totales modales (d'absorption et du rayonnement) plus
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faibles que 5 dB/m puissent etre atteintes avec une materiau qui a des pertes de volume
de 130 dB/m, la bande passante de la fibre a ete trouve inferieure a 0.1 THz. Le couplage vers des etats de surface parasites de la multicouche reflective facilite par les ponts
de suspension a ete determine etre le principal mecanisme responsable de la reduction
de la largeur de bande de la fibre de Bragg poreuse a bande photonique interdite.
Dans le cinquieme chapitre, nous avons propose des criteres de conception d'une fibre
de Bragg a coeur solide destinee a servir de capteur plasmonique a THz ou l'excitation
du plasmon THz sur un film mince de polymere de fluorure de Polyvinylidene (PVDF)
par 1'intermediate d'une correspondance de phase avec le mode fondamental de coeur
est demontree. II faut souligner que dans le regime des THz, contrairement au regimes
visible et infrarouge, la permittivite negative elevee des metaux proscrit fortement les
champs electromagnetiques de penetrer a l'interieur du metal, et l'excitation des plasmons de l'interface metal/dielectrique devient difficile. Par consequent, l'excitation efficace des plasmons a des frequences plus basses exige un materiau artificiel, par exemple
un reseau de fils metalliques 2D pour lequel les parametres geometriques de la structure
artificielle peuvent ajuster la frequence de plasma des electrons du metal dans le regime
de frequence THz ou sub-THz. Grace au comportement de l'indice de refraction de la
couche de fluorure de polyvinylidene ferroelectrique, nous avons ici la preuve d'un nouveau type d'excitation plasmonique dans le regime THz jamais demontre auparavant,
meme pour des couches de metaux etaient utilisees dans le regime THz. Le PVDF est
un polymere ferroelectrique semi cristallin avec une permittivite de petite valeur absolue
dans les regions du visible et de 1TR proche. Toutefois, dans une partie de la region THz,
la longueur d'onde comprise entre 100 \im (3 THz) and 700 fj,m ( 0.43 THz), la partie
reelle de l'indice de refraction du PVDF est inferieure a 1, tandis que la partie imaginaire
est positive et superieure a 1. Par consequent, la partie reelle de la constante dielectrique
du PVDF est negative et, par analogie avec le comportement des metaux dans la region
visible, la couche de PVDF est susceptible de supporter une excitation plasmonique. En
outre, le PVDF donne une occasion de concevoir une structure polymerique pour dis-
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positifs plasmoniques THz faisant appel a des techniques de production de masse bien
implantees, telles que des micro-gaufrage et l'etirage des fibres, ce qui rend le processus
de fabrication potentiellement tres adapte a l'echelle industrielle. Pour le capteur propose, la dispersion anormale d'un mode guide de coeur causee par une interaction forte
avec un mode plasmonique en bordure de bande d'une fibre a bande photonique interdite
est demontree. La nouvelle methodologie de la detection des changements dans l'indice
de refraction de l'analyte par l'intermediaire de la detection de changement de propagation d'impulsions courtes, est proposee. Enfin, la resolution du capteur a base amplitude
sur aussi peu que 2 • 10 - 4 RIU est demontre dans le regime THz, avec une longueur de
capteur a d'environ 1 cm.
Dans le sixieme chapitre, un capteur de type SPR entierement fait de polymere est
demontre dans les THz en mettant en scene un coeur poreux recouvert d'une fine couche
ferroelectrique de PVDF en presence d'un analyte gazeux. Dans cette conception, nous
profitons de la faible perte de la fibre poreuse proposee au chapitre 4 pour exciter le
plasmon THz par un bon reglage de l'indice du mode de coeur de la fibre poreuse. L'excitation plasmonique a 1'interface PVDF/air peut etre obtenue par le mode de coeur de la
fibre quand la correspondance de la phase est satisfaite. D'une facon similaire aux capteurs optiques SPR, le mode guide dans le coeur presente un pic prononce de pertes au
point de correspondance de phase avec un mode plasmonique. En outre, la dispersion du
mode de coeur varie considerablement dans la meme region de correspondance de phase.
En detectant des changements dans la longueur d'onde d'accord de phase en raison des
changements d'indice de refraction de l'analyte, des systemes de detection hautement
sensibles sont possibles. Nous montrons que les deux methodes de detection, celle basee
sur l'amplitude et celle basee sur le regime spectral amenent a des sensibilites de l'ordre
de ~ 10~4RIU sur le changement d'indice de refraction de l'analyte gazeux. En outre,
en directe analogie a la detection SPR dans le visible, l'existence de resonances plasmoniques en THZ permet 1'etude de la dynamique des particules de la taille du micron
dans une region de 10-60 [im a l'exterieur de la surface exterieure du capteur. Cela peut
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etre d'un interet particulier pour la detection sans etiquette de bacteries specifiques en
fonctionnalisant la surface du capteur avec des phages specifiques de certaines bacteries.
En comparaison, les capteurs SPR dans le visible peuvent detecter seulement des nanomolecules avec des tailles de moins de lOOnm (taille d'une onde evanescente de plasmon), ce qui rend la methode insensible aux particules plus grosses, comme les bacteries.
La deposition de couches metalliques a l'interieur de fibres optiques microstructuree a
ete recemment signalee, soit sous haute pression avec la technique " Chemical Vapor
Deposition " (CVD) (Sazio et al., 2006) ou par la technique de deposition a chimie
humide utilise dans la fabrication de guides d'ondes creux recouverts de metal (Harrington, 2000). Comme premiere suggestion, il est possible de fabriquer des couches et
de les revetir de metal pour la fabrication des fibres microstructurees proposees, ce qui
contribuera a demontrer experimentalement les performances de detection de ce type de
capteurs.
La deuxieme suggestion est de fabriquer la fibre poreuse de polymere a faibles pertes
operant dans les THz que nous avons proposee, ce qui est poursuivi actuellement par
certains etudiants de notre groupe. Le facteur determinant pour le developpement des
fibres poreuses toutes dielectriques est que ces fibres peuvent etre fabriquees a partir d'un
seul materiau en utilisant des techniques d'etirage de fibres, qui sont, potentiellement,
plus simple que la fabrication de guides d'ondes a revetement metallique en raison de
l'omission de l'etape de revetement.
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1
INTRODUCTION

In the visible and ultraviolet spectral ranges, the collective oscillation of the free charge
carriers at a metal/dielectric interface yields a surface plasmon wave propagating along
the surface of the metal. Surface plasmons (Agranovich and Mills, 1982) are extremely
sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric. This feature constitutes
the core of many Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensors. Typically, these sensors
are implemented in the Kretschmann-Raether prism geometry to direct p-polarized light
through a glass prism and reflect it from a thin metal (Au, Ag) film deposited on the
prism facet (Kretschmann and Raether, 1968). The presence of a prism allows resonant
phase matching between an incident electromagnetic wave and a high-loss plasmonic
wave at the metal/analyte interface for a specific combination of the angle of incidence
and wavelength. By detecting changes in the amplitude or phase of the reflected light
due to its coupling with a plasmon wave, one can detect minute changes in the refractive
index of an analyte bordering the metal layer. Since the plasmon excitation condition
resonantly depends on the value of the refractive index of an ambient medium within
100 - 300 run from the interface, the method enables detection of biological binding
events on the metal surface with unprecedented sensitivity (Kretschmann and Raether,
1968). The course of a biological reaction can then be followed by monitoring angular
(Liedberg et al.,; Melendez et al., 1996), spectral (Zhang and Uttamchandani, 1988) or
phase (Kabashin and Nikitin, 1998; Grigorenko et al., 1999) characteristics of the reflected light. However, the high cost and large size of commercially available systems
makes them useful only in a laboratory, while many important field and other applications remain out of the reach of this method. Using optical fibers instead of a prism in
plasmonic sensors offers miniaturization, high degree of integration and remote sensing
capabilities. Over the past decade, driven by the need to miniaturize of SPR sensors,
various compact configurations enabling coupling between optical waveguide modes

2
and surface plasmonic waves have been investigated. Among others, metallized singlemode, polarization maintaining, and multi-mode waveguides, metallized tapered fibers,
and metalized fiber Bragg gratings have been studied (Jorgenson and Yee, 1993; Vidal
et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 1994; Homola, 1995; Trouillet et al., 1996;
Tubb et al., 1997; Homola et al., 1997b; Slavik et al., 1998; Diez et al., 2001; Piliarik
et al., 2003; Monzon-Hernandez et al., 2004; Monzon-Hernandez and Villatoro, 2006;
Suzuki et al., 2006; Ctyroky et al., 1999a; Trouillet et al., 1996; Weisser et al., 1999;
Gupta and Sharma, 2005). Moreover, recently, SPR excitation by a tilted fiber Bragg
grating is proposed (Shevchenko and Albert, 2007). The surface plasmons in this fibers
are excited by the excited fiber cladding modes which are very sensitive to environment
temperature. On the other hand, in this fibers a small part of light power is propagating
by a cladding mode, resulting in weak plasmon excitation and refractometry sensitivity.
Finally, the control of excitation of a specific cladding mode is difficult and excitation
of several cladding modes leads to several plasmonic excitations, which is a source of
noise in these sensors.
In the following, the four principal difficulties hindering the development of the integrated waveguide-based SPR sensors, at either visible or THz frequencies, have been
identified. The first two problems affect the SPR sensors operating in the visible and IR
range, while the third and forth problems influence the waveguide SPR sensors designed
for the THz range.
First challenge is phase matching of a waveguide core mode and a plasmonic wave.
Mathematically, phase matching constitutes equating the effective refractive indexes of
the two modes at a given wavelength of operation. In the case of a single mode waveguide
effective refractive index of its core mode is close to that of a core material. For most
practical core materials their refractive index is higher than 1.45. Effective refractive
index of a plasmon is typically close to that of a bordering analyte, which in the case of
air is ~ 1.0, while in the case of water is ~ 1.33. Only at higher frequencies (A<700 ran
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for a plasmon on a gold metal film, for example) does the plasmon refractive index
become high enough to match that of a waveguide core mode (Homola, 1995; Homola
et al., 1997b). From a sensor design point of view, it is quite unsatisfactory to be limited
by the values of the material refractive indices even without the ability of compensating
material limitations with a judicious choice of a sensor geometry. In principle, the phase
matching problem can be alleviated by coupling to a plasmon via the high order modes of
a multimode waveguide (Ctyroky et al., 1999a; Trouilletetal., 1996; Weisser et al., 1999;
Gupta and Sharma, 2005). Such modes can have significantly lower effective refractive
indices than a waveguide core index. In such a set-up light has to be launched into a
waveguide in such a way as to excite high order modes, some of which will be phase
matched with a plasmon mode. As only a fraction of higher order modes are phase
matched to a plasmon, only a fraction of total launched power will be coupled to a
plasmon, thus reducing sensor sensitivity. Moreover, as power distribution in high order
modes is very sensitive to the launching conditions this adds additional noise due to
variations in the coupling setup.
The second problem that limits the development of the waveguide based plasmonic sensors is that of packaging the microfluidics setup, waveguide and metallic layers into a
single sensor. For example, in traditional single mode fiber based sensors, to metallize
fiber surface one has to first strip the fiber jacket and then polish the fiber cladding almost to the core in order to enable evanescent coupling with a plasmon. This laborious
procedure compromises fiber integrity making the resulting sensor prone to mechanical
failures. Integration of a metallized fiber piece into a microfluidics setup presents yet
another additional step in sensor fabrication, thus increasing the overall fabrication cost.
In the case of waveguide-based SPR sensors in the THz regime, the third challenge is designing a low loss waveguide with tunable modal effective index. The main complexity
in designing THz waveguides is the fact that almost all materials are highly absorbent
in the THz region. Since the lowest absorption loss occurs in dry air, an efficient wave-
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guide design must maximize the fraction of power guided in the air. For instance, hollow core metallic waveguides, such as those conventionally used to guide microwaves,
were shown to have 5 dB/cm loss at 1 THz (McGowan et al., 1999). However, metals,
like stainless steel, are not efficient reflectors in the THz regime because of their finite conductivity, which leads to appreciable waveguide losses. On the other hand, many
groups have studied a wide variety of dielectric waveguides such as plastic solid core holey fibers (Han et al., 2002; Goto et al., 2004), Bragg bandgap fibers (Skorobogatiy and
Kabashin, 2007), subwavelength plastic fibers (Chen et al., 2006), and low index discontinuity waveguides (Nagel et al., 2006). These studies have again shown that, even when
using relatively low absorption loss plastics or glasses, the waveguide absorption loss
remains substantial unless a considerable fraction of power is guided in the air. Thus, to
design a waveguide based plasmonic sensors operating at THz frequencies, one needs to
first design a very highly low loss fiber guiding in THz regime with a designable modal
index suitable for plasmonic excitations.
The forth problem, that prevents plasmonic excitation in THz regime, is the large negative permittivity of metals at THz frequencies strongly prohibits electromagnetic fields
from penetrating inside a metal. Thus plasmon excitations on the metal/dielectric interface become challenging. The solution for efficient plasmonic excitation at lower frequencies has, until now, been to design an artificial material, for example a 2D subwavelength metallic wire lattice, for which the geometrical parameters of the artificial
structure can tune the electron plasma frequency of metal to the THz or sub-THz frequency range (Pendry et al., 1996; Pendry et al., 1998). The procedure of designing an
artificial material and integrating it with other components in the body of a sensor makes
the design of a THz plasmonic sensor very complex and sometimes impossible from the
sensor fabrication point of view.
The main objective of this thesis is to design novel, compact, and ultra-sensitive microstructured optical fiber (MOF) based SPR sensors operating anywhere from the visible
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to the THz spectral range. This main objective is divided to two objectives that are: a)
design of MOF based SPR sensors operating at visible and 1R, b) design of MOF based
SPR like sensors operating at THz.
At the first objective, we aim to design MOF-based plasmonic sensors operating at visible and IR. The strategy here is to use MOFs, for first time, instead of convectional
fibers in the body of plasmonic sensor to enhance the refractometry sensitivity, microfluidic characteristics and probe depth of SPR sensors. We are interested in these type
of sensors because they have the potential of being very sensitive to both the thickness
of biolayers constituting of viruses, bacterizes and DNAs as well as the index change of
analytes. Moreover, these miniaturized sensors based on MOFs can be design to have an
improved microfluidic characteristics allowing these sensors to be more easily integrated
into a chip than other SPR sensors. Thus the prospective application of these type of sensors can be a very sensitive remote biosensor. Furthermore, these type of biosensor have
a potential to be integrated into a body of a wireless remote devices to transfer the output
of the sensor during measurement. Besides, MOF based plasmonic sensors can operate
at longer wavelength, i.e. ~ 1 /urn instead of ~ 0.6/um, resulting in a more detection depth
for the sensors, for instant, ~ 1 /xm; this detection depth is ~ 3 — 10 times more than that
of the usual waveguide based plasmonic sensors operating at visible, thus enabling the
detection of bigger size viruses and bioparticles.
Our second objective is to introduce and design thefirstpolymeric MOF-based plasmoniclike sensors operating at THz. The design and development of these type of sensors at
THz face two main problems which are finding materials, which naturally support SPR
at THz regime and design a low loss waveguide with tunable modal effective index. By
addressing solutions for these limitations, we aim to design and propose fully polymeric
MOF based plasmonic-like sensors at THz for refractometry and bio-layer sensing. We
are interested in design of plasmonic like sensors at THz because the operating wavelength of these sensors are more than 300 times longer than that of the SPR sensors at
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visible and IR, resulting in at least ~200 times longer probe depth for the sensor. This
enables the detection of biolayers composed of macromolecules and bacterial with size
of ~ 1—100 fxm, which is impossible at visible - IR operating wavelength range.
We achieve the stated two objectives by systematically addressing solutions to the four
challenges previously mentioned. In general, we propose two categories of solutions:
a) solutions for the problem that SPR sensors face at visible and IR, b) solutions for
problem that SPR sensors face at THz.
The first category of solution, presented in chapter 2 and 3, proposes using MOFs instead
of the conventional fibers in the body of waveguide-based SPR sensors. Microstructured
fibers are usually made of only one dielectric, such as glass or polymer, with porous
cladding containing periodic arrays of air holes to lower and tune the fiber cladding
index. Here, the motivation for using MOFs is that the choice of the geometry and size of
the holes in these fibers enables tuning the modal propagation constant of the fiber more
conveniently than that of conventional fibers. Furthermore, the surface of holes can be
metal plated for plasmonic excitation; this gives two opportunities of having metalized
surface with different shape and improvement the microfluidic characteristics of sensors.
Another freedom is the microstructured fibers can be designed to guide light by Total
Internal Reflection (TIR), studied in chapter 3, or Photonic Band Gap (PBG) mechanism,
studied in chapter 4. We are also motivated to demonstrate that the PBG MOFs enable
the MOF based SPR sensors to operate at IR range (1 ^m instead of 0.6 pm), which
means higher sensitivity and probe depth for the waveguide based SPR sensors, which
was impossible while using the conventional fibers.
The second category, presented in chapter 4 to 6, addresses solutions for the two main
difficulties for the design of THz MOF based SPR-like sensors, which are naturally
plasmonic excitation and design of low loss waveguide at THz. Low loss THz waveguide
design difficulty can be solved with introducing subwavelength holes inside a dielectric
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rod to confine light inside air holes instead of material, presented in chapter 4, resulting
in decreasing absorption and bending loss. To solve the plasmon excitation difficulty at
THz we find a ferroelectric polymer which support surface plasmon at THz and simulate
the plasmonic excitation on top of that polymeric film, and eventually we design two
SPR sensors at THz regime operating at 280 fim and 300 /im, presented in chapter 5 and
6 respectively.
This thesis consist of the theory overview, 5 articles, and a conclusion chapter. Chapter
one is devoted the description of the fundamental theory behind surface plasmon waves,
the means of plasmon excitation and the sensing methodologies used in plasmonic sensing.
In chapter 2, we present design strategies for the MOF based SPR sensors by proposing
two designs for MOF based SPR sensors where the MOFs guiding based on TIR. In
the first TIR MOF based SPR sensor, the fiber core is surrounded by the two layers of
holes. Metallized holes in the second layer are considerably larger than these in the first
layer, thus simplifying the flow of analyte through them. In the second MOF based SPR
sensor, two large semi circular channels covered with metal are used to further enhance
microfluidic flow. Another reason for the introduction of the two structures is to study
the effect of metallic surface geometry on the efficiency of plasmonic excitation. In each
sensor, plasmons on the inner surface of the metallized channels or holes containing an
analyte can be excited by the fundamental mode of the single mode MOF. We have identified two main sensor design challenges which are the phase matching between the core
guided and plasmonic modes, and microfluidics optimization to enable efficient analyte
flow. Phase matching was facilitated by introducting of an air hole into the fiber core. In
general, by adjusting many of the MOF geometrical parameters it is considerably simpler
to enforce phase matching with a plasmon compared to the standard TIR waveguides and
fibers. Improved microfluidics here is addressed by the integration of large analyte filled
channels adjacent to the fiber core. Moreover, integration of the microfluidic channels
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during MOF drawing increases sensor reliability as laborious extra step of microfluidics packaging is avoided. The maximum sensitivity for measuring index changes in the
aqueous analyte at 0.65/im is calculated to be 5 • 10 - 5 RIU (Refractive Index Unit) at
the amplitude-based mode and 3 • 10~5 RIU at the wavelength interrogation mode. These
range of sensitivities are comparable to the ones of the best existing standard fiber and
waveguide-based sensors optimized for aqueous analytes (Homola et al., 1999).
In the chapter 3, we propose the design criteria for PBG waveguide based surface plasmon sensors. This sensor design concept is implemented using solid and hollow core
Bragg fibers, as well as PBG microstructured fibers. In these sensors the plasmon waves
on the surfaces of a thin metal film inside of a hole are excited by a Gaussian-like leaky
mode of an effectively single mode PBG waveguide. The most important advantage of
using the PBG waveguide in the body of a SPR sensors is that the effective refractive index of the waveguide core mode can be made considerably smaller than that of the core
material, thus enabling efficient phase matching with a plasmon, high sensitivity, and
high coupling efficiency from an external Gaussian source, at any wavelength of choice
from the visible to near-IR. To our knowledge, this is not achievable by any other design. The sensors operating at the near-IR ~ 1 /xm have a larger the depth of filed ~ 1 fj.m
with respect to the ones operating at visible ~100 — 300 ran, resulting in detecting bioparticles with bigger size. Moreover, unlike the case of TIR fiber or waveguide-based
sensors, a wide variety of material combinations can be used to design PBG waveguidebased sensors as there is no limitation on the value of the waveguide core refractive index. In addition, coupling strength between the waveguide core and plasmon modes can
be varied by changing the number of the intermediate reflector layers, which also permits designing the overall sensor length. The maximum sensitivity for measuring index
changes in the aqueous analyte is calculated to be 1.38 • 10 - 5 RIU at the amplitude-based
mode and 8.3 • 10 - 6 RIU at the wavelength interrogation mode. Sensor lengths in our
examples varied from sub-mm to ~10 cm. For measuring changes in the aqueous ana-
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lyte, sensitivities of our fiber designs are comparable to or even surpass those of the best
existing waveguide-based sensor designs (Homola et al., 1999).
In chapter 4,5, and 6, we address to solutions for difficulties hindering the design of THz
waveguide based plasmonic sensors. Notice that THz waveguide based plasmonic sensors have not been reported before, and in analogy to the waveguide plasmonic sensors
we have introduced these type of sensors here.
In chapter 4, we propose two designs of effectively single mode porous polymer fibers
for low-loss guiding of terahertz radiation. The proposed novel low loss waveguide structures also enable tuning of the modal effective index of the core mode, thus facilitating
the phase matching of the core mode and plasmon waves bordering a low index analyte.
Thus, we are addressing solutions for phase matching and low loss guiding for plasmonic sensors at the THz regime. First, we present a fiber of several wavelengths in diameter containing an array of sub-wavelength holes separated by sub-wavelength material
veins. Second, we detail a large diameter hollow core PBG Bragg fiber made of solid
film layers suspended in air by a network of circular bridges. Numerical simulations of
radiation, absorption and bending losses are presented; strategies for the experimental
realization of both fibers are suggested. Emphasis is put on the optimization of the fiber
geometries to increase the fraction of power guided in the air inside of the fiber, thereby
alleviating the effects of material absorption and interaction with the environment. Total
fiber loss of less than 10 dB/m, bending radii as tight as 3 cm, and fiber bandwidth of
~ 1 THz is predicted for the porous fibers with sub-wavelength holes. Performance of
this fiber type is also compared to that of the equivalent sub-wavelength rod-in-the-air
fiber with a conclusion that suggested porous fibers outperform considerably the rod-inthe-air fiber designs. For the porous Bragg fibers total loss of less than 5 dB/m, bending
radii as tight as 12 cm, and fiber bandwidth of ~ 0.1 THz are predicted. Coupling to the
surface states of a multilayer reflector, facilitated by the material bridges, is determined
as the primary mechanism responsible for the reduction of the bandwidth of a porous
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Bragg fiber. However, both proposed fibers are in the category of highly low loss fiber in
the THz regime, in chapter 6 we choose the porous sub-wavelength fiber in the design of
THz waveguide-based plasmonic sensor because of the following reasons: a) the Bragg
fiber has smaller bandwith compared to the porous sub-wavelength holes fiber, b) tuning
the modal refractive index in the porous sub-wavelength fiber is much easier than that of
Bragg fiber, c) the fabrication of the porous sub-wavelength is easer.
In chapter 5, THz plasmon-like excitation on top of a thin ferroelectric PVDF layer,
covering solid-core polymeric Bragg fiber and facing a liquid analyte, is demonstrated
theoretically. We discuss the fact that the refractive index behavior of the ferroelectric
PVDF layer demonstrates a new type of plasmonic-like excitation in THz regime which
was impossible when using metal layers (Hassani et al., 2008d; Hassani and Skorobogatiy, 2008). PVDF can be electrically poled to convert to a ferroelectric semi-crystalline
polymer with the real part of the refractive index less than one, while the imaginary part
is positive and mostly larger than one, in the wavelength range between 100 /um (3 THz)
and 700 pan (~ 0.43 THz). Therefore, the real part of the PVDF dielectric constant is
negative, and by analogy with the behavior of metals in the visible range, PVDF layer
is expected to support a plasmon-like excitation. Moreover, PVDF gives an opportunity
to design a fully polymeric structure for THz plasmonic devices using such established
mass production techniques as fiber drawing, which potentially makes the fabrication
process highly suitable for the industrial scale-up. In a view of designing a fiber-based
sensor of analyte refractive index, phase matching of a THz plasmon-like mode with the
fundamental core guided mode of the solid core bragg fiber is then demonstrated for the
refractive index analytes na = 1.33. Although, the solid bragg fiber is lossy for THz
range, in analogy to the visible range, having the Bragg fiber in the body of the sensor
is intuitive because of the presence of Bragg reflectors which enables the tuning of the
effective reflective index of the core mode for efficient plasmon exciation in the THz
range. In conclusion, similarly to the Surface Plasmon Resonance sensors in the visible,
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we show the possibility of designing high sensitivity sensors in the THz regime with a
resolution of 2 • 10 - 4 RIU in refractive index change.
In chapter 6, plasmon-like excitation at the interface between a fully polymeric fiber sensor and gaseous analyte is demonstrated theoretically in the terahertz regime. Such plasmonic excitation occurs on top of a ~ 30/xm ferroelectric PVDF layer wrapped around a
subwavelength porous polymer fiber. In a view of designing a fiber-based sensor of analyte refractive index, phase matching of a plasmon-like mode with the fundamental core
guided mode of a low loss porous fiber, introduced in the chapter 4, is then demonstrated
for the challenging case of a gaseous analyte. Worth mentioning that the sub-wavelength
porous fiber not only provides a low loss guiding mechanism for the core mode but also
decrease the modal effective refractive index of the core mode to the degree that phase
matching between the core mode and THz surface plasmons bordering a gaseous analyte makes possible. We then demonstrate the possibility of designing high sensitivity
sensors with amplitude resolution of 3.4 • 10 - 4 RIU, and spectral resolution of 1.3 • 10 - 4
RIU in the THz regime. Furthermore, the novel sensing methodology based on detection
of changes in the core mode dispersion is proposed. In direct analogy to SPR sensing in
the visible, existence of plasmon-like resonances in THz can enable study of the micronsized particle binding dynamics within 10—60 fjm of the sensor surface. This can be of
particular interest for the label-free detection of specific bacteria by functionalizing the
sensor surface with bacteria specific phages. In comparison, SPR sensors in the visible
can only detect binding of nano-molecules with sizes around 100—300 nm (size of a
plasmon tail), rendering the method insensitive to the larger particles, such as bacteria.
In the final chapter, we summarize the result and methodologies presented in the thesis.
Finally, we also present the outline of our future research plans. The list of papers I have
contributed to during my PhD study is in the following.
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CHAPITRE 1

THEORY OF SURFACE PLASMON SENSORS

1.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first start with the theory of surface plasmon waves and then discuss the excitation of surface plasmons using light. Then, design methodologies and
various surface plasmon based sensing methodologies for MOF based SPR sensors are
discussed. To simplify our presentation we consider two particular examples of the microstructured fiber-based plasmonic sensors.

1.2

Electromagnetic theory of surface plasmons

The coherent fluctuation of the density of surface electrons excited by electromagnetic
fields produces the surface plasmon waves, propagating along a metal/dielectric interface. The propagation of the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) waves on a metallic
film can be fully described by solution of the Maxwell's equations and applying the
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the metal/dielectric interface (Raether, 1988).
To discuss the solution of the Maxwell's equation for surface plasmons, Consider two
semi-infinite spaces divided by the horizontal plane z = 0, shown in Fig. 1.1, where the
upper (z > 0) and lower (z < 0) half-spaces are respectively occupied by dielectric and
metal. The electrical fields in the dielectric and metal can be respectively described as:
E = E$exp[i(kx - wt)] exp(-ikdz)

(1.1)
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FIG. 1.1 - The schematic of the filed distribution of the p-polarized surface plasmon
propagating at the metal/dielectric interface.
and
E = E™exp[i(kx - ut)] exp(»fc"),

(1.2)

where d and m correspondingly indicate the permittivities of the dielectric, having a real
permittivity s^, and metal, having a complex permittivity em = srm + islm.
Here kd and k™ are the wave vectors perpendicular to the metal/dielectric interface described by
z> 0

kdz = [ ^ ,w.
)2 -
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The wave vectors kd and A™
; effectively define the penetration depth of the surface plasmons. Indeed, the field amplitude of the surface plasmons decay exponentially from the
metal/dielectric interface in dielectric and metal as exp(—\Kd\\z\) and exp(—l/f^H^I),
respectively, where Kd = ikd and K™ = ik™. This defines the penetration depth of the
surface plasmons (the depth at which the field amplitude falls to 1/e) as 6z<i — r ^ j and
$zm = |7^T for dielectric and metal respectively.
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The surface plasmon wave vector in the x direction, kx, is defined as
1/2
x

cKed + s„

(1.5)

see ref. (Raether, 1988). The imaginary part of the kx, klx, is responsible for the propagation loss of the surface plasmon waves, while, the real part of the wave vector, krx, defines
the dispersion relation of the surface plasmons. The value of kx, as long as |ej„| > slm,
can be estimated as:
kr
x

_ u, edem 1/2
cyed + £rJ

(1.6)

Fig. 1.2 shows the dispersion relation of a plasmon resonance wave and the light line
of air. As the operating frequency increases towards u — usp = 77fj=» the dielectric
constant of the metal, estimated using the free electron gas approximation em(uj) =
1 — ^|, becomes less negative and reaches erm = —£d. Therefore, the value of krx tends
to infinity.

IT""
FlG. 1.2 - Schematic of surface plasmon resonance waves dispersion relation and the
air line.
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1.3

Excitation of Surface Plasmons

To excite the surface plasmon by light, the light wave vector parallel to the metal/dielectric
interface should be matched with that of the surface plasmon, i.e.
klight

=

kr

g(

^m

) ( l / 2 )

( L 7 )

Since the wave vector of the surface plasmon propagating along a metal/dielectric interface is always larger than that of the light propagating in the adjacent dielectric , a
coupler such as a prism or waveguide should be used to match the two wave vectors to
achieve phase matching between the wave vector of light and surface plasmon.
Kretschmann configuration, shown in Fig. 1.3(a), is one of the example of the use of
prism as a coupler. In the Kretschmann configuration, the p-polarized light beam directed into a glass prism reflects from a thin metallic layer at the prism facet. Thus, to
excite the surface plasmon the value of the light wave vector component parallel to the
metallic layer, kl*ght = -nprismsm6,

can be adjusted by the proper choice of the angle

of incidences( as long as the prism refractive index is larger than that of the dielectric
material).

FIG. 1.3 - Schematics of using a couplerfor plasmonic excitation, a) the use of a prism
in Kretschmann configuration, b) the use of a slab waveguide with a TMpolarized.
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In another configuration, Fig. 1.3 (b) shows the schematic of a slab waveguide, guiding
a TM mode, operating as a coupler to excite the plasmon waves on the thin metallic
layer deposited on the top of the waveguide. In direct analogy to the prism couplers in
Fig. 1.3(a), the angle of incident of light, is defined by the propagation constant of the
guided mode. By adjusting the propagation constant of the guided mode one can adjust
the incident angle of light to excite the plasmon wave, so that (3mode = KThe conventional waveguide designs are limited by the limited range of the material refractive indexes available experimentally. As a result, the phase matching between plasmon and a core mode is typically challenging. To overcome a material imposed challenge
will use the innovative waveguide geometries to manipulate the mode dispersion relations and to achieve phase matching between the plasmonic and guided modes. Consider
for example, the use of a MOF for the plasmon-based sensor design. MOF complex geometry has enough structural (geometrical) parameters to tune the modal effective index
of its guided modes by the choice of the position and the size of the air holes.

FIG. 1.4 - a) Schematic of the cross section of a simple microstructuredfiber with metallized holes, b) Schematic of the dispersion relation of the guided core mode and surface
plasmons for two different value of analyte refractive index, Points I and 11 correspond
to the the phase matching points between the plasmon and a core guided fiber mode.
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Fig. 1.4(a) shows the schematic of the cross section of a simple MOF made of a single
material, glass or polymer. The six air holes surrounding the fiber core act as a lower
refractive index cladding, confining the optical power in the higher refractive index core.
The hole surfaces is further metallised to enable excitation of a surface plasmon. Furthermore, the choice of the position and size of the air holes allows tuning of the effective
refractive index of the core mode guided along the fiber, thus enabling phase matching
between the core mode and plasmon at a certain desirable wavelength.
Fig. 1.4 (b) is the schematic of the dispersion relations of the fundamental core guided
mode and the surface plasmon waves. The figure also shows the light lines of air and
glass. The intersection points I and II indicate the phase matching points between the
core mode and the plasmon dispersion relations. At a phase matching point, a large part
of the optical power in the fiber core mode is transferred to the lossy surface plasmon
wave propagating at the metallic layer covering the air holes. This results in a significant
decrease in the transmitted power in the vicinity of the wavelength of phase matching.
Moreover, according to (1.6) the propagation constant of the surface plasmon kx changes
when changing the dielectric constant of a bordering analyte (n — y/id)- Therefore a
change in the analyte dielectric constant changes the position of the phase matching
point, and therefore position of the dip in the transmission spectrum. For example, the
position of the phase matching point shown in Fig. 1.4 (b) shifts from I to II; thus,
resulting in a shift for the loss dip. Several sensing methodology based on the shift of
sharp spectral features (loss dip, for example) can be used to enable sensing. We will
explain several common sensing methodologies used in the next section.

1.4

Methodology

In this section we explain the methodology used for the design of the SPR sensors and
sensing strategies. In the first part, methodologies for SPR design based on PBG and TIR
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MOFS at the visible-IR and THz will be discussed. In the second part, the proposed methodologies for refractometry sensitivity and biolayer detection methods are described
by mean of two intuitive examples.

1.4.1

SPR Sensor Design Methodologies

The methodology for MOF based SPR sensor designs is quite general and its particular
implementation can be based on the type of waveguide, i.e. TIR or PBG MOFs. Usually,
we start with a choice of an operational wavelength Ac taking place at visible, IR or THz.
Then, the surface plasmon effective refractive index n e //(A c ) at Ac is approximated by its
value for the plasmon excitation on a planar metal-analyte interface. Afterwards, a TIR or
PBG based waveguide should be used based on the desired operation wavelength of the
SPR sensors. For example, for the visible range we prefer to use TIR MOF, as explained
in chapter 2, because it is easy to design and even fabrication. For the IR range or double
plasmonic peaks excitation, the proper choice is a PBG MOF giving more ability to tune
the modal effective index. However, the design of a PBG MOF is more difficult than a
TIR MOF. For THz range, the waveguide of choice is the subwavelength porous fiber
guiding light by TIR mechanism, introduced in chapter 4.
Even thought design methodologies for each proposed SPR sensors are detailed in the
next five articles (chapters), we will briefly discuss the design methodologies of these
MOFs in the following. Pitch (A), the center to center distance of two holes, and the
diameter of holes (d) are the two most important parameters to design a microstructured
opticalfiber.In a TIR MOF usually an array of hexagonal airholes constitutes a low index
cladding surrounding the core of fiber. Also, the core of MOF can be contain of one or
several small holes. In addition to the size of cladding airholes, the size of the small air
holes in the core of fiber gives more freedom to tune the modal effective index of the
core mode. Usually, the diameter of the core of TIR MOF, created by a missing hole in
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the center of fiber, is 2A , which depends on the size of pitch. Therefore, by changing the
size of core and cladding airholes and pitch, one can adjust the effective index of the core
mode to be equal to that of surface plasmon at the desired wavelength Ac. In the case of
PBG MOFs, the photonic bandgap of the waveguide reflector at Ac has to be designed to
be centered in the vicinity of neff(Xc). By varying the core size of fiber (or considering a
proper sized air hole inside the core), one can shift the dispersion relation of a core mode
towards that of the plasmonic mode until phase matching occurs at Ac. Also, the sensor
length can be changed by varying the number of layers in a photonic crystal reflector,
with more efficient reflectors resulting in the longer sensors. To design a subwavelength
porous fiber at the THz, the most important parameter is to find the optimum size of
airholes which maximize the power confinement inside them at Ac, resulting the lowest
possible modal effective index for the core mode of the fiber. As discovered in chapter 4,
the optimum size of holes is around of ~0.15—0.2AC; by slightly changing the optimum
size of airholes or number of airhole layers, one can increase the modal effective index of
the core mode to match to that of surface plasmon at desired wavelength Ac. In chapter 6,
This type of fiber enables us to design a THz plasmonic-like sensor for gaseous analytes.
In all simulations, a finite-element method with perfectly matched layer boundaries and a
four fold symmetry (Jin, 2002) is used in order to find the complex propagation constants
of the core-guided and plasmonic modes by solving the vectorial Maxwell equations.
In the particular case of Bragg fibers exhibiting circular symmetry, in chapter 3 and
5, the results produced by the finite element method is also confirmed by a transfer
matrix method. In the case of PBG MOFs such as honeycomb photonic crystal fibers
the bandgap characteristics are compared to the similar results presented in the related
articles. Furthermore, in any simulation for any structure we first study the convergence
and accuracy of our preformed simulations and obtained results. Finally we found that
the error of our simulation varies from 5% to 15% depending on choosing the meshing
size and fiber structure.
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FlG. 1.5 - Schematics of the two MOF-based SPR biosensors. Six air filled holes is used
to confine light in the fiber core and to control the coupling strength between the core
mode and a plasmon wave. A small air filled hole in the fiber core is used to lower the
refractive index of a core guided mode to facilitate phase matching with a plasmon. Two
large semi-circular metallized channels are integrated into the fiber structure to enable
analyte flow and plasmon excitations.
1.4.2

Surface Plasmon Sensing Methodologies

In this section we describe the surface plasmon sensing methodologies by means of
two examples. In the first example the design criteria and sensing methodology for the
TIR MOF-based surface plasmon sensor of a bio-layer thickness is described, while the
second example presents the design of a Bandgap MOF-based surface plasmon sensor
for the detection of changes in the analyte.
In the first example, we investigate sensitivity of the microstructured optical fiber-based
sensors of a bio-layer thickness. The MOF fibers guide using an effective TIR mechanism. Fig. 1.5 shows the schematic of the hexagonal solid-core MOF-based SPR sensors.
This design features two large semi-circular channels containing analyte. Thin gold films
are deposited on one side of the channels closer to the fiber core.
To lower the refractive index of the core guided mode (to facilitate phase matching with
a plasmon) we introduce a small hole of diameter dc into the fiber core center. All the
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FIG. 1.6 - Loss spectra of a fundamental core guided mode for the design shown in
Fig. 1.5. Loss peaks correspond to the excitation of a plasmon mode on the surface of
metallized channels filled with aqueous analyte na = 1.33. Modal losses are shown for
the bio-layer thicknesses du0 = 0 and duo = 10, assuming the bio-layer refractive index
ribio = 1-42. By changing the bio-layer thickness, attenuation peak corresponding to the
point of phase matching between the core guided and plasmon modes shifts.
holes in the fiber crossection are filled with air nair = 1.0, while metal covered semicircular channels are filled with analyte (aqueous solution) na ~ 1.33. In the design
we consider the diameters of the 6 holes surrounding the fiber core to be d = 0.6A,
while the diameter of a central hole is taken to be dc = 0.45A. Pitch of the underlying
hexagonal lattice is A = 2 /zm. By changing the size of a central hole, one can tune the
effective refractive index of the fundamental mode. The semi circular channels of the
Fibers are metallized with a thin gold layer and feature large sizes to facilitate the flow
of analyte. Channel size (difference in the inner and outer radii) is 1.5A, while thickness
of the bridge connecting the fiber core and cladding regions is d c /4. Finally, we assume
that MOF is made of a silica glass with refractive index given by the Sellmeier equation,
and gold layer thickness is defined as dgoid and in this work is in the range 40—65 nm.
For the MOF-based sensor with dg^d = 50 nm, duo = 0 (Fig. 1.6) the phase matching
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point is located at 660 nm where the difference between the real parts of the modal
refractive indexes of the core and plasmon mode is the smallest. In the vicinity of a phase
matching point the two modes become strongly mixed, with losses of a core guided
mode increasing dramatically due to the energy transfer into the lossy plasmon mode
(see Fig. 1.6). In bio-sensing applications, one defines sensitivity of an SPR sensor with
respect to its ability to detect changes in the thickness du0 of a thin bio-layer of index
riMo deposited on top of the metal film; n^o is generally between 1.4 and 1.42 for most
bio-molecules. Such a layer might, for example, consist of proteins bound to antibodies,
which are intern, placed on a sensor surface to provide detection specificity. Core mode
losses a [dB/cm] are presented in Fig. 1.6 for the two thicknesses of a bio-layer du0 = 0
and dbio = 10 nm. Thus, by changing the bio-layer thickness by only 10 nm the plasmon
resonance peak shifts by ~ 23 nm, which can be easily detected. Such a transduction
mechanism can, thus, be used for the monitoring of formation of the nanometer-thin
bio-layers on top of a metallized sensor surface.
We now discuss two main approaches to the detection of changes in the bio-layer thickness. The first method is known as a spectral-based method. Within this method, changes
in the bio-layer thickness are detected by measuring displacement of a plasmonic peak
in the absorption spectrum of a sensor. The sensitivity of the spectral method is defined
as:
Sx[nm-nm~l}=

lim dXpeak/dbio,

(1-8)

where d\peak is a shift in the wavelength of the absorption peak center measured before
and after the bio-layer thickness is changed by du0. As an example, consider the sensor
absorption spectra shown in Fig. 1.6, dgoid = 50 nm. Using definition (3.5), we find
spectral sensitivity to be 2.3 nm • nm-1. It is typically a safe assumption that 0.1 nm
change in the position of a resonance peak (dApeafc) can be detected reliably, which leads
to the sensor resolution of 0.044 nm in bio-layer thickness.
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FIG. 1.7 - Sensitivity of the MOF-based sensors to changes in the bio-layer thickness.
Data is presentedfor sensors having three different values of the gold layer thicknesses
dgoid — 40 nm, 50 nm, 65 nm.
We now consider the second detection approach, which is known as amplitude-based
detection method. In this method all the measurements are performed at a single wavelength. Advantage of this method is its simplicity and low cost compared to the spectralbased method, as no spectral acquisition is required. We now define sensitivity of the
amplitude-based detection method. Let a(X,dbi0) to be transmission loss of the fundamental core mode as a function of the wavelength of operation and bio-layer thickness.
Considering Po to be the power launched into the fiber core mode, the power detected at
the end of a sensor of length L will then be P(L,X,dbi0) = P0exp(—a(X,dbiO)L). At the
operation wavelength A, amplitude sensitivity to changes in the bio-layer thickness can
then be defined as S^A^nm" 1 ] = limdMo^0 |P(L,A,dKo) -

P(L,X,0)\/P(L,X,0)/dHo.

Sensor length L is limited by the modal transmission loss. A reasonable choice of a
sensor length is L — \/a{\,du0).

Corresponding sensor volume is then sub-nL. This

choice of a sensor length results in a simple definition of sensitivity for small changes in
the bio-layer thickness:
SA(\)[nm-1]

= -{da{\,duo)/ddblo)/a{\4Ho)-

(1.9)
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In Fig. 1.7 we present amplitude sensitivities of the proposed MOF-SPR sensors for the
three different values of the gold layer thickness dgoid = 40nm, 50nm, 65nm. We observe
that for thicker gold films sensor sensitivity decreases. This is simple to understand by
noting that when metallic layer thickness becomes larger than that of a metal skin depth
(~20-30 nm) fiber core mode becomes effectively screened from a plasmon mode, thus
resulting in a low coupling efficiency, and, as a consequence, in low sensitivity. As an
example, consider the case of a 40 nm thick film for which maximum sensitivity to
changes in the bio-layer thickness is equal to ~ 0.2 nm - 1 and is achieved in the vicinity
of 670 nm. By adding only lnm thick bio-layer the transmitted intensity of a sensor
would change by ~ 20%, which can be easily detected. It is typically a safe assumption
that 1% change in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, which leads to the
sensor resolutions of 0.05 nm.
In the second example, we present design principles behind photonic bandgap fiberbased SPR sensors (Hassani et al., 2008f). Particulary we show that in photonic bandgap
fiber-based SPR sensors, fundamental Gaussian-like leaky core mode can be phase matched with a plasmon at higher wavelength, thus enabling sensing even in near-IR. The
effective refractive indices of the leaky core modes can be arbitrarily smaller than that of
a waveguide core material, thus enabling phase matching with a plasmon at any desirably
frequency. Using such a leaky mode for sensing can also give the additional advantage
of an effectively single mode propagation regime. Our proposed design is a SPR sensor
based on a honeycomb photonic crystal fiber operating at 1060 nm. We further demonstrate a novel sensing mechanism based on the detection of breaking of an degeneracy
between the two plasmonic excitations, the plasmonic excitations on the analyte/metal
and the glass/metal interfaces.
In Fig. 1.8(a) the schematic of a honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based SPR sensor is
presented. The design parameters are chosen as follows, the center to center distance
between adjacent holes is A = 0.77 fim, the cladding hole diameter is d = 0.55A, the
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FIG. 1.8 - Solid core honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based SPR sensor, a) Schematic
of the sensor. The solid core having a small central hole is surrounded with a honeycomb
photonic crystal reflector. Two large channels are integrated to implement analyte access
into the fiber reflector region. The channels are goldplated for plasmon excitation. The
gold layer is bordered by the aqueous analyte. b) Band diagram of the sensor modes.
Dispersion relation of the fundamental core mode ( thick solid curve), analyte bound
plasmonic mode (dashed curve with circles), and cladding boundplasmonic mode (dashed curve). The bandgap of an infinitely periodic reflector is shown as a clear region
(Hassani et al, 2008f).
diameter of the hole in the core center is dc = 0.35A. The fiber is made of silica glass
with a refractive index of n9;QSS = 1.45, the core and cladding holes are filled with air
nair = 1, while the large semi-circular channels are plated with a 40 nm thick layer of
gold and filled with an aqueous analyte na = 1.32. The central hole in the fiber core
lowers its effective refractive index compared to that of a silica cladding. Under certain
conditions, such a core can support a mode confined by the bandgap of the honeycomb
reflector. Guided by the bandgap of the fiber reflector, the effective refractive index of
the core mode can be made much lower than that of the silica material. Moreover, radiation loss of a bandgap guided core mode can be reduced by adding more layers into the
honeycomb reflector. The main reason why we chose a honeycomb structure of the fiber
reflector is because it enables a very large photonic bandgap, thus simplifying considerably phase matching of the core guided and plasmonic modes. We design the fiber so that
two plasmonic peaks are degenerate at 1009nm with nanaiyte = 1.32. Fig. 1.8(b) shows
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the dispersion relations of the Gaussian-like core mode (thick solid line), analyte bound
plasmonic mode (thin solid line with circles) and cladding bound plasmonic mode (thick
solid line).
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FIG. 1.9 - Solid core honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based SPR sensor, a) The energy
flux distributions across thefibercross-section are shown for thefundamental core mode
(II) as well as the analyte and cladding bound plasmon modes (1,111) outside of the
phase matching region, b) The solid curve shows loss of the fundamental core mode
near the degenerate phase matching point with two plasmonic modes and nanaiyte =
1.32. Due to degeneracy, only one peak is distinguishable in the loss curve. Dashed line
shows splitting of the degeneracy in plasmonic modes when the analyte refractive index
is changed to nanaiyte = 1.322. c) Dependence of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on
wavelength (Hassani et ah, 2008J).
Corresponding flux distributions of the core guided and plasmonic modes are presented in Fig. 1.9(a). The core mode loss shows a single plasmonic peak (solid curve in
Fig. 1.9(b)). When the refractive index of the analyte is varied, this affects the two plasmonic dispersion relations differently. Particularly, the analyte bound plasmon mode is
affected much more strongly by the changes in the analyte refractive index than the clad-
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ding bound plasmonic mode. As a result, degeneracy is lifted, and two closely spaced
plasmonic peaks appear in the core mode loss curve (dashed curve in Fig. 1.9(b)).
For example, a 0.002 change in the analyte refractive index splits a single plasmonic
peak into two peaks separated by 27.5 nm. This permits a novel spectral detection technique, where relative peak separation can be used to characterize changes in the analyte
refractive index. By defining spectral sensitivity as: Sx = |Apeafcl - Xpeak2\/dnanaiyte,
we find spectral sensitivity of 13750 nm-RIU -1 . It is typically a safe assumption that a
0.1 nm change in the position of a resonance peak can be detected reliably, which results
in a sensor resolution of 7.2 • 10~6 RIU, which is, to our knowledge, the highest reported spectral sensitivity of an aqueous fiber-based SPR sensor. Finally, in Fig. 1.8(c), we
present the amplitude sensitivity of the proposed honeycomb fiber-based sensor as defined by: S^A^AZI/ -1 ] = - a ( A 1 n a ) 9 a ^ ' " a ) . Where a(X,na) and na are the transmission
loss of the core mode and the refractive index of the analyte, respectively . The maximal
sensitivity 400 RIU -1 is achieved at 1009 nm. It is typically a safe assumption that a
1% change in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, which leads to a sensor
resolution of 2.5 • 10 - 5 RIU. Sensor length in this case is in ~ 1 mm range.
In conclusion, the theory of surface plasmon waves and then the excitation of surface
plasmons using light are discussed. Then, we have explained the surface plasmon sensor
design and sensing methodologies. This part includes two examples which illustrate the
design criteria for the TIR MOF based SPR sensor for biolayer thickness detection and
the design of a PBG MOF based SPR sensor for refractometry sensing in an aqueous
analyte.
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CHAPITRE 2

ARTICLE 1: DESIGN CRITERIA FOR
MICROSTRUCTURED-OPTICAL-F1BER-BASED
SURFACE-PLASMON-RESONANCE SENSORS

Alireza Hassani, Maksim Skorobogatiy'.
The emphasis of this article is on using TIR based MOFs instead of conventional fibers
in the design of the SPR sensors. First we indicate the difficulties that conventional fiber
based SPR sensors face, such as light-plasmon phase matching and polishing difficulties.
Second, by presenting the design strategies for two MOF based SPR sensors designs, we
theoretically demonstrate the ability of MOFs to over come the limitation that intrinsically exist at conventional fiber based SPR sensors. For example, this article shows that
the modal effective index of light can be adjusted by geometry and size of holes in the
MOFs, resulting in light-plasmon phase matching easiness. Furthermore, ability of making different shape of gold plated holes or channels in MOFs prevents side polishing
the fiber and enables having different shape or size of microfluidic channels and metallic
layers that is not possible in the conventional fiber based SPR sensors. The comparison
between sensitivity of surface plasmon on metallic holes and semi-cylindrical channels
in this article shows that the semi-cylindrical shape metallic layer present higher refractometry sensitivity. The maximum refractometry sensitivity at 0.65 //m is calculated to
be 5 • 10 - 5 RIU at the amplitude-based mode and 3 • 10~5 RIU at the wavelength interrogation mode. Overall, this article is a starting point for the design of TIR MOF based
SPR sensors and discuss the parameters that are important in design of these sensors.
Moreover some new design parameters like the shape of metallic layers are introduced.
1. Department Engineeing Physics, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal Canada
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2.1

Abstract

Design strategies for the Microstructured Optical Fiber-based Surface Plasmon Resonance sensors are presented. In such a sensor plasmons on the inner surface of the large
metallized channels containing analyte can be excited by a fundamental mode of a single
mode microstructured fiber. Phase matching between plasmon and a core mode can be
enforced by introducing air filled microstructure into the fiber core. Particularly, in its
simplest implementation effective refractive index of a fundamental mode can be lowered to match that of a plasmon by introducing a small central hole into the fiber core.
Resolution of the MOF-based sensors is demonstrated to be as low as 3- 10 - 5 RIU - 1 . Ability to integrate large size microfluidic channels for efficient analyte flow together with
a single mode waveguide of designable modal refractive index is attractive for the development of integrated highly sensitive MOF-SPR sensors operating at any designable
wavelength.

2.2

Introduction

Propagating at the metal/dielectric interface, surface plasmons (Agranovich and Mills,
1982) are extremely sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric. This feature constitutes the core of many Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensors. Typically,
these sensors are implemented in the Kretschmann-Raether prism geometry to direct
p-polarized light through a glass prism and reflect it from a thin metal (Au, Ag) film
deposited on the prism facet (Kretschmann and Raether, 1968). The presence of a prism
allows resonant phase matching of an incident electromagnetic wave with a high-loss
plasmonic wave at the metal/analyte interface at a specific combination of the angle of
incidence and wavelength. By detecting changes in the amplitude or phase of the reflected light due to its coupling with a plasmon wave one can detect minute changes in the
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refractive index of an analyte bordering the metal layer. Using optical fibers instead of a
prism in plasmonic sensors offers miniaturization, high degree of integration and remote
sensing capabilities. Over the past decade, driven by the need of miniaturization of SPR
sensors, various compact configurations enabling coupling between optical waveguide
modes and surface plasmonic waves have been investigated. Among others, metallized
single-mode, polarization maintaining, and multi-mode waveguides, metallized tapered
fibers, and metalized fiber Bragg gratings have been studied (Jorgenson and Yee, 1993;
Vidal et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 1994; Homola, 1995; Trouillet et al.,
1996; Tubb et al., 1997; Homola et al., 1997b; Slavik et al., 1998; Diez et al., 2001; Piliarik et al., 2003; Monzon-Hernandez et al., 2004; Monzon-Hernandez and Villatoro,
2006; Suzuki et al., 2006; Ctyroky et al., 1999a; Trouillet et al., 1996; Weisser et al.,
1999; Gupta and Sharma, 2005). Two principal difficulties hindering development of the
integrated waveguide-based sensors have been identified. First challenge is phase matching of a waveguide core mode and a plasmonic wave. Mathematically, phase matching
constitutes equating the effective refractive indexes of the two modes at a given wavelength of operation. In the case of a single mode waveguide effective refractive index of
its core mode is close to that of a core material. For most practical core materials such
index is higher than 1.45. Effective refractive index of a plasmon is typically close to
that of a bordering analyte, which in the case of air is ~ 1.0, while in the case of water is
~ 1.33. Only at higher frequencies (Homola, 1995; Homola et al., 1997b) (A < 700 nm
for a plasmon on a gold metal film, for example) plasmon refractive index becomes high
enough as to match that of a waveguide core mode. From a sensor design point of view
it is quite unsatisfactory to be limited by the values of the material refractive indices
without the ability of compensating material limitations with a judicious choice of a sensor geometry. In principle, phase matching problem can be alleviated by coupling to a
plasmon via the high order modes of a multimode waveguide (Ctyroky et al., 1999a;
Trouillet et al, 1996; Weisser et al., 1999; Gupta and Sharma, 2005). Such modes can
have significantly lower effective refractive indices than a waveguide core index. In such
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a set-up light has to be launched into a waveguide as to excite high order modes some of
which will be phase matched with a plasmon mode. As only a fraction of higher order
modes are phase matched to a plasmon, then only a fraction of total launched power will
be coupled to a plasmon, thus reducing sensor sensitivity. Moreover, as power distribution in high order modes is very sensitive to the launching conditions this adds additional
noise due to variations in a coupling setup.
Second problem that limits development of the waveguide based sensors is that of packaging of the microfluidics setup, waveguide and metallic layers into a single sensor.
For example, in traditional single mode fiber based sensors, to metallize fiber surface
one has to first strip the fiber jacket and then polish fiber cladding almost to the core
to enable evanescent coupling with a plasmon. This laborious procedure compromises
fiber integrity making the resulting sensor prone to mechanical failures. Integration of a
metallized fiber piece into a microfluidics setup presents yet another additional step in
sensor fabrication, thus increasing the overall fabrication cost.
The goal of this paper is to build upon a great body of ideas developed by the waveguidebased SPR sensing community and to illustrate that the phase matching and packaging
issues can be facilitated using Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) or Microstructured Optical Fibers (MOFs) operating in the effectively single mode regime. Recently, we have
demonstrated that effective refractive index of a Gaussian-like core mode propagating
in the bang gap of a photonic crystal waveguide (Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006a;
Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006b) can be designed to take any value from 0 to that of a
refractive index of a core material. This enables phase matching and plasmon excitation
by the waveguide core mode at any desirable wavelength. It was also recently demonstrated (Kuhlmey et al., 2006; Hassani and Skorobogatiy, 2006) that plasmon mode can
be excited by the core guided mode of a single mode holey fiber featuring a single ring
of metallized holes. Microfluidics in microstructured fibers is enabled by passing analyte
though the fiber porous cladding, thus, partially solving the packaging problem. Deposi-
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tion of metal layers inside of the MOFs can be performed ether with high pressure CVD
technique (Sazio et al., 2006) or electro-less plating techniques used in fabrication of
metallized hollow waveguides and microstructures (Harrington, 2000; Takeyasu et al.,
2005).

2.3

Geometry of a MOF-based SPR sensor

In this paper we develop general principles of the MOF design for applications in plasmonic sensing, where the two key requirements are phase matching with a plasmon wave
and optimized microfluidics. Figs. 2.1(a,b) show the two schematics of proposed hexagonal solid-core MOF-based SPR sensors. In the first MOF, fiber core is surrounded by
the two layers of holes. Metallized holes in the second layer are considerably larger than
these in the first layer, thus simplifying the flow of analyte through them. This fiber has
been considered in details in (Hassani and Skorobogatiy, 2006). In the second MOF, two
large semi circular channels covered with metal are used to further enhance microfluidic
flow. Another reason for the introduction of the two structures is to study the effect of
metallic surface geometry on the efficiency of plasmonic excitation.
To lower the refractive index of a core guided mode (to facilitate phase matching with
a plasmon) we introduce a small hole of diameter dc into the core center. In place of a
single hole in the core, an array of smaller holes can be used similarly to Ref. (Cordeiro
et al., 2006). Holes in the core and in the first layer are filled with air nair = 1.0, while
metal covered holes in the second layer are filled with analyte (aqueous solution) na ~
1.33. As a first example we will consider a MOF with the diameters of the core, first
and second layer holes chosen as dc = 0.5A, di = 0.6A and d2 = 0.8A, respectively.
Pitch of the underlying hexagonal lattice is A = 2 /xm. By changing the size of a central
hole, one can tune the effective refractive index of the fundamental mode. First layer
of holes works as a low refractive index cladding enabling mode guidance in the fiber
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FIG. 2.1 - Schematics of the two MOF-based SPR sensors. In the fiber I, large holes in
the second layer are filled with analyte and metallizedfor plasmon excitation. Air filled
holes in the first layer enable guiding in the higher refractive index fiber core, while at
the same time, controlling coupling strength between the core mode and plasmon wave.
Small air filled hole in the fiber core is used to lower the refractive index of a core guided
mode to facilitate phase matching with a plasmon. In the fiber II, a large semi circular
metallized channel is integrated into the fiber structure to enhance microfluidic flow.
core. Coupling strength between the core mode and plasmon is strongly influenced by
the size of the holes in the first layer, (larger hole sizes result in a weaker coupling).
Holes in the second layer of Fiber I and semi circular channels of Fiber II are metallized
with a ~ 40 nm layer of gold and feature large sizes to facilitate the flow of analyte.
Finally, we assume that MOF is made of a silica glass with refractive index given by the
Sellmeier equation. Dielectric constant of gold tAu is approximated in the visible and
near IR region by the Drude model (Kurihara K, 2002) tAuW) = e°° — cjp/[ui(uj + iuT)),
where e°° = 9.75, UJP = 1.36 • I016rad/s, and uT = 1.45 • 10urad/s.
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2.4

Excitation of plasmonic waves by the core guided mode of a MOF

Finite element method with PML boundaries was used to find complex propagation
constants of the core guided and plasmonic modes. A typical fiber-based plasmonic sensor operates in the vicinity of a phase matching point between the core guided mode
and a plasmon wave localized at the metallized surface. As an example, in Fig. 2.2 for
the fiber II we present dispersion relations of the core guided mode (solid line) and a
plasmon wave (dashed line). Phase matching point is located at 640nm where the difference between the modal refractive indexes is the smallest. Energy flux distributions in
the vicinity of a phase matching point (insets (a,b) in Fig. 2.2) allows clear differentiation of the nature of the two modes. In the vicinity of a phase matching point the two
modes become strongly mixed (inset (c) in Fig. 2.2), with losses of a core guided mode
increasing dramatically due to the energy transfer into the lossy plasmon mode. Core
mode losses calculated as Im(neff)

are presented in Fig. 2.2 in a thin solid line. For

the reference, losses in [dB/m] are defined as a[dB/m] =

40nIm(neff)/(ln(10)X[m\).

Detection of increase in the loss of a core guided mode at the point of its phase matching
with a plasmon constitutes the core of many sensor designs.
We now investigate plasmon wave transduction mechanism in greater details. In Fig. 2.3
we present losses of the core guided modes in the wavelength range of 0.5 jzm-1.3 /im
for the two MOF designs of Fig. 2.1. Thin solid line corresponds to fiber I, na = 1.33
and features three plasmonic excitation peaks located at 560 nm, 950 nm and 1290 nm
defined by increase in the core mode propagation losses. Thick solid line corresponds
to fiber II, na = 1.33 and features two plasmonic excitation peaks located at 640 nm
and 1120 nm. To demonstrate potential of these fibers for sensing, we present in thin
and thick dashed lines, losses of the core guided modes of the fibers I and II for the
case when the analyte refractive index is slightly varied (na = 1.34 for the fiber I, and
na = 1.335 for the fiber II). As a result, positions of the plasmonic resonances shift by
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FIG. 2.2 - Dispersion relations of a core guided mode (thick solid line) and a surface
plasmon (thick dashed line) in the vicinity of the phase matching point. Insets (a), (b)
show energy fluxes of the core guided and plasmon modes close to the phase matching
point. Transmission loss of a core guided mode (thin solid line) exhibits strong increase
at the phase matching point due to efficient mixing with a plasmon wave as confirmed by
its energy flux distribution (inset (c)).
~ 10 nm, with the first peak (at shorter wavelengths) being the most sensitive to the
changes in the analyte refractive index. This transduction mechanism is commonly used
for the detection of the analyte bulk refractive index changes, as well as monitoring of
formation of the nanometer-thin bio-layers on top of a metallized sensor surface.
It is important to note that the shape of a metallized surface can have a significant effect
on the plasmonic excitation spectrum. Thus, a planar metallized surface supports only
one plasmonic peak, while a cylindrical metal layer can support several plasmonic peaks
(Diez et al., 2001; Monzon-Hernandez et al., 2004; Monzon-Hernandez and Villatoro,
2006; Al-Bader and Imtaar, 1993). In Fig. 2.3 we present energy flux distributions at the
first and second plasmonic peaks of the two MOFs considered in this paper. From the
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FIG. 2.3 - Calculated loss spectra of the core guided modes for two fiber designs. Loss
spectra (solid lines) feature several attenuation peaks corresponding to the excitation
ofplasmonic modes on the surface of metallized channels filled with aqueous analyte
na = 1.33. By changing analyte refractive index (dotted lines) resonant attenuation
peaks corresponding to the points of phase matching between the core guided andplasmon modes shift. In the insets, energy flux of a core guided mode is presented at various
absorption peaks.
pictures one can see that the shape of a metallizes surface does effect strongly the field
distributions of plasmonic waves. Moreover, one can also notice that for the first plasmonic peaks there is considerably more field penetration into the analyte filled channels
than in the case of the second plasmonic peaks. This explains why center wavelengths of
the first peaks are considerably more sensitive than the center wavelengths of the second
peaks to the changes in the analyte refractive index. In principle, by monitoring changes
in the excitation of several plasmonic resonances, one can improve sensor sensitivity.
With this method refractive-index resolution of ~ 10~6 has been demonstrated in optical
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fibers covered with circular metallic layers (Monzon-Hemandez and Villatoro, 2006).
Plasmon wave being a surface excitation is also very sensitive to the thickness of metallic layer. In Fig. 2.4 we show changes in the spectra of the first plasmonic peaks for
fibers I and II when thickness of a gold layer on the inside of microfluidic channels is
varied. Generally, modal propagation loss at resonance decreases when thickness of a
gold layer increases, and simultaneously, center wavelengths of the peaks shift towards
longer wavelengths. For a fiber II, for example, the position of a plasmonic peak shifts
from 640 nm to 665 nm when the gold layer thickness increases from 40 nm to 65 nm.
Given that the width of a peak at half maximum is ~ 40 nm, changes in the peak position due to nanometer variations in the metal layer thickness can be easily detected.
This transduction mechanism can be used to study metal nanoparticle binding events on
the metallic surface of a sensor (Patskovsky et al., 2005). This mode of sensor operation
can be of interest, for example, to the monitoring of concentration of metal nanoparticles
attached to the photosensitive drugs in the photodynamic cancer therapy (Cinteza et al.,
2006).

FlG. 2.4 - Loss spectra in the vicinity of the first plasmonic peak for fibers with a gold
layer of varying thickness. Dashed lines -fiber I, solid lines -fiber II.
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2.5

Tuning of plasmonic excitations

Plasmon wave excitation spectrum can be readily tuned by varying MOF structural parameters. In what follows we will study the effect of size variation of the central hole, as
well as holes in the first layer, with a view of tuning and optimizing plasmon excitation
by the core guided mode of a MOF.
In Figs. 2.5(a,b) we present losses and effective refractive indexes of a core guided mode
of fiber II in the vicinity of a plasmonic peak I for various diameters of the central hole
dc = 0.55A,0.45A,0.35A. Diameter of the holes in the first layer is fixed and equal to
di — 0.6A. In Fig. 2.5(a) one can observe an overall increase in the modal losses of a core
guided mode for the larger diameters of the central hole. This fact is easy to rationalize
by noting that larger size of a central hole promotes expulsion of the modal field from the
fiber core. This, in turn, leads to the greater modal presence near the metallic interface,
hence higher propagation losses. Another consequence of the modal expansion from the
fiber core and into the air filled microstructure is reduction of the modal refractive index,
leading to the shift of a plasmonic peak towards longer wavelengths.
In Figs. 2.5(c) we present losses of a core guided mode of fiber II in the vicinity of a
plasmonic peak I for various diameters of the holes in the first layer d\ = 0.6A,0.7A.
Diameter of the central hole is fixed and equal to dc = 0.35A. In Fig. 2.5(c) one can
observe an overall decrease in the modal losses of a core guided mode for the larger size
holes in the first layer. This is easy to understand by noting that larger size holes in the
first layer lead to the lower refractive index of the microstructured cladding. This, in turn,
increases core-cladding refractive index contrast, hence increasing modal confinement in
the core region, and resulting in lower modal losses due to coupling to a metal surface
in the second layer.
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F1G. 2.5 — Effect of thefiberstructural parameters on the efficiency ofplasmon excitation
(case of fiber II, incorporating 40nm thick gold layer), (a) Loss of a core guided mode
for various values of the fiber central hole diameter dc = 0.55A,0.45A,0.35A, assuming
a fixed diameter of the first layer holes d\ = 0.6A. (b) Dispersion relation of a fiber core
mode for various values of the structural parameters, (c) Loss of a core guided mode for
two values of the first layer hole diameter d\ = 0.6A,0.7A, assuming a fixed central hole
diameter dc = 0.35A. (d) Sensitivity comparison between fibers of different structural
parameters.
2.6

Sensitivities of the MOF-based SPR sensors

The simplest mode of operation of a fiber-based SPR sensor is detection of changes in
the bulk refractive index of an analyte. As real part of a plasmon refractive index depends
strongly on the value of an analyte refractive index, then the wavelength of phase matching between the core guided and plasmon modes will also be sensitive to the changes
in the analyte refractive index. There are two main approaches to detection. The first
one is an amplitude based method, where all the measurements are done at a single
wavelength. Advantage of this method is its simplicity and low cost as no spectral ma-
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nipulation is required. Disadvantage is a smaller operational range and lower sensitivity
when compared to the wavelength interrogation methods, in which transmission spectra
are taken and compared before and after the change in the analyte has occurred.
We start by describing a single wavelength, amplitude based detection method. We
define a(\,na)

to be the transmission loss of a core mode as a function of the wave-

length and refractive index of an analyte. Considering P0 to be the power launched into
the fiber core mode, the power detected after propagation along the sensor of length
L will be P(L,X,na)

= P0exp(—a(X,na)L).

For the operational wavelength A, am-

plitude sensitivity to the dna change in the analyte refractive index can then be defined as SAWIRIU-1}

= \P{L,X,na + dna) - P(L,X,na)\/P(L,X,na)/dna,

which is

frequently expressed in the units of [dB • RIU^1) defined as SU(A)[<iB • RIU'1]

=

10/ln(10)SA{X)[RIU~1]. Sensor length L is limited by the modal transmission loss. A
reasonable choice of a sensor length is L = l/a(X,na), which falls into a sub-cm range
for the MOFs described in this paper. Corresponding sensor volume is then sub-nL. This
choice of a sensor length results in a simple definition of sensitivity for the small changes
in the analyte refractive index
5^(A)[JR/[/-1] =

-(da(X,na)/dna)/a(X,na).

In Fig. 2.6 we present amplitude sensitivities of the two proposed MOF-SPR sensors for
the various values of the metal layer thickness 40 nm, 50 nm and 65 run. Dashed lines
correspond to the fiber I-based sensor, while solid lines correspond to the fiber Il-based
sensor. Maximum sensitivity of the fiber I-based sensor for detecting changes in the
aqueous analyte in the vicinity of 0.6 /jm is 520 dB-RIU -1 , while maximum sensitivity
of a fiber Il-based sensor in the vicinity of 0.65 ^m is 820 dB-RIU -1 . It is typically a safe
assumption that 1% change in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, which
leads to the sensor resolutions of 8 • 10~5 RIU and 5 • 10 - 5 RIU for the fiber designs I
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and II, respectively. For measuring changes in the aqueous analyte sensitivities of our
fiber designs are comparable to the ones of the best existing fiber-sensors (Homola et al.,
1999).
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FIG. 2.6 - Sensitivity of the two MOF-based sensors in the vicinity of the first plasmonic
peak for various values of the gold layer thickness. Dashed lines -fiber I, solid lines fiber II.
Note from Fig. 2.6 that amplitude sensitivity depends strongly on the thickness of a
gold layer. Overall, sensitivity reduces when metallic layer becomes thicker. This fact is
simple to understand. When metallic layer thickness becomes significantly larger than
that of a metal skin depth (~ 20-30 nm), fiber core mode becomes effectively screened
from a plasmon, resulting in a low coupling efficiency, and, as a consequence, low sensitivity. Additionally, as fiber material refractive index is larger than that of an analyte, for
thicker metal layers, plasmon refractive index decreases. In accordance with Fig. 2.5(b)
this leads to the shift of the sensitivity peak (phase matching wavelength) towards longer wavelengths. Rather surprisingly, maximum value of sensitivity is only weakly dependent on the choice of the diameters of the central and first layer holes. In Fig. 2.5(c)
we present amplitude sensitivity of the fiber II-based design for various choices of the
dc and dj parameters. While impacting strongly the wavelength of peak sensitivity and
the value of the modal loss, various choices of hole diameters have a weak effect on the
maximum value of sensitivity. As sensor length is inversely proportional to the modal
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loss, tuning of the fiber structural parameters allows design of fiber-sensors of widely
different lengths (from [mm] to [m]), while having comparable sensitivities. This might
be important for the practical considerations of integrating such a fiber sensing element
into a complete sensor system.
In the wavelength interrogation mode, changes in the analyte refractive index are detected by measuring displacement of a plasmonic peak. In this case sensitivity is defined as
S\[nm • RIU~l) = d\peak/dna.

For the two MOF-based designs with 40 nm gold layer,

we find that their corresponding sensitivities are 800 nm-RIU -1 and 3000 nm-RIU -1 ,
respectively. It is typically a safe assumption that O.lnm change in the position of a resonance peak can be detected reliably, which leads to the sensor resolutions of 1.2-10-4RIU
and 3 • 10 - 5 RIU for the fiber designs I and II, respectively. Again, as in the case of amplitude based sensors, we find that for measuring changes in the aqueous analyte using
wavelength interrogation mode, sensitivities of our sensors are comparable to the ones
of the best existing waveguide-sensors (Homola et al., 1999).

2.7

Conclusion

We have introduced a concept of Microstructured Optical Fiber-based Surface Plasmon
Resonance sensor. Two main sensor design challenges were identified, which are the
phase matching of the core guided and plasmonic modes, and microfluidics optimization to enable efficient analyte flow. Phase matching was facilitated by introduction of
the hollow microstructure into the fiber core. Improved microfluidics was addressed by
the integration of large analyte filled channels adjacent to the fiber core. Sensitivity of
the amplitude-based sensor for measuring changes in the aqueous analyte at 0.65/mi was
found to be 5 • 10~5 RIU, assuming 1% amplitude change detection limit. Detection limit
of the same sensor in the wavelength interrogation mode was found to be 3 • 10 - 5 RIU,
assuming 0.1 nm detection limit in the shift of a plasmonic peak. Thus found sensitivi-
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ties are comparable to the ones of the best existing fiber and waveguide-based sensors
optimized for aqueous analytes. Additionally, MOFs offer sensor design at almost any
desirable wavelength in the visible and near IR because of their ability to support core
guided modes of small effective refractive indices. By adjusting many of the MOF geometrical parameters is it considerably simpler to enforce phase matching with a plasmon
compared to the standard TIR waveguides and fibers. Moreover, integration of the microfluidic channels during MOF drawing increases sensor reliability as laborious extra
step of microfluidics packaging is avoided.
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CHAPITRE 3

ARTICLE 2: PHOTONIC CRYSTAL FIBER AND WAVEGUIDE-BASED
SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE SENSORS FOR APPLICATION IN THE
VISIBLE AND NEAR-1R

Alireza Hassani,Bertrand Gauvreau, Majid Fassi Fehri, Andrei Kabashin, Maksim Skorobogatiy '.
The main focus of this paper is the design of PBG MOF based SPR sensors capable of
operating at higher or multi-wavelengths. Therefore, we present the design criteria for
SPR sensors based on solid and hollow core Bragg fibers, as well as PBG microstructured fibers. The advantage of using the PBG MOFs, which its modal effective index
can be much smaller than its core index, instead of conventional fiber in the body of
SPR sensors is the efficient phase matching with a surface plasmon at any wavelength
of choice from the visible to IR. To our knowledge, this is not achievable by any other
waveguide based SPR sensor designs. Also another advantage from point of view of biolayer thickness detection is that the SPR sensors operating at longer wavelength, i.e. the
near-IR, have a larger probe depth with respect to the ones operating at shorter wavelength, i.e. visible, resulting in detecting biolayer consisting of bigger sized bioparticles.
On the other hand, unlike the TIR PBG based SPR sensors presented at the previous
chapter a wide variety of material combinations can be used to design PBG MOF based
SPR sensors because their modal effective index is not limited by the value of the core
index. Using PBG MOFs in the body of SPR sensors, plasmon excitation at ~0.68 /xm,
~0.84 /im and ~1.3 /im theoretically demonstrated that illustrate more freedom at operation wavelength for the SPR sensors. Moreover, we present a design of PBG MOFs
based SPR sensors for double plasmonic peaks excitation, one peak at ~0.65 fim and
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another one at ~0.85 /im, which open new horizon for these type SPR sensor operating
at visible and IR simultaneously. The maximum refractometry sensitivity is calculated
to be 1.38 • 10 - 5 RIU at the amplitude-based mode and 8.3 • 10~6 RIU at the wavelength
interrogation mode. Sensor lengths in our examples varied from sub-mm to ~ 10 cm.
Finally this article discussing the design criteria of PBG MOF based SPR sensors is a
complementary part for the previous chapter presenting the design criteria of TIR MOF
based SPR sensors.

1. Engineeing Physics Department, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal Canada
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3.1

Abstract

In the proposed photonic crystal waveguide-based surface plasmon resonance sensor, a
plasmon wave on the surface of a thin metal film is excited by a Gaussian-like leaky
mode of an effectively single mode photonic crystal waveguide. By judicious design
of a photonic crystal waveguide, the effective refractive index of a core mode can be
made considerably smaller than that of the core material, thus enabling efficient phase
matching with a plasmon, high sensitivity, and high coupling efficiency from an external
Gaussian source, at any wavelength of choice from the visible to near-IR, which is, to
our knowledge, not achievable by any other design. Moreover, unlike the case of total
internal reflection waveguide-based sensors, a wide variety of material combinations
can be used to design photonic crystal waveguide-based sensors as there is no limitation
on the value of the waveguide core refractive index. This sensor design concept was
implemented using planar multilayer photonic crystal waveguides, solid and hollow core
Bragg fibers, as well as microstructured photonic crystal fibers. Amplitude and spectral
based methodologies for the detection of changes in the analyte refractive index were
devised. Sensor resolution as low as 8.3 • 10~6 RIU was found for aqueous analyte.

Key words: surface wave, surface plasmon resonance, fiber optic sensors, photonic crystal fiber

3.2

Introduction

Propagating at the metal/dielectric interface, surface plasmons (Agranovich and Mills,
1982) are extremely sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric. This
feature constitutes the core of many Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensors. Typi-
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cally, these sensors are implemented in the Kretschmann-Raether prism geometry where
p-polarized light is launched through a glass prism and reflected from a thin metal (Au,
Ag) film deposited on the prism facet (Kretschmann and Raether, 1968). The presence
of a prism allows phase matching of an incident electromagnetic wave with a plasmonic wave at the metal/ambient dielectric interface at a specific combination of incidence
angle and wavelength. Mathematically, the phase matching condition is expressed as
an equality between the plasmon wavevector and a projection of the wavevector of an
incident wave along the interface. Since the plasmon excitation condition depends resonantly on the value of the refractive index of an ambient medium within 100 — 300 nm
from the interface, the method enables detection of biological binding events on the metal surface with unprecedented sensitivity (Kretschmann and Raether, 1968). The course
of a biological reaction can then be followed by monitoring angular (Liedberg et al., ;
Melendez et al., 1996), spectral (Zhang and Uttamchandani, 1988) or phase (Kabashin
and Nikitin, 1998; Grigorenko et al., 1999) characteristics of the reflected light. However, the high cost and large size of commercially available systems makes them useful
only in a laboratory, while many important field and other applications remain out of the
reach of this method.
Using optical waveguides and fibers instead of a bulk prism configuration in plasmonic
sensors offers: miniaturization, high degree of integration and remote sensing capabilities. In fiber and waveguide-based sensors, one launches the light into a waveguide core
and then uses coupling of a guided mode with a plasmonic mode to probe for the changes
in the ambient environment. To excite efficiently a surface plasmon, the phase matching
condition between a plasmon and a waveguide mode has to be satisfied, which mathematically amounts to the equality between their modal propagation constants (effective
refractive indices). Over the past decade, driven by the need for miniaturization of SPR
sensors, various compact configurations enabling coupling between optical waveguide
modes and surface plasmonic waves have been investigated. Among others, metallized
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single mode, multimode and polarization maintaining waveguides and fibers, metallized
tapered fibers, metallized fiber Bragg gratings (Vidal et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 1994;
Homola, 1995; Tubb et al., 1997; Homola et al., 1997b; Diez et al., 2001; Piliarik et al.,
2003; Monzon-Hernandez et al., 2004; Monzon-Hernandez and Villatoro, 2006; Suzuki
et al., 2006; Ctyroky et al., 1999a; Al-Bader and Imtaar, 1993; Jorgenson and Yee, 1993;
Trouillet et al., 1996; Ctyroky et al., 1999b; Weisser et al., 1999; Gupta and Sharma,
2005), and, recently, solid core microstrucrured fibers (Kuhlmey et al., 2006; Hassani
and Skorobogatiy, 2006; Hassani et al., 2008a), as well as planar photonic crystal waveguides (Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006a) have been studied. In the majority of fiber
implementations (with an exception of microstrucrured fibers), one typically strips the
fiber polymer jacket and polishes off the fiber cladding until fiber core is exposed; then,
a metal layer is coated directly onto the fiber core. Thus the functionalized surface of a
fiber core is then exposed to an analyte.
Ideally, one would use a single mode fiber or waveguide with all the power travelling
in a single Gaussian-like core mode operating near the point of resonant excitation of a
plasmon (Lavers and Wilkinson, 1994; Harris and Wilkinson, 1995; Weiss et al., 1996;
Homola et al., 1997b; Dostalek et al., 2001; Sheridan et al., 2004). A Gaussian shape
for core mode is important as it is best suited for excitation by standard Gaussian laser
sources. Near the point of phase matching, most of the energy launched into a waveguide
core mode could be efficiently transferred into a plasmon mode. However, in the Total
Internal Refraction (TIR) single mode waveguides with low refractive index-contrast,
coupling with a plasmon is realized at essentially grazing angles of modal incidence on
a metal layer. As follows from the basic SPR theory, coupling at such grazing incidence
angles leads to an inevitable decrease of sensitivity of a SPR method. In principle, high
index-contrast single mode waveguides (see Fig. 3.1(a)) could be employed to increase
the angle of modal incidence on the interface. However, phase matching between plasmon and fundamental waveguide mode is typically hard to realize. This is related to the
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FlG. 3.1 - Band diagrams and schematics of various sensor implementations, a) Single
mode waveguide-based sensor. Dispersion relations of a core guided mode (solid) and
a plasmon (thick dashed). Inset - coupler schematic; |-#|||2 of a plasmon (left) and a
core mode (right), b) Multimode waveguide-based sensor. Dispersion relations of the
core modes (solid) and a plasmon (thick dashed). Inset - coupler schematic; \H\\ | 2 of a
plasmon (left) and a high order mode (right) at the phase matching point (black circle),
c) Planar photonic crystal waveguide-based sensor. Dispersion relation of a fundamental Gaussian-like leaky core mode (solid) and a plasmon (thick dashed). Inset - coupler
schematic; \H\\\ of a plasmon (left) and a core mode (right).
fact that the effective refractive index of a core guided mode is close to the refractive
index of the core material, which is typically larger than 1.45 due to practical material
limitations. The effective refractive index of a plasmon is close to the refractive index of
the ambient medium which is typically na = 1 for air or na — 1.3 for water. Thus, large
discrepancy in the effective indices (as seen from Fig. 3.1(a)) makes phase matching
between the two modes hard to achieve, except at higher frequencies (A < 650 nm),
where the plasmon dispersion relation deviates towards higher refractive indices. Thus,
due to practical limitation on the lowest value of the waveguide core and cladding refractive indices, single mode T1R waveguide-based sensors were demonstrated mostly
in the visible where the phase matching condition is easier to enforce.
Problems with phase matching and loss of sensitivity due to shallow angles of inci-
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dence could be, in principle, alleviated by using multimode waveguides (Jorgenson and
Yee, 1993; Trouillet et al, 1996; Ctyroky et al., 1999b; Weisser et al., 1999; Gupta and
Sharma, 2005) (see Fig. 3.1(b)). If launched properly, modal effective propagation angles
in such waveguides can be much steeper, resulting in smaller effective refractive indices.
However, in multimode waveguides only a certain number of higher order modes will
be phase matched with a plasmon. Thus, sensitivity and stability of such sensors depend
crucially on launch conditions. Moreover, as spatial field distribution in a Gaussian-like
laser source is typically not well matched with the field distribution of higher order mode
of a multimode waveguide, only a small fraction of energy can be launched into such a
mode, resulting, again, in decreased sensitivity.
In this paper, we present design principles of a novel photonic crystal fiber and waveguidebased SPR sensors, and show that they integrate advantages of both the single mode
and multimode waveguide-based SPR sensors. Moreover, in photonic crystal fiber and
waveguide-based SPR sensors, fundamental Gaussian-like leaky core modes (see Fig. 3.1 (c))
can be phase matched with a plasmon at any desired wavelength of operation, thus enabling sensing anywhere from the visible to mid-IR. The term "leaky mode" generally
refers to the guidance mechanism where the effective refractive index of a propagating
mode is smaller than that of the waveguide cladding. Such unusual modes are called
leaky modes as, outside of a waveguide core, they do not exhibit a traditional evanescent
decay into the cladding, but rather they radiate slowly (leak) into the cladding. Unlike in
the case of common TIR waveguides, leaky modes in photonic crystal waveguides are
confined by the bandgap of a photonic crystal reflector. As a consequence, the effective
refractive index of the fundamental (lowest loss) leaky core mode can be designed to be
arbitrarily smaller than that of a waveguide core material, thus enabling phase matching
with a plasmon at any desired frequency. Moreover, the lowest loss leaky core mode typically exhibits a Gaussian-like intensity distribution in the waveguide core region, thus
enabling convenient excitation by a Gaussian beam of an external light source. Using the
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fundamental (lowest loss) leaky mode for sensing gives the additional advantage of an
effectively single mode propagation regime. In particular, when a set of modes is excited
at a sensor input, higher order leaky modes radiate out faster than a fundamental mode.
Consequently, after a certain propagation distance, only the fundamental mode is left in
the waveguide core. Finally, the effective angle of modal incidence onto a metal film,
and hence sensitivity, can be varied at will by a proper selection of the waveguide core
and reflector materials.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first part, we introduce planar photonic crystal
waveguide-based SPR sensors and highlight the key ideas for their design. In the second
part of the paper, we demonstrate the design of SPR sensors using solid core and analyte
filled hollow core Bragg fibers operating at 685 nm, 850 nm and 1300 nm. We argue that
for plasmon excitation in the near-IR, the analyte filled hollow core Bragg fibers present
a potent solution for plasmon excitation. In the third part of the paper we present an SPR
sensor using honeycomb microstructured photonic crystal fiber operating at 1000 nm.
We conclude by summarizing major findings of this paper.
Finally, throughout the paper, to find the modes of planar waveguides and circular symmetric Bragg fibers we have used a standard transfer matrix approach, while for the
calculation of modes of microstructured fibers we have used commercial finite element
code by Rsoft.

3.3

SPR sensors using planar photonic crystal waveguides

We start by considering plasmon excitation by a Gaussian-like TM polarized mode of
a planar photonic crystal waveguide (see Fig. 3.2(a)), in which light confinement in a
lower refractive index core is achieved by a surrounding multilayer reflector. TM polarization of the electromagnetic field in a planar multilayer assumes a single magnetic
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field component H\\ directed parallel to the plane of a multilayer, while the electric field
component is confined to a plane perpendicular to the multilayer.
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FlG. 3.2 - Planar photonic crystal waveguide-based SPR sensor, a) Schematic of a sensor. Low refractive index core is surrounded by the periodic photonic crystal reflector.
One side of the reflector is goldplated for plasmon excitation. Gold layer is bordered
by aqueous analyte. \H\\\ field distribution in the fundamental core mode is shown on
the right, while field distribution in a plasmonic mode is show on the left of the sensor
schematic, b) Band diagram of sensor modes. Dispersion relation and field distribution
of the fundamental core mode (thick solid curve), and plasmonic mode (dashed curve).
Common part of the TE, TMbandgaps of aperiodic reflector is shown as a clear region,
while gray regions correspond to the continuum of the bulk reflector states. By design,
the effective refractive index of a core guided mode can be made significantly smaller
than that of the waveguide core material, c) Upper part: solid curve shows loss of a waveguide core mode near the phase matching point with a plasmon at which modal loss
peaks. Dashed line shows shift of the modal loss curve when refractive index of the analyte is varied. Lower part: dependence of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on wavelength.

The photonic crystal waveguide under consideration consists of 27 alternating layers having refractive indices nh = 2.0, and n; = 1.5. The core layer is layer number 12; having
refractive index nc = m. Analyte (first cladding) is water na = 1.332 bordering a 50 nm
layer of gold. The substrate refractive index is 1.5. Theory of planar photonic crystal
waveguides with infinite reflectors where n c = n; (Skorobogatiy, 2005), predicts that,
for a design wavelength Ac, the effective refractive index nefj{\c)

of the fundamental

TE and TM core guided modes can be designed at will, as long as 0 < rae// < m, by
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choosing the reflector layer thicknesses as
dih = — ,

,

(3.1)

and by choosing the core layer thickness as dc = 2d;. Moreover, for this choice of n c , the
field distribution in the core is always Gaussian-like for TE polarized modes, while for
TM polarized modes it is Gaussian-like as long as n2ejj > eie^/fa + e^) (Skorobogatiy,
2005). By choosing the effective refractive index of a core mode to be that of a plasmon,
a desired phase matching condition is achieved. For a waveguide with a finite reflector,
the same design principle holds approximately. Thus, for an operating wavelength of A =
640nm considered in this example, phase matching is achieved when the photonic crystal
waveguide above is designed using Ac = 635 nm and n e //(A c ) — 1.46. A reasonable
approximation to the n e //(A c ) is a value of the effective refractive index of a plasmonic
wave propagating at a planar gold-analyte interface:
2
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where ea is the dielectric constant of an analyte and egoid is the dielectric constant of the
gold layer approximated by the Drude model:
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where the choice e^ = 9.75, At = 13.0 /zm, Ap — 0.138 fim presents one of the many
possible fits of the experimental data.
In Fig. 3.2(b) we present band diagram of a planar photonic crystal waveguide-based
SPR sensor. All the simulations are performed using standard transfer matrix theory on
a complete system that includes both the waveguide and metal layer. Gray regions signify
bulk states of a periodic reflector. The clear region is a common part of the reflector TE
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and TM bandgaps. The thick solid line, which is almost parallel to the band gap edges,
marked as "core mode" is a dispersion relation of a Gaussian-like leaky core mode with
most of its modal energy concentrated in the low refractive index core. The dashed line
marked as "plasmon" represents the dispersion relation of a plasmonic mode. Most of
the plasmon energy is concentrated at the metal/analyte interface.
Near the phase matching point, fields of a core guided mode contain strong plasmonic contribution. As the plasmon exhibits very high propagation loss, the loss of a core
mode (upper plot in Fig. 3.2(c)) will also exhibit a sharp increase near the phase matching point. An important aspect of the proposed setup is the freedom of adjusting loss
of the core mode. As a leaky mode decays exponentially with respect to distance into
the multilayer reflector, coupling strength between the plasmon and core modes can be
controlled by changing the number of reflector layers situated between the waveguide
core and a metal film. Ultimately, higher coupling strength leads to higher modal losses,
hence, shorter sensor length. When the real part of the analyte refractive index is varied,
the plasmon dispersion relation displaces accordingly, thus leading to a shift in the position of the phase matching point with a core guided mode. Consequently, in the vicinity
of the phase matching point, transmission loss of a core guided mode varies strongly
with changes in the analyte refractive index (see the upper part of Fig. 3.2(c)).
We would like to point out that what is identified as a "core mode" in all the figures in
this paper is in fact a waveguide supermode that includes both the core guided mode and
plasmonic contribution. Since the plasmon mode is extremely lossy, only a small mixing
of this mode with the core mode is necessary to achieve sensing. We found pertinent
to also show on the graphs what a plasmonic mode looks like near the phase matching
point, although this mode by itself is not used in our sensing arrangements. Depending
on the designs, the plasmon contribution to the evanescent tail of a core mode is not
always visible on the field distribution plots as only the real components of the modes
are truly phase matched.
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The simplest mode of operation of a waveguide-based SPR sensor is detection of small
changes in the bulk refractive index of an analyte. There are two main modalities of SPR
detection - amplitude based and spectral based. In both methodologies sensing is enabled through detection of changes in the location of a sharp plasmonic loss peak which
spectral position is strongly dependent on the value of the ambient refractive index. In
the amplitude based approach, all the amplitude measurements are performed at a single
wavelength near the center of a plasmonic peak. The advantage of this method is its
simplicity and low cost, as no spectral manipulation is required. The disadvantage is a
smaller dynamic range and lower sensitivity when compared to the wavelength interrogation approach, in which the whole transmission spectra are taken and compared before
and after the change in the analyte has occurred.
We start by describing a single wavelength, amplitude based detection method. We define a(\,na) to be the transmission loss of a core mode as a function of the wavelength
and refractive index of an analyte na. Considering PQ to be the power launched into the
fiber core mode, the power detected after propagation along the sensor of length L will be
P(L,X,na) = P0exp(—a(X,na)L). For the operating wavelength A, amplitude sensitivity
to the small changes in the analyte refractive index Ana can then be defined (and measured) as 5U(A)[/2/C/- 1 ]U^^o = {P{L,X,na + Ana) -

P(L,X,na))/P(L,X,na)/Ana.

Sensor length L is typically limited by the modal transmission loss. A reasonable choice
of a sensor length is L = l/a(\,na),

which is ~ 1cm range for the planar multilayer-

based sensor described in this section. Such a choice of sensor length results in a simple
definition of sensitivity for the small changes in the analyte refractive index

ft,(A)[R/ir'] P(L,X,na)
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In the lower part of Fig. 3.2(c) we present the amplitude sensitivity of the proposed
planar photonic crystal waveguide-based SPR sensor. Maximal sensitivity is achieved
at 673 nm and is equal to 112 RIU - 1 . It is typically a safe assumption that 1% change

(3 . 4)
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in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, which leads to a sensor resolution
of 8.9 • 10 - 5 RIU. This 1% criterion will be used throughout the paper to compare the
sensors response.
In the wavelength interrogation mode, changes in the analyte refractive index are detected by measuring displacement of a plasmonic peak \peak- m this case, sensitivity is
defined as
Sx[nm • RIU-1} =

rfA

?»fK)

(3 .5)

dna
In the case of a planar photonic crystal waveguide-based SPR sensor we find that the
corresponding spectral sensitivity is 2300 nm-RIU -1 . Assuming that a 0.1 run change
in the position of a resonance peak can be detected reliably, a sensor resolution of 4.3 •
10~5 RIU is obtained. The sensor length in this case is ~ 1 cm.

3.4

SPR sensors using photonic crystal Bragg fibers

In this section, we propose two distinct approaches for fiber-based SPR sensing in aqueous
solutions using photonic crystal Bragg fibers. In both cases, a thin gold layer is deposited on the outer surface of a Bragg fiber in direct contact with an analyte. By tailoring
the dispersion relation of the fundamental core guided mode of a Bragg fiber, the phase
matching condition is obtained at various wavelength in the visible and near-IR.

3.4.1

Large solid core Bragg fiber-based sensor

The first design approach consists of using the leaky fundamental Gaussian-like core
mode of a Bragg fiber, and lowering its effective refractive index towards that of a plasmon by the proper choice of a fiber reflector and a fiber core size. The choice of the
fundamental Gaussian-like core mode over the higher order modes is motivated by its
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optimal spatial overlap with the common Gaussian laser sources. Moreover, when a sufficiently long Bragg fiber is used, effectively single mode regime of operation can be
achieved by radiation of higher order modes, thus reducing the overall noise limit of a
sensor. In particular, we consider solid core photonic crystal Bragg fibers made of two
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FIG. 3.3 -Large solid core photonic crystalBraggfiber-basedSPR sensor, a) Schematic
of a sensor. Low refractive index core is surrounded by a concentric photonic crystal reflector. Outside, the reflector is goldplatedfor plasmon excitation. Gold layer is bordered
by aqueous analyte. Energy flux distribution across the fiber cross section is shown with
a solid curve for the fundamental core mode, and with a dashed curve for the plasmonic mode, b) Band diagram of sensor modes. Dispersion relation and field distribution
of the fundamental core mode (thick solid curve), andplasmonic mode (dashed curve).
Common part of the TE, TMbandgaps of a periodic planar reflector is shown as a clear
region, while gray regions correspond to the continuum of the bulk reflector states, c)
Upper part: solid curve shows loss of the fundamental core mode near the phase matching point with a plasmon at which modal loss peaks. Dashed line shows shift of the
modal loss curve when refractive index of an analyte is varied. Lower part: dependence
of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on wavelength.
materials with refractive indices n/ = 1.40 and n^ = 1.60. Prototypes of such fibers have
been recently fabricated in our group by using a poly(vinylene difloride)/polycarbonate
(PVDF/PC) and poly(methyl methylacrylate)/polystyrene (PMMA/PS) material combinations (Gao et al., 2006). In such fibers, the solid core of refractive index n; is surrounded by N alternating high and low refractive index reflector layers of thicknesses du and
dh. A typical choice of the reflector layer thicknesses is according to the quarter wave
relation (3.1), where Ac defines the center wavelength of the Bragg reflector bandgap,
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and neff(Xc) is the desired effective refractive index of a core mode at that wavelength.
This choice of the reflector parameters, only guarantees efficient bandgap guidance at
Ac of a mode with effective refractive index n e //(A c ), however, it does not guarantee the
existence of such a mode. As it will be detailed in what follows, one effective way of
positioning a core mode dispersion relation inside of a fiber bandgap is by varying the
fiber core diameter dc. In a large core diameter Bragg fiber where dc » Ac, the effective refractive index of the fundamental core mode is close to that of a core material.
By decreasing the fiber core size, one can considerably reduce the core mode effective
refractive index.
With the choice of a desired phase matching Ac and an approximation of the n e //(A c )
performed using equation (3.2), we are still left with two free parameters which are the
number of layers iV in a Bragg reflector, and the fiber core size dc. In metallized Bragg
fibers, guided modes incur additional losses due to high absorption of the metal film.
When operating within the bandgap of a Bragg fiber, fields of a leaky core mode decay
exponentially fast into the periodic reflector. Thus, modal presence in the metallized
region also decreases exponentially with the number of reflector layers. From this we
conclude that variation in the number of reflector layers will primarily effect the core
mode propagation loss.
We now investigate in more details the effect of a core size on the modal structure of an
SPR sensor. First, we consider Bragg fiber sensor having large core diameter dc — 8 /xm,
operating in the vicinity of Ac = 740 nm, and featuring a 4 layer reflector plated with a
40 nm thick layer of gold (see Fig. 3.3(a)). Reflector layer thicknesses are chosen to be
di — 1133 nm, dh = 235 nm. In Fig. 3.3(b) we present the band diagram of thus defined
Bragg fiber sensor. Common TM, TE bandgap of a corresponding infinitely periodic
Bragg reflector is presented as a clear region, while gray regions signify a continuum
of the reflector bulk states. For a large core photonic crystal Bragg fiber, the effective
refractive index of the lowest loss leaky mode (thick solid line) is close to that of the
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refractive index of a core material (thin solid line). The dispersion relation of a plasmon
mode is shown as thick dashed line. The dispersion relations of the core guided and
plasmonic modes near Ac are positioned well inside the reflector band gap by its proper
design. Therefore, the fundamental core mode (solid curve in Fig. 3.3(a)) is well confined
within the Bragg fiber core, while the plasmon mode (dashed curve in Fig. 3.3(a)) is
mostly confined to the metal coating and the last reflector layer. Phase matching between
the core and plasmonic modes is achieved at A = 684 nm.
In the upper plot of Fig. 3.3(c) propagation loss of a core mode is presented as a function of wavelength. As seen from this figure, core mode propagation loss peaks at the
wavelength of phase matching with the plasmon mode due to an efficient energy transfer
from the core mode into the highly absorbing plasmon. In the lower part of Fig. 3.2(c)
we present amplitude sensitivity (3.4) of the proposed large solid core Bragg fiber-based
SPR sensor. Maximal sensitivity is achieved at 697 nm and is equal to 262- RIU -1 . The
sensor resolution reaches 3.8 • 10~5 RIU based on the last section assumption. In the
case of a large solid core Bragg fiber-based SPR sensor we find that the corresponding
spectral sensitivity (3.5) is 3000 nm- RIU - 1 . For a wavelength-based detection, a sensor
resolution of 3.3 • 10~5 RIU is obtained. Sensor length in this case is ~ 10 cm.

3.4.2

Small solid core Bragg fiber-based sensor

In the second design we explore the possibility of considerably reducing the effective
refractive index of a core mode by reducing the fiber core size. This enables plasmonic
excitation at longer wavelengths in the near-IR. Thus, with the same overall structure
of the Bragg reflector as in the prior case, by reducing the fiber core diameter to dc =
2.2 yaa, plasmonic excitation at the interface with aqueous analyte is demonstrated at
836 nm. In Fig. 3.4(a) we show the cross section of a small solid core photonic crystal
Bragg fiber sensor, and the energy flux distributions in its leaky fundamental core mode
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FIG. 3.4 - Small solid core photonic crystal Bragg fiber-based SPR sensor, a) Schematic
of a sensor. Low refractive index core is surrounded by a concentric photonic crystal reflector. Outside, the reflector is goldplatedfor plasmon excitation. Gold layer is bordered
by aqueous analyte. Energy flux distribution across the fiber cross section is shown with
a solid curve for the fundamental core mode, and with a dashed curve for the plasmonic mode, b) Band diagram of sensor modes. Dispersion relation and field distribution
of the fundamental core mode (thick solid curve), and plasmonic mode (dashed curve).
Common part of the TE, TMbandgaps of a periodic planar reflector is shown as a clear
region, while gray regions correspond to the continuum of the bulk reflector states, c)
Upper part: solid curve shows loss of the fundamental core mode near the phase matching point with a plasmon at which modal loss peaks. Dashed line shows shift of the
modal loss curve when refractive index of an analyte is varied. Lower part: dependence
of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on wavelength.
and plasmonic mode. Although reflector layer thicknesses are the same as in the prior
case (see Fig. 3.3(a)), the total number of layers is increased to 10 in order to reduce core
mode radiation loss. In Fig. 3.4(b) we present the band diagram for this design. Common
TM, TE bandgap of a corresponding infinitely periodic Bragg reflector is presented as a
clear region, while gray regions signify the continuum of reflector bulk states. In a small
core photonic crystal Bragg fiber, effective refractive index of the lowest loss leaky mode
(thick solid line) can be considerably smaller than the refractive index of the core bulk
material (thin solid line). The dispersion relation of the plasmon mode is shown as thick
dashed line. Moreover, the dispersion relation of the core guided mode is shifted towards
lower edge of the reflector bandgap. Therefore, the core mode (solid curve in Fig. 3.4(a))
and plasmonic mode (dashed curve in Fig. 3.4(a)) are not strongly confined, penetrating
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significantly into the reflector region. Phase matching between the core and plasmonic
modes is achieved at A = 836 nm.
In the upper plot of Fig. 3.4(c) propagation loss of the core mode is presented as a
function of the wavelength. As seen from this figure, it peaks at the wavelength of phase
matching with the plasmon mode. In the lower part of Fig. 3.4(c) we present amplitude
sensitivity (3.4) of the proposed small solid core Bragg fiber-based SPR sensor. Maximal
sensitivity is achieved at 882 nm and is equal to 269-RIU-1. An amplitude interrogation
yields a sensor resolution of 3.7 • 10~5 RIU. Finally, we find that the corresponding
spectral sensitivity (3.5) is 12000 nm- RIU" 1 , leading to a resolution of 8.3 • 10" 6 RIU.
Sensor length in this case is sub-cm.

3.4.3

Analyte-filled hollow-core Bragg fiber-based sensor

When designing fiber-based SPR sensors in the near-IR one faces a difficult problem of
phase matching a plasmon and a core guided mode. The reason for such difficulty is that
in this spectral region the effective refractive index of a plasmon becomes very close to
that of an analyte, which for aqueous solutions, for example, is na ~ 1.32. As described
in the previous section, to lower effective refractive index of a core guided mode to that
of a plasmon, one can use a small solid core Bragg fiber with a properly positioned
bandgap region. In that case, however, fiber core size becomes too small for convenient
coupling. To resolve this problem we suggest using a large analyte-filled hollow core
Bragg fiber shown in Fig. 3.5(a). In this case, as described earlier, the effective refractive
index of the core mode (thick solid line in Fig. 3.5(b)) is close and somewhat smaller
than the refractive index of the core material (analyte). In rum, the plasmon refractive
index (dashed line in Fig. 3.5(b)) is close and somewhat larger than refractive index of
the analyte. To enable phase matching between the core mode and a plasmon, one has
to force the core mode to cross over the dispersion relation of an analyte. As detailed
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in (Engeness et al., 2003) to force such a crossing, one has to introduce a defect into
the structure of a reflector so as to induce anticrossing of the core mode with a reflector
defect state (marked as a dashed circular region in Fig. 3.5(b)). The particular sensor

FlG. 3.5 - Analyte-filled large hollow core photonic crystal Bragg fiber-based SPR sensor, a) Schematic of a sensor. Analyte-filled hollow core is surrounded by a concentric
photonic crystal reflector. Outside, the reflector is goldplated for plasmon excitation.
Gold layer is bordered by aqueous analyte. Energy flux distribution across thefibercross
section is shown with a solid curve for the fundamental core mode, and with a dashed
curve for the plasmonic mode, b) Band diagram of sensor modes. Dispersion relation of
the fundamental core mode crossing over the analyte light line (thick solid curve), and
plasmonic mode (dashed curve). TE bandgap of a periodic planar reflector is shown as a
clear region, while gray regions correspond to the continuum of the bulk reflector states,
c) Upper part: solid curve shows loss of the crossed-over core mode near the phase matching point with a plasmon at which modal loss peaks. Dashed line shows shift of the
modal loss curve when refractive index of an analyte is varied. Lower part: dependence
of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on wavelength.
geometry implementing this design principle is presented in Fig. 3.5(a). In this sensor,
analyte-filled fiber core of diameter dc = 10/um is surrounded by a 10 layer reflector with
alternating refractive indices ni = 1.4, and n^ = 1.6. All the low refractive index layers,
with the exceptions of the second and tenth layers, have thicknesses di = 373 nm, while
all the high refractive index layers have thicknesses of dh = 435 nm. On the outside, the
reflector is plated with a 40nm gold layer. Two defects are incorporated into the structure
of the Bragg reflector. The first defect is introduced into the outer layer by doubling its
thickness to 870 nm. This defect is introduced to get rid of an unwanted surface state on
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the fiber-metal-analyte interface. The second defect is introduced into the second layer
by reducind its thickness to 47 nm. The high refractive index defect created by the first
three layers of the reflector attracts a localized state that causes anticrossing with the core
mode, thus forcing the core mode to cross over the dispersion relation of the analyte, and
enabling phase matching with a plasmon.
The main disadvantage of this plasmon excitation mechanism is that the intensity distribution in a crossed-over core mode, stops being Gaussian-like. In fact, such a mode is
evanescent in the analyte region, hence, it becomes somewhat difficult to excite with a
common Gaussian laser source. However, when the plasmon dispersion relation is very
close to that of the analyte (as it is the case in the near-IR), then evanescent tail of a
crossed-over core mode can extend substantially into the analyte filled core region, thus
simplifying considerably coupling to such a mode. For example, design of Fig. 3.5(a)
enables phase matching with a plasmon near 1306 nm (as seen from Fig. 3.5(b)). At
this wavelength a crossed-over core mode still has 28% of its energy concentrated in the
analyte filled hollow fiber core.
We conclude with sensitivity analysis of the proposed near-IR SPR sensor. In the lower
part of Fig. 3.5(c) we present sensor amplitude sensitivity (3.4). Maximal sensitivity is
achieved at 1298 nm and is equal to 725- RIU - 1 . Once again, assuming that 1% change
in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, this leads to a sensor resolution
of 1.4 • 10~5 RIU. Finally, we find that the corresponding spectral sensitivity (3.5) is
4300 nm- RIU -1 . A spectral interrogation leads to a sensor resolution of 2.3 • 10 - 5 RIU.
Sensor length in this case is sub-cm.
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3.5

SPR sensors using microstructured photonic crystal fibers

In the previous section we have presented several design strategies for the SPR sensors
based on photonic crystal Bragg fibers. In principle, any photonic bandgap fiber can be
used in place of a Bragg fiber to develop such sensors. In this section we present an
example of a SPR sensor based on a solid core honeycomb photonic crystal fiber. As
core guiding in such a fiber is analogous to core guiding in a small solid core Bragg
fiber discussed earlier, our presentation will be brief. In Fig.3.6(a) the schematic of a

FIG. 3.6 - Solid core honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based SPR sensor, a) Schematic
of a sensor. Solid core having a small central hole is surrounded by a honecomb photonic
crystal reflector. Two large channels are integrated to implement analyte access to the
fiber reflector region. Channels are goldplated for plasmon excitation. Gold layer is
bordered by aqueous analyte. The purpose of the ring surrounding the channels is to
add mechanical rigidity to the fiber and enable microfluidic manipulations, b) Energy
flux distribution across the fiber crossection is shown for the fundamental core mode,
c) Upper part: solid curve shows loss of the fundamental core mode near the phase
matching point with a plasmon at which modal loss peaks. Dashed line shows shift of the
modal loss curve when refractive index of an analyte is varied. Lower part: dependence
of the sensor amplitude sensitivity on wavelength.
honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based SPR sensor is presented. Design parameters are
chosen as follows, the center to center distance between adjacent holes is A = 1.33 pm,
the cladding hole diameter is d = 0.6A, the diameter of the hole in the core center
is dc = 0.45A. The central hole in the fiber core lowers its effective refractive index
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compared to that of a silica cladding. The fiber is made of silica glass with refractive
index ngiass = 1.45, the core and cladding holes are filled with air nair = 1, while the
large semi-circular channels are plated with a ~ 40 nm thick layer of gold and filled with
aqueous analyte na ~ 1.33. With these parameters, the fiber core supports a leaky core
mode confined by the bandgap of the honeycomb reflector. Guided by the bandgap of the
fiber reflector, core mode effective refractive index can be considerably lower than that
of the silica material. In addition, similarly to the case of a photonic crystal Bragg fiber,
radiation loss of the bandgap guided core mode can be reduced by adding more layers to
the honeycomb reflector. The main reason why we chose a honeycomb structure of the
fiber reflector is because it enables a large photonic bandgap (Murao et al., 2006; Barkou
et al., 1999), thus simplifying phase matching of the core guided and plasmonic modes.
Unlike planar metal/dielectric interface that supports a single plasmonic excitation, metallized microstructured fibers can support multiple plasmonic modes (Hassani and Skorobogatiy, 2006; Hassani et al., 2008a). Thus, when tracking losses of a core guided
mode as a function of wavelength one typically observes several plasmonic peaks corresponding to the points of phase matching between the core mode and various plasmonic modes. In principle, simultaneous detection of changes in several plasmonic peaks
can improve sensor sensitivity. For the case of a honeycomb photonic crystal fiber-based
sensor we observe two plasmonic peaks (see the upper part of Fig.3.6(c)), one located
at 600 nm and another at 840 nm. In the lower part of Fig. 3.6(c) we present amplitude sensitivity of the sensor as defined by (3.4). Maximal amplitude sensitivity (3.4)
at the first peak is 340-RIU-1, while at the second peak it is 170-RIU-1. Based on
the same 1% criterion, the sensor resolutions at the two peaks are 2.9 • 10~5 RIU and
5.9 • 10~5 RIU, respectively. Finally, spectral resolutions as defined by (3.5) at the two
peaks are 1600 nm- RIU -1 , and 2800 nm- RIU" 1 . The proper detection of a 0.1 nm
change in the position of a resonance peak yields sensor resolutions at the two peaks of
6.3 • 10~5 RIU, and 3.6 • 10 - 5 RIU, respectively. Sensor lengths in both cases is sub-mm.
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3.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach to design a waveguide-based SPR
sensor, where the Gaussian-like mode of an effectively single mode photonic crystal waveguide is phase matched at any desirable wavelength to a surface plasmon propagating
along the metallized part of such a waveguide. The operating wavelength of such sensors
can be anywhere from the visible to near-IR. Moreover, a wide variety of material combinations can be used to design such a sensor as there is no limitation on the value of the
waveguide core refractive index. Finally, coupling strength between the waveguide core
and plasmon modes can be varied by changing the number of the intermediate reflector
layers, which also permits designing the overall sensor length.
The methodology for the photonic crystal waveguide-based SPR sensor design is quite
general and its particular implementation can be based on metal plated planar integrated photonic crystal waveguides, Bragg fibers or microstructured photonic crystal fibers.
Particularly, one starts with a choice of an operational wavelength Ac. Then, the plasmon
effective refractive index nejf(\c)

at Ac is approximated by its value for the plasmon

excitation on a planar metal-analyte interface (3.2). Then, the photonic bandgap of a waveguide reflector at Ac is designed to be centered in the vicinity of neff(Xc). By varying
the waveguide core size (or by varying the geometry of a core), one can shift the dispersion relation of a core mode towards that of a plasmonic mode until phase matching
occurs at Ac. Sensor length can be changed by varying the number of layers in a photonic
crystal reflector, with more efficient reflectors resulting in the longer sensors.
Finally, we have presented examples of the aqueous SPR sensors based on the planar
photonic crystal waveguide, solid and analyte filled Bragg fibers, as well as solid core
microstructured photonic crystal fiber. Amplitude sensitivity of the proposed designs
was as high as 725-RIU-1. Assuming that 1% change in the transmitted intensity can be
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detected reliably, sensor resolution as low as 1.38 • 10 - 5 RIU was demonstrated. Spectral sensitivity of the proposed designs was as high as 12000 nm- RIU -1 . Assuming that
a 0.1 nm change in the position of a plasmonic peak can be detected reliably, sensor
resolution as low as 8.3 • 10~6 RIU was demonstrated. Sensor lengths in our examples
varied from sub-mm to ~ 10cm. For measuring changes in the aqueous analyte, sensitivities of our fiber designs are comparable to or even surpass those of the best existing
waveguide-based sensor designs (Homola et al., 1999).
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CHAPITRE 4

ARTICLE 3: POROUS POLYMER FIBERS FOR LOW-LOSS TERAHERTZ
GUIDING

Alireza Hassani, Alexandre Dupuis, and Maksim Skorobogatiy'.
This chapter including next two chapters discuss the design of MOF based plasmoniclike sensors at THz which was not exist before. To design a waveguide based plasmoniclike sensor at THz, two challenges should be addressed which are proposing a low loss
waveguide with tunable modal effective index and finding a material naturally support
surface plasmon waves at THz. The following paper addresses the design of two low
loss waveguides operating at THz, while The plasmonic-like excitation and design of
plasmonic-like sensors at THz will be presented at the two next articles. Two designs
of effectively single mode porous polymer fibers for low-loss guiding in THz regime
are proposed. The first one is a fiber of several wavelengths in diameter containing an
array of subwavelength holes in a dielectric rod. Our simulation for this fiber shows
that because the continuity of displacement field at the boundary of air holes, the major
part of the THz power can be confined inside subwavelength holes with optimum sizes
between ~ 0.1—0.2A, resulting in suppressing the material absorption loss by factor of
~ 15. Total fiber loss of less than 10 dB/m and fiber bandwidth of ~ 1 THz is predicted
for the porous fibers with subwavelength holes. Moreover, the size and number of airhole
layers in porous fibers also enables tuning of the modal effective index of the core mode,
thus facilitating the phase matching between the core mode and surface plasmon waves.
The second proposed design details a large diameter hollow core PBG Bragg fiber made
of solid film layers suspended in air by a network of circular bridges. Although our
simulations predict the total loss of less than 5 dB/m for the Bragg fiber, the porous
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subwavelength fiber will be used in the design of the THz waveguide based SPR-like
sensor, in chapter 6, because a) the Bragg fiber has smaller bandwidth, ~ 0.1 THz, with
compare to that of porous fiber, b) tuning the modal effective index in the porous fiber is
much easier than the Bragg fiber and c) the fabrication of the porous subwavelength is
easer.

1. Department Engineeing Physics, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal Canada
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4.1

Abstract

We propose two designs of effectively single mode porous polymer fibers for low-loss
guiding of terahertz radiation. First, we present a fiber of several wavelengths in diameter
containing an array of sub-wavelength holes separated by sub-wavelength material veins.
Second, we detail a large diameter hollow core photonic bandgap Bragg fiber made of
solid film layers suspended in air by a network of circular bridges. Numerical simulations
of radiation, absorption and bending losses are presented; strategies for the experimental
realization of both fibers are suggested. Emphasis is put on the optimization of the fiber
geometries to increase the fraction of power guided in the air inside of the fiber, thereby
alleviating the effects of material absorption and interaction with the environment. Total
fiber loss of less than 10 dB/m, bending radii as tight as 3 cm, and fiber bandwidth of
~ 1 THz is predicted for the porous fibers with sub-wavelength holes. Performance of
this fiber type is also compared to that of the equivalent sub-wavelength rod-in-the-air
fiber with a conclusion that suggested porous fibers outperform considerably the rod-inthe-air fiber designs. For the porous Bragg fibers total loss of less than 5 dB/m, bending
radii as tight as 12 cm, and fiber bandwidth of ~ 0.1 THz are predicted. Coupling to the
surface states of a multilayer reflector facilitated by the material bridges is determined
as primary mechanism responsible for the reduction of the bandwidth of a porous Bragg
fiber. In all the simulations, polymer fiber material is assumed to be Teflon with bulk
absorption loss of 130 dB/m.

4.2

Introduction

Terahertz radiation, with wavelengths from 30 to 3000 microns, has big potential for
applications such as biomedical sensing, noninvasive imaging and spectroscopy. On one
hand, the rich spectrum of THz spectroscopy has allowed for the study and label-free de-
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tection of proteins (Xu et al., 2006), explosives (Cook et al., 2005), pharmaceutical durgs
(Clare J. Strachan, 2005), and the hybridization of DNA (Nagel et al., 2002). On the
other hand, the substantial subsurface penetration of terahertz wavelengths has driven a
large amount of work on THz imaging (Chan et al., 2007). Applications range from nondestructive quality control of electronic circuits (Kiwa et al., 2003) to the spatial mapping
of specific organic compounds for security applications (Kawase et al., 2003). Although
THz radiation is strongly absorbed by water, the combination of spectroscopy and imaging has been used to demonstrate the differentiation of biological tissues (Loftier et al.,
2001). Terahertz sources are generally bulky and designing efficient THz waveguides,
in order to remotely deliver the broadband THz radiation, would be a big step towards
commercialization of compact and robust THz systems. However, almost all materials
are highly absorbent in the THz region making design of low loss waveguides challenging. Even air might exhibit high absorption loss if the water vapor content in it is not
controlled. Before discussing porous fiber designs, we begin with a review of the recent
advances in THz waveguides.
Whereas the losses of circular metallic tubes (Gallot et al., 2000), like stainless steel hypodermic needles, have a propagation loss on the order of 500 dB/m, recent techniques
have considerably reduced the loss. On one hand, the use of thin metal layers on the inner surface of dielectric tubes (Harrington et al., 2004; Themistos et al., 2007; Ito et al.,
2007), a technique which was initially developed for guiding C02 laser light, has been
shown to successfully guide in the THz region. A thin Cu layer in a polystyrene tube 10
and a thin Ag layer in a silica tube (Ito et al., 2007) have respectively been shown to
have losses of 3.9 dB/m and 8.5 dB/m. On the other hand, surface plasmon mediated
guidance on metallic wires has recently raised interest (Wang and Mittleman, 2004) because of the lowest predicted propagation losses (Cao and Jahns, 2005) of 0.9 dB/m.
However, it is very difficult to excite the plasmons because their azimuthal polarization.
Typical coupling losses are very high with less than 1 % of the incident power transmit-
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ted; even with the development of specialized antennas only 50% coupling is achieved.
Furthermore, the bending losses are very high and the surface plasmon is a very delocalized mode (Cao and Jahns, 2005). Since the mode extends many times the diameter of
the wire into the ambient air, modes of these waveguides are expected to couple strongly
to the cladding environment. For higher coupling efficiency, and highly confined mode,
hollow core waveguides are preferable. As an additional advantage, hollow waveguides
offer the possibility of putting an analyte directly into the waveguide core, thus dramatically increasing sensitivity in spectroscopic and sensor applications.
Because of the high absorption losses in dielectrics, a variety of guiding mechanisms
have been studied in order to reduce the propagation losses. On one hand, the resonance
in the dielectric constant of ferroelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) has been exploited for demonstrating a hollow core ncore < 1 waveguide and a hollow core Bragg
fiber (Hidaka et al., 2005; Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2007) with losses lower than
10 dB/m. However, PVDF is a semi-crystalline polymer that has many phases and a
complicated poling procedure is required for achieving the ferroelectric state. Another
hollow core design was discussed by Yu et al. (Jin Yu et al., 2007) is of a hollow Bragg
fiber where solid layers are separated by air and supported by a network of solid supports, similarly to the air/silica Bragg fibers for the near-IR applications described in
(Poli et al., 2007). Other photonic crystal structures have been tried (Park et al., 2002;
Goto et al., 2004), but the absorption in a solid core remains considerable.
In yet another approach, many sub-wavelength waveguides have been developed (Jamison et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2006; Nagel et al., 2006). A solid sub-wavelength rod acts
as a high refractive index core with surrounding air acting as a lower refractive index
cladding. The field of the guided mode extends far into the surrounding air resulting in
low absorption loss. Main disadvantage of rod-in-the-air subwavelength designs is that
most of the power is propagated outside of the waveguide core, thus resulting in strong
coupling to the environment, which is typically unwanted in power guiding applications.
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Alternatively, Nagel et al. (Nagel et al., 2006) have demonstrated that addition of a subwavelength hole within a solid core increases the guided field within the air hole, thus
reducing the absorption losses. Main disadvantage of a subwavelength hole design is that
most of the power is still conducted in the high loss material of a core.
While losses of all-dielectric fibers are currently higher than those of hollow core metallized fibers, we believe that porous fiber geometry of a relatively large diameter could
be designed to compete with the hollow metallized fibers. The driving factor for the
development of porous all-dielectric fibers is that such fibers can be fabricated from a
single material using standard fiber drawing techniques, which is, potentially, simpler
than fabrication of metal coated waveguides due to omission of a coating step.
In this paper we present two designs of highly porous fibers that rely on two different
guiding mechanisms - the total internal reflection (TIR) and photonic bandgap (PBG)
guidance. The geometries of these structures are optimized to increase the fraction of
power guided in the air inside of a fiber, thereby reducing the absorption losses and interaction with the environment. The paper is organized as follows. We first present a TIR
guiding sub-wavelength fiber containing multiple sub-wavelength holes (see Fig. 4.1(a)),
and compare its performance with that of a subwavelength rod-in-the-air fiber. We then
present a PBG guiding porous Bragg fiber (see Fig. 4.1(b)) featuring a periodic array
of concentric material layers separated by air, and supported with a network of circular
bridges. Finally we conclude with a summary of the findings.

4.3

Porous fibers with multiple sub-wavelength holes

We start by reminding the reader briefly the optical properties of porous TIR fibers which
were recently detailed in (Hassani et al., 2008b). Our goal is to then perform a comprehensive comparative analysis of TIR porous fibers, sub-wavelength rod fibers, and po-
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FlG. 4.1 —Schematics of two porous fibers studied in thispaper. a) Cross-section ofaporous fiber with multiple sub-wavelength holes of diameter rf<A separated by pitch A.
b) Cross-section of a porous Braggfiberfeaturing periodic sequence of concentric material rings of thickness h suspended in air by a network of circular bridges of diameter

rous TIR and photonic band gap Bragg fibers - all the excellent candidates for low loss
guiding in THz regime.
The first structure we consider consists of a polymer rod having a hexagonal array of air
holes (see Fig. 4.1(a)). Note that a periodic array of holes is not necessary as the guiding
mechanism remains total internal reflection and not the photonic bandgap effect. The
main task is to design a fiber having a relatively large core diameter for efficient light
coupling, while at the same time having a significant fraction of light inside of the fiber
air holes to reduce losses due to absorption of a fiber material, as well as to reduce
interaction with the environment. In all the simulations presented in this section porous
fiber is single mode. Experimentally, such porous fibers can be realized by capillary
stacking and drawing technique (see an inset of Fig. 1(a)).
For the fiber material we assume a polymer of refractive index nmat = 1.5, which is a
typical value for most polymers at 1 THz. Refractive index of air is 1. First, we consider
the fiber having 4 layers of subwavelength holes of two possible sizes d/X = [0.1,0.15],
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where d is the hole diameter and A is the operating wavelength. Center-to-center distance
between the two holes (lattice pitch) is defined as A. Finally, fiber diameter is considered
to be 9 A. In the remainder of this section the air hole size is fixed for each design, while
the thickness of the material veins is varied (larger d/K ratios correspond to thinner
veins). Fully vectorial finite element method is used for the calculation of the eigen
modes of a fiber. In our simulations, design wavelength is fixed A = 300 fim (frequency
of 1 THz), unless specified otherwise.
Figure 4.2 shows effective refractive index of the fundamental mode of a porous fiber
versus d/K for the three cases d/X = [0.1,0.15]. When material vein thickness is reduced (larger d/K fractions), effective refractive index of the fundamental mode becomes
much smaller than that of a polymer fiber material. As a result, a large fraction of the
modal power is expelled into the sub-wavelength air holes and air cladding. Consider,
in particular, the case of d/\= 0.1. When reducing the vein thickness to 0 (d/K —> 1)
from Fig. 4.2(a) we see that modal effective refractive index monotonically decreases
until it saturates at a value ~ 1.045. This saturation happens as even in the case of zero
vein thickness the fiber crossection features a network of disjointed, however, finite sized
triangular shaped regions.
Insets (a) in Fig. 4.2(a) shows distributions of the power flux Sz in the fiber crossection
for a design with d/X= 0.1, and d/K = 0.8. As seen form the inset, the flux distribution
has Gaussian-like envelope. As material veins in the case of d/K = 0.8 are very thin,
it is not surprising to find that for this design a larger portion of the modal power is
concentrated in the air holes. The fraction of power rj guided in the air can be obtained
by using distribution of the Pointing vector component Sz over the fiber crossection as:

Sz*Re(z-ftotaldAExH*)

'

(4.1)
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FlG. 4.2 - a) Effective refractive index of the fundamental core mode versus d/Afor the
twofiber designs having hole diameters ofd/X = [0.1,0.15]. For the fiber with d/\= 0.1,
distribution of the power flux in the waveguide crossection Sz is shown for d/A= 0.8 in
the inset (a), b) Fraction of modal power guided in the air as a function ofd/A. The two
upper curves show the total power fraction in the air (air plus cladding) while the two
lower curves indicate the power fraction in the air holes only.
where "air" and "total" indicate integration over the air regions and the entire fiber crosssection, respectively, while E, H are the modal electric and magnetic fields. Fig. 4.2(b)
shows the fraction of power guided in the air as a function of d/A for the two fibers
with different air hole sizes. The two upper curves show the total power fraction in
the air (air plus cladding), while the two lower curves indicate the fraction of power
contained solely within the air holes. Consider now a particular case of d/X= 0.1. As
seeing from Fig. 4.2(b), as the pitch decreases (veins become thinner) the total modal
power fraction in the air increases. The power fraction in the air holes inside of the fiber,
however, achieves its maximum value at d/A ~ 0.86. This behavior is relatively simple
to rationalize. Indeed, thinning of the material veins beyond their optimal size leads to
the reduction of the modal effective refractive index and stronger expulsion of the modal
fields into the fiber air cladding, eventually resulting in the smaller modal power fraction
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in the air holes of a fiber core. On the other hand, thickening of the material veins beyond
their optimal size leads to higher concentration of the modal fields inside of the polymer
veins, eventually also resulting in the smaller modal power fraction in the air holes of a
fiber core. From Fig. 4.2(b) it follows that for a given size of the air holes d/\, the d/A
parameter can be optimized to increase the amount of power propagating inside of the
porous fiber core, thus reducing the influence of cladding environment. Inversely, if the
d/A is fixed, the air hole size d/\ can be also optimized to increase the amount of power
propagating inside of the porous fiber. For the reference, existence of an optimal air hole
size to maximize the fraction of power guided in the air was first described in the case of
a single sub-wavelength air hole inside of a solid core waveguide (Nagel et al., 2006).
We now characterize absorption loss of the fundamental mode due to fiber material absorption. Particularly, the ratio of the modal absorption loss to the bulk material loss of a
core material can be calculated using perturbation theory expression (Snyder and Love,
1983):
Re{nm&t) jmAt\E\l
J

a mat

dA

Re(z-ftotaidAExH*y

where amat is the bulk absorption losses of the core material (assuming that air has
no loss). Figure 4.3(a) presents the normalized absorption loss of the fundamental core
mode as a function of d/A. Not surprisingly, for higher air filling fractions (larger d/A)
absorption loss is greatly reduced. For example, for a fiber with d/\= 0.1, d/A — 0.95
the normalized absorption loss is ~ 0.08. Considering that the fiber is made of a low
loss polymer such as Teflon (Goto et al., 2004) with bulk absorption loss of amat —
0.3 cm - 1 ~ 130 dB/m at 1 THz we obtain the fundamental mode loss a mo de= 10.4 dB/m.
Another important parameter to consider is radiation loss due to macrobending. In general, calculation of bending induced loss for microstructured fibers is not an easy task.
In our case, however, due to Gaussian like envelope of the fundamental mode we can
approximate our fiber as a low refractive index-contrast step-index fiber for which ana-
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FlG. 4.3 - a) Normalized absorption loss versus d/A for two porous fiber designs, b)
Total of the bending and absorption losses versus d/A for the Teflon-based porous fiber
with d/X= 0.1 operating at 0.5 THz.
lytical approximation of bending loss is readily available (Nielsen et al., 2004):
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where modal propagation constant j3 is defined as (3 = 27rne///A, Rb is bending radius,
Rc is a fiber core radius, and Aeff is the modal effective area defined as (Mortensen,
2002):
Aefi = \fl(r)rdr

/ [ / I2{r)rdr

(4.4)

where /(r) = |.Et|2 is the transverse electric field intensity distribution in the fiber
crossection. As an example, consider porous fiber having d/X= 0.1, and operated at
A = 600 jum (0.5 THz)(the longer operating wavelength, A = 600 /j,m, shows a more
challenging case for bending loss). In Fig. 4.3(b) we compare absorption, bending and
total modal losses as a function of d/A design parameter. Thin solid curve represents
straight fiber absorption loss assuming that the fiber is made of a Teflon polymer having
130 dB/m bulk absorption loss. Dashed curves show fiber macro-bending loss calculated
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using (4.3) for 1 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2 cm values of the bending radii Rb. Finally, thick solid
curves present total modal loss (the sum of absorption and bending losses). Interestingly, for very tight bends (bending radii of several cm and smaller) there exists an optimal
design (in terms of d/A) that minimizes the total loss. Generally, for moderate air filling
fractions 0.8 < d/A < 0.9 the dominant loss mechanism is absorption loss due to field
localization in the material core, whereas for high air filling fractions d/A > 0.85 bending loss dominates due to strong derealization of the fundamental mode outside of the
fiber core.
We conclude this section by comparing performance of a 3 layer porous fiber (Skorobogatiy et al., 2002)(with reducing one layers of holes) with that of a standard rod-in-the-air
sub-wavelength fiber made of the same material (see Fig. 4.4). To make a fair comparison, we first design a rod-in-the-air fiber having the same absorption losses as a porous
fiber, and then compare various propagation characteristics of the two fibers. Particularly, we consider porous fiber of Fig. 4.1(a) with d/\= 0.1, A = 300 /jm. For every
value of 0.7 < d/A < 0.95 of a porous fiber, we then find a corresponding diameter Dr
of a rod-in-the-air fiber so that the absorption losses of the two fibers are identical. For
both fibers the core material is assumed to be Teflon polymer with nmat = 1.5 and bulk
absorption loss amat — 130 dB/m. In Fig. 4(a) we first compare normalized diameters
of the two fibers and observe that the core diameter of a rod-in-the-air fiber has to be significantly smaller than that of a porous fiber to achieve the same absorption loss. When
comparing the effective modal diameters of the fundamental modes one notices that for
a porous fiber the modal diameter is comparable to the size of a fiber core, while for a
rod-in-the-air fiber the modal diameter is considerably larger than that of a fiber core.
In other words, fundamental mode of a porous fiber is considerably less sensitive to the
changes in the air cladding environment than the fundamental mode of a rod-in-the-air
fiber. Superior field confinement by the porous fiber is also responsible for the higher
effective refractive index of the fundamental mode of a porous fiber compared to that
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fiber compared to that of a rod-in-the-air fiber (see Fig. 4.4(b)). Finally, we compare
bending losses of the two fibers in Fig. 4(c). Using expression (4.3) we calculate and
plot bending losses of the 3 layer porous fiber for the three different values of a fiber
bending radius Rb = [0.5,1.0,1.5] cm, as well as bending losses of a rod-in-the-air fiber
for Rb — [1.0,4.0,7.5] cm. We observe that for two fibers having the same absorption
losses to also have similar bending losses, the bending radius of a rod-in-the-air fiber
has to be significantly larger than a bending radius of a porous fiber. This makes us to
conclude that resistance of a porous fiber to bending is superior to that of a rod-in-the-air
fiber.
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FIG. 4.4 - Comparison of the propagation characteristics of the fundamental mode of a
porous fiber (solid curves) with those of the fundamental mode of the equivalent rod-inthe-air subwavelength fiber (dashed curves), a) Normalized fiber and mode diameters,
b) Modal effective refractive indices, c) Modal losses due to macro-bending.
Finally, we comment on the overall size of a porous single mode fiber featuring TV layers
of holes. As follows from the schematic of Fig. 4.1(a), the diameter of a porous fiber is:
Dp = {2N + 1) A = A [(2N + 1) (d/X) / (d/A)} ^ X(2N + 1) (d/X).

(4.5)

In (4.5) we have used the fact that in most designs the vein thickness is small d/A « 1.
Particularly, in the case of N = 3 layers of holes and d/X « 0.1 — 0.2 considered in this
section we get Dp « A; although the fiber diameter is not sub-wavelength, it is, however,
comparable to the wavelength of operation. To simplify coupling to a THz beam of a
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typical diameter of 5 — 10 mm it is desirable to explore the possibility of designing
single mode porous fiber with a diameter which is, at least, several times larger than the
wavelength of operation. As follows from (4.5), one way of achieving this goal is by
increasing the number of layers of holes in the fiber (see Fig. 4.5(a)), which also results
in modes with larger effective areas. When increasing the fiber diameter, one has to be
careful to ensure that the fiber remains single mode. Therefore, once the number of layers
is increased, one typically has to make the material veins thinner. Unfortunately, our
FEM software did not allow us to investigate fibers with more than N = 5 layers of holes.
To demonstrate the possibility of large core-diameter porous fibers we resorted to design
of porous Bragg fibers (see Fig. 4.5(b)) for which transfer matrix approach (Johnson
et al., 2001) allows treatment of much larger systems. Particularly, in Fig. 5(b) we show
schematic of a porous Bragg fiber consisting of 13 concentric material layers of thickness
h/X = 0.01 forming a periodic multilayer with a period A. Relative size of the air gap
between individual layers is taken to be (A — h) /A = 0.95. With these parameters
such a Bragg fiber is single mode with effective modal diameter of 5A (mode diameter is
comparable to the fiber core radius), and normalized absorption loss is 0.054. Energy flux
distribution in the fundamental mode of such a fiber is shown in Fig. 4.5(b) exhibiting an
overall Gaussian-like envelope with a small dip in the center. This demonstrates that, in
principle, by increasing the number of periods in a fiber crossection, while reducing the
thickness of material layers, one can design large area single mode porous fibers having
most of the field confined in the fiber core and exhibiting greatly reduced absorption
loss.
We conclude this section by presenting performance of a typical porous fiber as a function of the wavelength of operation. The fiber in question is designed for A = 300 /xm,
has 4 layers of holes, and is characterized by d/X = 0.1, d/A = 0.88. Fiber diameter
is D ~ A. The material of the fiber is assumed to be Teflon polymer with bulk material
loss amat = 130 dB/m. In Fig. 4.5(a) we demonstrate absorption and bending losses of
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FlG. 4.5 - Various implementations of porous fibers, a) Increasing the number of layers
in a porous fiber leads to modes with larger effective mode diameters. In the lower plot
a typical performance of a 4 layer porous fiber designed for A = 300 fim is shown, b)
Schematic of a 25 layer porous Bragg fiber and flux distribution in itsfundamental mode.
such a fiber assuming a very tight Rb= 1 cm bending radius. The fiber is effectively
insensitive to bending as bending loss stays much smaller than the absorption loss even
for very tight bending radii. We also see that performance of this fiber is broadband with
total propagation loss less than 20 dB/cm across the whole 200 — 400 jum wavelength
region assuming the presence of bends as tight as Rb= 1 cm.

4.4

Porous photonic bandgap Bragg fibers with a network of bridges

In the remainder of the paper, we analyze guiding of THz radiation using porous photonic
bandgap Bragg fiber. Schematic of such a fiber is shown in Fig. 4.1(b); Bragg fiber
consists of a sequence of concentric material layers suspended in air by a network of
material bridges in the shape of sub-wavelength rods. For the reference, porous Bragg
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fiber geometry was recently discussed by Yu et al. (jin Yu et al., 2007), where instead of
rods, thin material bridges were proposed, however, practical implementation of such
a geometry may be challenging. Analysis of transmission properties of the air/silica
based Bragg fibers with bridges for near IR applications was also presented recently
in (Skorobogatiy et al., 2002).

FIG. 4.6 - Radiation losses (solid lines) and absorption losses (dashed lines) of the
hollow core Braggfibersfor various bridge sizes dro(i = [100,200,300] ^m. For comparison, radiation loss of the equivalent Bragg fibers without rods are presented as dotted
lines. Inset 11 shows Szflux distribution in the fundamental core guided mode positioned
at the minimum of the local bandgap at A = 378 \im. Insets I and HI showfielddistributions in the fundamental core mode at the wavelengths of coupling with different surface
states.
As detailed in Fig. 4.1(b), proposed fiber consists of a sequence of circular material
layers of thickness h suspended in air by circular bridges (rods) of diameter drod. Thickness of the air layers is the same as the diameter of circular bridges. Since the bridges
are small, the layers containing the bridges have an effective index close to that of air.
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Thus, the alternating layers of polymer and air yield a high index-contrast Bragg fiber.
Core radius Rc of a hollow Bragg fiber is assumed to be considerably larger than the
wavelength of propagating light. Guidance in the hollow core is enabled by the photonic
bandgap of a multilayer reflector. In the ideal Bragg fiber without bridges, for a design
wavelength Ac to coincide with the center of a photonic bangap of a multilayer reflector, thicknesses of the material and air layers have to be chosen to satisfy the following
relation (Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2007):
drodyJn2air - n2eff + h^n2mat - n2eff = Ac/2.

(4.6)

Taking into account that in a large hollow core fiber the lowest loss core mode has effective refractive index nejj slightly lower but very close to that of air nair, we conclude that
rod size does not affect considerably the resonance condition (4.6) and, therefore, can be
chosen at will, while material layer thickness has to be chosen as h — Ac / (2yjn2nat — n2ai,
Note that this choice of material thickness is only an approximation, and therefore one
should not expect exact matching of the wavelength of the center of a reflector bandgap
with Ac. In what follows we consider several designs of a 3 layer Bragg fiber with the
following parameters nmat = 1.6, nair — 1, dr04 = [100,200,300] /im. Design wavelength is Ac = 300 fxm, leading to the h = 120 /zm choice of a material layer thickness.
Fiber core radius is assumed to be Rc — 1 mm ~ 3.3A0. Finally, fiber material loss is
assumed to be comparable to that of a Teflon polymer amat = 130 dB/m.
In Fig. 4.6 we present radiation losses (solid curves) and absorption losses (dashed
curves) of the fundamental HEU core guided mode of a Bragg fiber with bridges for
various bridge sizes. For comparison, radiation losses of the fundamental core mode
of equivalent Bragg fibers with identical parameters, however, without the dielectric
bridges, are shown as dotted curves. Overall, radiation losses of the Bragg fibers with
bridges follow radiation losses of the equivalent Bragg fibers without bridges. Howe-
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ver, bandgaps of the Bragg fibers with bridges are fractured due to crossing of the core
mode dispersion relation with those of the surface states. At the minima of the local
bandgaps (see inset II in Fig. 4.6), field distribution of the fundamental core guided
mode is Gaussian-like and it is well confined inside of the hollow core. For example, for
drod = 200 fim at A = 378 /zm the total waveguide loss is ~ 8.7 dB/m and the bandwidth is ~ 10 /um. In principal, by adding only few more layers into Bragg reflector (5-7
material layers instead of 3 material layers shown in Fig. 4.1 (b)), radiation loss can be
reduced below absorption loss resulting in fibers of ~ 5 dB/m total loss in the case of
drod = 200 fira, and fibers of ~ 1 dB/m total loss in the case of dTOd = 100 /im. At
the wavelengths of crossing with surface states (see insets I and III in Fig. 4.6), radiation and absorption losses increase considerably due to excitation of the highly lossy
surface states localized inside of the material layers of a Bragg reflector. As seen from
the insets I and II in Fig. 6, fields of the surface states are concentrated in the vicinity,
or directly, at the material bridges separating separating concentric layers of a Bragg
reflector. By comparing the loss data in Fig. 6 for various fiber designs one concludes
that when bridge size increases, the number of surface states also increases. Therefore,
to improve fiber bandwidth one has to avoid fracturing of the reflector bandgap with
surface states, which is, in principle possible, by reducing the thickness of the bridges,
of the bridges. However, even in the best case scenario of ideal Bragg fibers without any
bridges, bandwidth of a plastic-based fiber with nmat ~ 1.6 is relatively small and on
the order of ~ 100 /zm ~ 0.3 THz.
Finally, to evaluate resistance of the porous Bragg fibers to bending, we present macrobending loss analysis for the case of porous Bragg fibers without bridges. We use perturbation matched coupled-mode theory described in (Skorobogatiy et al., 2002) to solve
mode scattering problem due to bending, assuming that at the bend input a single HEU
mode is excited. Simulated bending losses are presented in Fig. 4.7 for the two orthogonal modal polarizations (parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the bend). Note that
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Bending radius (cm)
FIG. 4.1 -Bending losses of a porous Bragg fiber without bridges designed and operated
at Ac = 300 fim. Bending loss is strongly sensitive to the polarization of an HEU mode,
with the polarization in the plane of a bend being the lossiest. In the insets we show Sz
flux distributions at the output of the 90° bends of various radii.
bending loss is strongly polarization dependent, with the polarization in the plane of a
bend being the lossiest. We also note that for the bending loss of the lossiest polarization
to be lower than the straight fiber radiation loss one has to insure bending radii of no
tighter than 12 cm. Fig. 7 we show field distributions at the output of the 90° bends of
various radii. For tight bending radii R^ < 6 cm we observe that not only bending loss
becomes appreciable, but also the quality of the output beam deteriorates as judged by
the non-Gaussian distribution of the beam fields.
We conclude this section by mentioning in passing that we have attempted fabrication
of porous Bragg fibers experimentally. Inset in Fig. 4.1(b) presents optical microscope
image showing a small part of the cross-section of a porous multilayer. The fiber was
made by co-rolling of a solid PMMA film with a second PMMA film that had windows
cut into it. Once rolled, the windows formed the air gaps and the remaining bridges
of the cut film formed bridges separating the solid film layers. Preliminary bolometer
measurements of THz transmission through porous Bragg fibers having 1 cm hollow
core diameter resulted in total loss estimate of ~ 40 dB/m. We are currently pursuing
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more detailed transmission measurements of these fibers.

4.5

Conclusions

We have proposed two types of porous plastic fibers for low-loss guidance of THz radiation. Firstly, a microstructured polymer THz fiber composed of a polymer rod containing
hexagonal array of sub-wavelength air holes was discussed. Let us emphasize that a periodic array of holes is not necessary as the guiding mechanism remains total internal
reflection, and not the photonic bandgap effect. Although in this design the fiber core
diameter is comparable to that of the wavelength of operation, nevertheless, the major
portion of THz power launched into the fiber is confined within the air holes inside of
the fiber core. As a result, coupling to the cladding environment is greatly reduced, while
the modal absorption loss lower than 10 dB/m can be achieved with 130 dB/m bulk absorption loss of a fiber material. Using approximate analytical expression to calculate
macro-bending losses, allowed us to conclude that suggested porous fibers are highly
resistant to bending, with bending loss being smaller than modal absorption loss for
bends as tight as 3 cm of radius. Finally, suggested porous fibers are broadband having
~ 1 THz bandwidth even in the presence of tight bends. Secondly, we have considered
porous photonic bandgap Bragg fibers made of a set of concentric material layers suspended in air by the network of circular bridges. Fiber hollow core diameter is much
larger that the operating wavelength, thus allowing efficient coupling to various THz
sources. Although total modal loss (absorption plus radiation loss) lower than 5 dB/m
can be achieved with 130 dB/m bulk absorption loss of a fiber material, fiber bandwidth
was found to be smaller than 0.1 THz. Parasitic coupling to the surface states of a multilayer reflector facilitated by the material bridges was determined as primary mechanism
responsible for the reduction of the bandwidth of a porous photonic bandgap Bragg fiber.
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CHAP1TRE 5

ARTICLE 4: SURFACE-PLASMON-RESONANCE-LIKE FIBER-BASED
SENSOR AT TERAHERTZ FREQUENCIES

Alireza Hassani, Alexandre Dupuis, and Maksim Skorobogatiy'.
This chapter proposing ferroelectric PVDF naturally supports SPR at THz including
previous chapter proposing the low loss porous fiber designs present materials which are
necessary to complete the puzzle of the design of MOF based plasmonic-like sensors at
THz. To illustrate PVDF support SPR naturally, THz plasmon-like excitation on top of
a thin ferroelectric PVDF layer, covering solid-core polymeric Bragg fiber and facing a
liquid analyte, is demonstrated theoretically. We discuss the fact that the refractive index
behavior of the ferroelectric PVDF layer demonstrates a new type of plasmonic-like excitation in THz regime which was impossible when using metal layers at the THz. PVDF
can be electrically poled to convert to a ferroelectric semi-crystalline polymer. The real
part of the ferroelectric PVDF dielectric constant is negative, and by analogy with the
behavior of metals in the visible range, PVDF layer is expected to support a plasmon-like
excitation. Moreover, PVDF gives an opportunity to design a fully polymeric structure
for THz plasmonic devices. Furthermore, we demonstrate that instead of designing complex artificial metamaterials for surface plasmon excitation at THz, a THz plasmonic-like
refractometry sensor can be design similar to ones exist at visible-lR range. For example,
here, the structure of the proposed solid Bragg fiber based plasmonic-like refractometry
sensor for the THz range is somehow similar to ones we proposed for visible and IR.
Finally, we show the possibility of designing a refractometry sensor in the THz regime
with the resolution of 2 • 10~4 RIU for the analyte index of na = 1.33.
1. Department Engineeing Physics, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal Canada
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5.1

Abstract

THz plasmon-like excitation on top of a thin ferroelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
layer covering solid-core polymeric Bragg fiber and facing liquid analyte is demonstrated theoretically. In a view of designing a fiber-based sensor of analyte refractive index,
phase matching of a THz plasmon-like mode with the fundamental core guided mode
of a fiber is then demonstrated for the most challenging case of low refractive index
analytes. Novel sensing methodology based on the core mode anomalous dispersion is
proposed. Similarly to the Surface Plasmon Resonance sensors in the visible, we show
the possibility of designing high sensitivity sensors in the THz regime with a resolution
of 2 • 10~4 in refractive index change.

5.2

Introduction

In the visible and ultraviolet range, the collective oscillation of free charge carriers at a
metal-dielectric interface yields a surface plasmon wave propagating along the surface
of the metal (Agranovich and Mills, 1982; Homola, 1995; Hassani and Skorobogatiy,
2007a; Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006a; Gauvreau et al., 2007). The sensitivity of
plasmon excitation to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric medium has been
widely exploited for sensing applications. The plasma frequency, which imposes a lower frequency limit for the existence of these plasmons, is defined by w2, =

ne2/e0me,

where n,e,£0.me are the electron density, electric charge, vacuum permittivity and electron mass. Since the free electron density in metals is typically in the range of 1022cm~3,
the plasma frequency is frequently limited to the visible and ultraviolet regions. At frequencies significantly below the plasma frequency (like the THz range), large negative
permittivity strongly prohibits electromagnetic fields from penetration inside a metal,
and plasmon excitation on the metal/dielectric interface becomes challenging. Therefore,
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efficient plasmonic excitation at lower frequencies requires materials with lower plasma
frequencies (Wu et al., 2003; Qiu, 2005; O'Hara et al., 2005; Wang and Mittleman, 2006;
Chen et al., 2006; Rivas et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006; Maier et al., 2006; Miyamaru et al.,
2007; Pendry et al., 1996; Pendry et al., 1998). Recently, Pendry et al. have suggested an
artificial material in the form of a 2D subwavelength metallic wire lattice for which the
effective plasma frequency is designable and equals u?v = 2irc2/a2 ln(a/V) (Pendry et al.,
1996; Pendry et al., 1998). Since this plasmon frequency relies on the wire radius, r, and
the lattice constant, a, the geometrical parameters of the artificial structure can tune the
electron plasma frequency of metal to the THz or sub-THz frequency range. Moreover,
further studies have recently confirmed that artificial subwavelength-sized metal structures can tune the plasma frequency of metals to GHz or THz frequency range and allow
metals to support plasmon-like surface waves at frequencies much lower than the visible
range (Wu et al., 2003; Qiu, 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Maier et al., 2006).
Alternatively, some materials can naturally support plasmon-like excitations in the THz
regime due to resonances in their dielectric constant. Particularly, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is a ferroelectric semi-crystalline polymer with a small absolute value of
permittivity in the visible and near-IR regions. However, in the THz region the dielectric
function of ferroelectric PVDF exhibits a resonance:
r
C A - P
| ( £rfc ~ £opt)UJTO
£PVDF\U) — Sopt H o
TT~'
UTO — IJJ + ijco

,*u
\?A)

where, according to Ref. 17 sopt = 2.0, edc = 50.0, LOTO = 0.3 THz, and 7 = 0.1 THz.
Fig. 5.1 shows the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of ferroelectric PVDF
in the wavelength range between 100 /xm (3 THz) and 700 fim ( 0.43 THz). The real
part of the refractive index of PVDF in this region is less than one, while the imaginary
part is positive and mostly larger than one. Therefore, the real part of the PVDF dielectric constant is negative and by analogy with the behavior of the metals in the visible
range, PVDF layer is expected to support a plasmon-like excitation. Furthermore, PVDF
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gives an opportunity to design a fully polymeric structure for THz plasmonic devices
using such established mass production techniques as micro-embossing and fiber drawing, which potentially makes the fabrication process highly suitable for the industrial
scale-up.
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FIG. 5.1 - The real and imaginary part of the refractive index of ferroelectric PVDF.

This paper pursues two goals. First is to show that layers of ferroelectric PVDF can
support THz plasmon-like excitations similar to the ones found in metals in the visible
range. Second is to show that similarly to the design of SPR sensors in the visible, we
can design integrated fiber-based sensors in THz regime, which are highly sensitive to
the changes in the refractive index of analyte. Practical implementation of the THz SPRlike sensor discussed in this work is a solid-core Bragg fiber with a PVDF layer on top
facing low refractive index analyte.

5.3

THz plasmon-like excitations

We first would like to remind the reader general ideas behind the principles of operation
of a fiber-based SPR sensor. A typical configuration of such a sensor is a fiber with a thin
metal layer deposited on its surface in the near proximity of a fiber core. Another side
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of a metal layer is facing the analyte to be monitored. During operation of a sensor, one
launches a broadband light into the fiber core. In the vicinity of a specific wavelength
defined by the sensor design, one of the core modes is phase matched (avoiding crossing
of the corresponding dispersion relations) with a plasmon excitation mode confined to
the metal/analyte interface. In the vicinity of such a resonant wavelength one observes
dramatic decrease in the power transmitted through the fiber due to partial energy transfer
from the core guided mode into a lossy plasmon. As dispersion relation of a plasmon
mode is very sensitive to the refractive index of an analyte, resonant wavelength, and,
hence, spectral position of the absorption peak will shift when analyte refractive index
is changed. By detecting spectral shift in the absorption peak of a core guided mode,
changes in the analyte refractive index on the order of 10~4 — 10 - 5 RIU (Refractive
Index Units) can be detected.
Additionally, as detailed in Refs.(Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006b) and (Gauvreau
et al., 2007), using photonic bandgap fibers considerably simplifies phase matching of
the plasmon and core guided fiber modes, especially in the case of low refractive index
analytes. Particularly, effective refractive index of a plasmon excitation is typically close
to that of an analyte, while effective refractive index of a core guided fiber mode is close
to that of a core material. As there are few optical materials that have refractive indices
smaller than 1.45, in practice, it becomes challenging to achieve phase matching between
the plasmon and core guided modes when analyte refractive index is smaller than 1.4 (the
case of gaseous and aqueous analytes). A key advantage of using the photonic bandgap
fibers is that the fundamental core guided mode in such fibers can be designed to have an
arbitrarily small effective refractive index. Particularly, by placing the reflector bandgap
at the desired wavelength of operation, and by adjusting the fiber core size one can design a fundamental core mode to have arbitrarily small effective refractive index, and to
achieve phase matching with a plasmon mode at any desired operational wavelength and
for any analyte. In this paper, we demonstrate the possibility of THz plasmonic-like ex-
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FlG. 5.2 - Schematic of a solid-core THz Bragg fiber with PVDF layer facing analyte.
citation on top of a PVDF layer facing a low refractive index liquid analyte with n=l .33.
A plasmon-like mode is excited by the fundamental mode of a solid core Bragg fiber at
the frequency of phase matching between the two modes. The Bragg fiber detailed here
is assumed to have a solid core made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (refractive
index nPMMA

= 1-59 at 1 THz), and surrounded with three bi-layers of polycarbonate

(PC) (refractive index nPC = 1.65 at 1 THz) and PMMA, thus forming a Bragg reflector
(Jin et al., 2006). The core radius is Rc = 300/im, the thicknesses of the PC and PMMA
layers are 130 /urn, and 205 /nm, respectively. A 10 ^m thick ferroelectric PVDF layer
is placed on top of the Bragg reflector. Fig. 5.2 (a) presents a schematic of the proposed
solid-core THz Bragg fiber. The PMMA/PC thicknesses were chosen so that the center
wavelength of the Bragg reflector bandgap is near 280 /xm (~1 THz).
When operating within the bandgap of a Bragg fiber reflector, the fields of a fundamental
Gaussian-like HEU leaky core mode decay exponentially fast into the periodic reflector.
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Therefore, modal field intensity in the PVDF layer also decreases exponentially fast with
the number of layers in the reflector. Therefore, the total number of bi-layers must remain
small in order for the light to be able to couple to a plasmon. It is important to note that
in this first study, the material absorption was considered only in the PVDF layer. As
we will see further, this choice is justified as loss incurred due to coupling to a plasmon
excitation, generally, is much higher than the loss due to absorption of the fiber materials.
Therefore, to simplify interpretation of the results we set fiber material losses to zero.
We used a finite-element method with perfectly matched layer boundaries and a four fold
symmetry (Jin, 2002) in order to find the complex propagation constants of the coreguided and plasmonic modes by solving the vectorial Maxwell equations. In a particular
case of fibers exhibiting circular symmetry, the results produced by the finite element
method can be also confirmed by a transfer matrix method. Since we have neglected
material absorption, the imaginary part of the core mode propagation constant defines
modal propagation loss resulting from coupling to a lossy plasmon. For a given analyte,
we design a Bragg fiber reflector in such a manner as to ensure that the effective refractive index of a plasmonic excitation (which is close to that of analyte) falls within the
fiber band gap. We then vary the fiber core size to position core guided mode dispersion
curve in such a way as to phase match it with a plasmon mode. Sensing in analytes of
significantly different refractive indices requires distinct fiber designs. In all the simulations that follow we arbitrarily assume a low refractive index analyte with refractive
index of n=1.33. Nevertheless, design considerations presented in this paper are general
and can be adapted to any analyte refractive index.
Fig. 5.3 shows the dispersion relation of the fundamental core mode (blue curve), and
the plasmonic mode (red curve). The solid and dotted blue curves present the dispersion
relations of the fundamental core mode for the two values of the analyte refractive index of 1.33 and 1.335, respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 5.4 shows the field distributions
in various fiber modes and at several points of interest indicated in Fig. 5.3. Partial-
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FlG. 5.3 - Dispersion relations of the core-guided mode (solid and dotted blue curves)
and the surface plasmon mode (solid and dotted red curves) in the vicinity of the phasematching point C. Solid curves are calculatedfor the analyte refractive index na — 1.33,
while dotted curves are calculatedfor na — 1.335. Transmission loss of a core-guided
mode (dashed black curve) exhibits strong increase at the phase matching point C due
to efficient mixing with a plasmon wave.
lalry, Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the field distribution in the fiber core mode at the point A in
Fig. 5.3, which is located far from the point of phase matching with a plasmon (point C
in Fig. 5.3). There, the mode is well confined to the fiber core with only a little intensity
in the PVDF layer region. In Fig. 5.4 (b) we show the field distribution in the plasmonic mode at the point B in Fig. 5.3, which is located far from the phase matching point
with the fiber core mode. As expected, most of the modal intensity is concentrated at the
PVDF/analyte interface. When the refractive index of analyte increases from na = 1.33
to na — 1.335, the plasmonic mode shifts toward longer wavelengths (red dotted curve).
In Fig. 5.4 (c) we show the field distribution in the core mode at the point C in Fig. 5.3,
which is located exactly at the phase matching point with a plasmon mode. At point C
strong mixing between the two modes is observed. Also note that the curvature of the
core mode dispersion relation changes in the vicinity of the phase matching point C. Ori-
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FIG. 5 A - Sz field distributions in the fiber modes at various points indicated in Fig. 5.3.
a) Fundamental core mode far from the phase matching point, b) Plasmonic mode far
and to the left from the phase matching point, c) Fundamental core mode at the phase
matching point, d) Plasmonic mode far and to the right from the phase matching point.
This mode is located very close to the edge of a reflector bandgap resulting in a strong
penetration of a plasmon mode fields into the fiber core.
ginally, we believed that this change is due to interaction of a core guided mode with yet
another fiber mode. After performing exhaustive simulations with transfer matrix and
finite element codes we are convinced that there is no other mode located in this region.
Therefore, we have to conclude that observed anomaly in the dispersion relation of a
core guided mode is due to unusually strong and extended interaction of such a mode
with a plasmonic mode. Particularly, when plotting the field distribution in the plasmon
mode at the point D, which is located far to the right from the phase matching point, we
still observe a very strong mixing between the core guided and plasmonic modes. By
studying positions of bandgap edges we find that this behavior of a plasmonic mode is
due to the fact that its dispersion relation to the right of a phase matching point C ap-
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proaches very quickly the edge of a reflector bandgap. In this case, modal penetration of
a plasmon mode through the reflector and into the fiber core becomes strongly pronounced. This, in turn, leads to a strong interaction between the plasmon and core guided
modes even far from the phase matching point, and as a consequence, an anomaly in the
core mode dispersion relation.
Finally, the black dotted curve in Fig. 5.3 shows the imaginary part of the effective
refractive index of the fundamental core mode, which also defines modal propagation
loss due to absorption by the plasmon. In the units of dB/cm such a loss is expressed as:
a [dB/cm] = Im (n e / / ) • 40TT/ (A [cm] • log 10) = 1819 [dB/cm] • Im (neff) • v [THz].
(5.2)
For example, at 1 THz, Im(n e //) ~ 10 - 3 defines a ~1.8 dB/cm propagation loss of a
fiber mode. Note that in this paper material absorption of the fiber materials have been
neglected with an exception of a PVDF layer. In practice, total modal propagation loss
will be approximately given by the sum of the bulk loss of a core material and the loss
due to coupling to a plasmon excitation.
Fig. 5.5 shows anomalous dispersion of the fundamental core mode of a Bragg fiber near
the phase matching point with a plasmon mode. Due to strong interaction of the fundamental core mode with a plasmon mode, dispersion of a core mode is highly sensitive
to the changes in the refractive index of analyte. For example, assuming analyte refractive index of 1.33, the core mode dispersion achieves its maximum positive value of 60
ps/nm-km at 282 ^xm (blue curve in Fig. 5.5). When changing refractive index of analyte by 5 • 10 - 3 RIU, the core mode dispersion curve shifts towards longer wavelengths
resulting in a new value of modal dispersion of-55 ps/nm-km at 282 /xm (red curve in
Fig. 5.5). Such a dramatic sensitivity of modal dispersion to changes in the refractive
index of analyte can be, in principle, used for sensing through detection of changes in
the pulse propagation.
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FIG. 5.5 - Dispersion of thefundamental core mode near the phase matching point with
aplasmon modefor the two values of the analyte refractive index na = 1.33 (blue curve)
and na = 1.335 (red curve)
5.4

Sensitivity of a THz SPR-like sensor

Finally, we address the question of sensitivity of a proposed SPR-like sensor to the
changes in the refractive index of analyte. One mode of operation of a proposed sensor is by registering at a fixed frequency the changes in the amplitude of a transmitted
light. We define a(\,na) to be the transmission loss of the fiber core mode as a function
of the wavelength and the refractive index of analyte na. Considering Pa to be the power
launched into the fiber core mode, the power detected after propagation along the sensor
of length L will be P(L,\,na)

= P0exp(—a(X,na)L).

For the operational wavelength

A, the amplitude sensitivity to the dna change in the analyte refractive index can then be
defined as:
S^X^RIU-1}

=

1
P(L,X,na + dna) - P(L,A,n a )
P(L,X,na)
dn„

(5.3)
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The sensor length L is typically limited by the modal transmission loss. A reasonable
choice of a sensor length is L = l/a(\,na);

such a choice of sensor length results in

a simple definition of sensitivity with respect to small changes in the analyte refractive
index:
SA(X)[RIU -n

da{X,na)
1
a(X,na)
dna

dP(L,X,na)
1
P(L,X,na)
dna

(5.4)

In Fig. 5.6 we present amplitude sensitivity of a solid-core Bragg fiber sensor presented
earlier. The maximal sensitivity is achieved at 285/im and equals to 50 R1U -1 . Assuming
that 1 change in the transmitted intensity can be detected reliably, this leads to the sensor
resolution of 2 • 10 - 4 RIU. The solid and dotted black curves in Fig. 5.6 show losses of
a core guide mode for the two values of the analyte refractive indices. Finally, based on
the value of modal losses the sensor length is in a 1 cm range.
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FlG. 5.6 - Sensitivity of a solid-core Bragg fiber-based sensor incorporating a thin ferroelectric PVDF layer (blue line). Loss of a fundamental core mode of a fiber in the
vicinity of a phase matching point with a plasmonic mode for the two values of analyte
refractive index na = 1.33 (dotted curve) andna — 1.335 (solid curve).
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5.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, the THz plasmon-like excitation on a thin PVDF film via phase matching
with a fundamental core mode of a solid-core Bragg fiber is demonstrated. Anomalous dispersion of a core guided mode due to strong interaction with a plasmonic mode
near the band edge of a fiber bandgap is demonstrated. Novel methodology of sensing
changes in the refractive index of analyte via detection of changes in propagation of short
pulses is suggested. Finally, amplitude-based sensor resolution as low as 2 • 10~4 RIU is
demonstrated in THz regime, with sensor length in a 1 cm range.
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CHAPITRE 6

ARTICLE 5: SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE-LIKE INTEGRATED
SENSOR AT TERAHERTZ FREQUENCIES FOR GASEOUS ANALYTES.

Alireza Hassani and Maksim Skorobogatiy'.
In this chapter, using the proposed solution for low loss THz waveguide in chapter 4
and plasmonic-like excitation in chapter 5 we design a waveguide based plasmonic-like
refractometry sensor at THz for gaseous analytes. In this sensor, plasmonic excitation
occurs on top of a ~ 30 jj,va ferroelectric PVDF layer wrapped around a subwavelength
porous polymer fiber. The subwavelength porous fiber provides a low loss guiding mechanism as well as considerable tunability for the core modal effective index enabling
the phase matching between the core mode and surface plasmons bordering a gaseous
analyte at ~300/im. To our knowledge it is the first waveguide based plasmonic-like
sensores design for gaseous analytes in THz regime. We are interested in SPR sensors
operating at THz because The longer the operating wavelength of the SPR sensors is,
the longer the probe depth of SPR sensor is, resulting in bigger sized particles can be
detected by SPR sensors. Here, in direct analogy to SPR sensing in the visible, plasmonlike resonances at THz provides the probe depth of ~ 60 /zm which is much longer than
that 0.1—0.3 /im probe depth of SPRs at visible. This enables study of the micron-sized
particle binding dynamics within 10—60/jm of the sensor surface, which is the particular interest for the label-free detection of specific bacteria by functionalizing the sensor
surface with bacteria specific phages. Finally, the amplitude and spectral based refractometry sensitivity of 3.4 • 10 - 4 RIU, and 1.3 • 10 - 4 RIU are predicted for this sensors

1. Department Engineeing Physics, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal Canada
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6.1

Abstract

Plasmon-like excitation at the interface between fully polymeric fiber sensor and gaseous
analyte is demonstrated theoretically in terahertz regime. Such plasmonic excitation occurs on top of a ~ 30/j.m ferroelectric PVDF layer wrapped around a subwavelength
porous polymer fiber. In a view of designing a fiber-based sensor of analyte refractive
index, phase matching of a plasmon-like mode with the fundamental core guided mode
of a low loss porous fiber is then demonstrated for the challenging case of a gaseous
analyte. We then demonstrate the possibility of designing high sensitivity sensors with
amplitude resolution of 3.4 • 10~4 RIU, and spectral resolution of 1.3 • 10 - 4 RIU in THz
regime. Finally, novel sensing methodology based on detection of changes in the core
mode dispersion is proposed.

6.2

Introduction

In the visible and ultraviolet range, the collective oscillation of free charge carriers at a
metal-dielectric interface yields a surface plasmon wave propagating along the surface
of the metal (Agranovich and Mills, 1982; Homola, 1995; Hassani and Skorobogatiy,
2007a; Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006a; Gauvreau et al., 2007). Propagating at the
metal/dielectric interface, surface plasmons are extremely sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric. This feature constitutes the core of many Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR) sensors. Typically, in the visible range, these sensors are implemented
in the Kretschmann-Raether prism geometry where p-polarized light is launched through
a glass prism and reflected from a thin metal (Au, Ag) film deposited on the prism facet.
The presence of a prism allows phase matching of an incident electromagnetic wave with
a plasmonic wave at the metal/ambient dielectric interface at a specific combination of
the angle of incidence and wavelength. Mathematically, phase matching condition is ex-
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pressed as equality between the plasmon wave-vector and a projection of the wavevector
of an incident wave along the interface (Agranovich and Mills, 1982).
The sensitivity of plasmon excitation to changes in the refractive index of the dielectric medium has been widely exploited for sensing applications. The plasma frequency,
which imposes a lower frequency limit for the existence of these plasmons, is defined
by Up = ne2/s0me,

where n,e,Eo,me are the electron density, electric charge, vacuum

permittivity and electron mass. Since the free electron density in metals is typically in
the range of 1022 cm - 1 , the plasma frequency is frequently limited to the visible and ultraviolet regions. At frequencies significantly below the plasma frequency (like the THz
range), large negative permittivity strongly prohibits electromagnetic fields from penetration inside a metal, and plasmon excitation on the metal/dielectric interface becomes
challenging. Therefore, efficient plasmonic excitation at lower frequencies requires materials with lower plasma frequencies (Wu et al., 2003; Qiu, 2005; O'Hara et al., 2005;
Wang and Mittleman, 2006; Chen et al., 2006; Rivas et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006;
Maier et al., 2006; Miyamaru et al., 2007; Pendry et al, 1996; Pendry et al., 1998).
Pendry et al. have suggested an artificial material in the form of a 2D subwavelength
metallic wire lattice for which the effective plasma frequency is designable and equals
u?v = 2nc2/a2\n(a/r)

(Pendry et al., 1996; Pendry et al., 1998). Since this plasmon

frequency relies on the wire radius, r, and the lattice constant, a, the geometrical parameters of the artificial structure can tune the electron plasma frequency of metal to the
THz or sub-THz frequency range. Moreover, further studies have recently confirmed that
artificial subwavelength-sized metal structures can tune the plasma frequency of metals
to GHz or THz frequency range and allow metals to support plasmon-like surface waves
at frequencies much lower than the visible range (Wu et al., 2003; Qiu, 2005; Chen et al.,
2006; Maier et al, 2006).
Thanks to the refractive index behavior of the ferroelectric Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
layer we demonstrate new type of plasmonic-like excitations in THz regime which was
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impossible before while using metal layers in THz regime. PVDF is a ferroelectric semicrystalline polymer with a small absolute value of permittivity in the visible and near-lR
regions. However, in the THz region the dielectric function of ferroelectric PVDF exhibits a resonance:
£PVDF{U)

— Sopt +

(edc ~~
2

^optJ^TO
•>,-•>

(6.1)

Uj.0 — u* + vyw

where, according to (Hidaka et al., 2005) eopi = 2.0, e&. = 50.0,

U>TO

= O.STHz,

and 7 = 0.1 THz. Fig. 6.1 shows the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index
of ferroelectric PVDF in the wavelength range between 100 jira (3 THz) and 700 (im
( 0.43 THz). The real part of the refractive index of PVDF in this region is less than
one, while the imaginary part is positive and mostly larger than one. Therefore, the real
part of the PVDF dielectric constant is negative and by analogy with the behavior of the
metals in the visible range, PVDF layer is expected to support a plasmon-like excitation.
Moreover, PVDF gives an opportunity to design a fully polymeric structure for THz plasmonic devices using such established mass production techniques as micro-embossing
and fiber drawing, which potentially makes the fabrication process highly suitable for
the industrial scale-up.
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FIG. 6.1 - The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of ferroelectric PVDF.
This paper pursues two goals. The first goal is to show that thin layers of ferroelectric
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PVDF in air can support THz plasmon-like excitations similar to the ones found at the
metal/dielectric interfaces in the visible range. The second goal is to design a fully polymeric integrated fiber-based sensor in THz regime capable of detecting the index change
in gaseous analytes (the most challenging case).
In direct analogy to SPR sensing in the visible, existence of plasmon-like resonances
in THZ can enable study of the micron-sized particle binding dynamics within 10-60
/im of the sensor surface. This can be of particular interest for the label-free detection
of specific bacteria by fictionalizing the sensor surface with bacteria specific phages. In
comparison, SPR sensors in the visible can only detect binding of nano-molecules with
sizes less than lOOnm (size of a plasmon tail), rendering the method insensitive to the
larger particles, such as bacteria.
It is worth mentioning that SPR sensing mechanism is completely different in spirit from
spectroscopy based sensing. Particularly, plasmon-based sensors are mostly sensitive to
changes in the real part of the refractive index in a thin sensing layer in the near vicinity
of a metal surface. Specificity of a SPR sensor is achieved by coating a metal layer with a
thin sensing layer that changes its refractive index when exposed to the target analyte. In
contrast, spectroscopy based methods use detection of absorption lines in the spectrum
of a target analyte, thus relying on existence of a spectroscopic "finger print" (Mittleman
et al., 1998; Harmon and Cheville, 2004; Guo et al., 2007) for the detection and differentiation of a target. Moreover, when target analyte is weakly absorbing (which is, for
example, the case for gas detection) one typically needs a several meter long gas cell to
be able to measure absorption spectrum reliably. In a strike contrast to spectroscopic detection, SPR-based sensors can achieve the same sensitivity for low absorbing analytes
in devices of only a few centimeters of length.
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6.3

THz plasmon-like excitation at the PVDF/air interface

We start by explaining general ideas behind the principles of operation of a fiber-based
SPR sensor. A typical configuration of such a sensor is a fiber with a thin metal layer
deposited on its surface in the near proximity of a fiber core. Another side of a metal
layer is facing the analyte to be monitored. During operation of a sensor, one launches
a broadband light into the fiber core. In the vicinity of a specific wavelength defined
by the sensor design, one of the core modes is phase matched (avoiding crossing of the
corresponding dispersion relations) with a plasmon excitation mode confined to the metal/analyte interface. In the vicinity of such a resonant wavelength one observes dramatic
decrease in the power transmitted through the fiber due to partial energy transfer from
the core guided mode into a lossy plasmon wave. As dispersion relation of a plasmon
mode is very sensitive to the refractive index of the analyte, resonant wavelength, and
hence, spectral position of the absorption peak will shift when analyte refractive index
is changed. By detecting spectral shift in the absorption peak of a core guided mode,
changes in the analyte refractive index on the order of 10~4 — 10 - 5 RIU (Refractive
Index Units) can be detected.
Based on the theory governing plasmon surface waves, effective refractive index of a
plasmon excitation is typically close, while somewhat higher, than that of the analyte.
On the other hand, effective refractive index of a fiber mode guided in a solid core is
close to that of the core material. As there are no readily available optical materials that
have refractive indices near 1, in practice, it becomes challenging to achieve phase matching between the plasmon and core guided modes when working with gaseous analytes.
One solution (Skorobogatiy and Kabashin, 2006a; Gauvreau et al., 2007) that we have
proposed to resolve the phase matching problem in the visible range was to use photonic
bandgap fibers to design the effective refractive index of a core guided mode to be low
enough so that phase matching with a plasmon becomes possible. The key advantage of
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using the photonic bandgap fibers is that fundamental core guided mode in such fibers
can be, in principle, designed to have arbitrarily small effective refractive index. In practice, we have realized that photonic bandgap fibers that support Gaussian-like core mode
with too low of an effective refractive index, necessarily have very small core sizes, thus
leading to coupling challenges.
An alternative solution to the phase matching problem is to greatly lower the effective
refractive index of a core guided mode by making the material of a fiber core highly
porous (with the pore sizes being sub-wavelength). Such approach in THz regime has
an additional advantage of low loss guidance outside of a phase matching point with a
plasmon, as effective material absorption is greatly reduced in porous materials. As a
particular design for such a fiber we consider a Teflon rod of 1480 /zm diameter having
porous core in the form of 4 layers of hexagonally arranged subwavelength holes. In the
following simulations the hole-to-hole distance (the pitch) is considered to be 86 /um,
while the hole diameter is 76 /xm. The refractive indices of Teflon and air are taken to be
1.59 and 1.0 respectively. From outside, the teflon rod is covered with a thin PVDF layer
facing air. In the following simulations we consider two thicknesses of a PVDF layer 30 ^m and 35 fitn. Sub-wavelength single mode porous fibers for THz have been first
introduced in (Hassani et al., 2008b; Hassani et al., 2008c), and they were demonstrated
to support Gaussian-like fundamental mode with effective refractive index close to 1,
while being also resistent to bending losses even for tight bending radii.
As detailed in (Hassani et al., 2008b; Hassani et al., 2008c), introduction of sub-wavelength
holes in the fiber core allows to lower dramatically the effective refractive index of the
core guided mode. This, in turn, makes phase matching possible between the core guided mode and THz plasmon propagating at the PVDF/air interface. Furthermore, outside
of the phase matching point, most energy in the Gaussian-like core mode is guided in
the subwavelength holes, thus resulting in greatly reduced absorption loss. In Fig. 6.3
we present dispersion relation and losses of a core guided and plasmonic modes for
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FIG. 6.2 - Schematic of a porous THz fiber with a PVDF layer facing analyte.
a structure defined in Fig. 6.2. Particularly, Fig. 6.3(a) presents the effective refractive
index of the core guided and plasmon modes as a function of wavelength for the two
values of a PVDF thickness. Avoided mode crossing between the two modes around the
wavelength of 300 jum is clearly visible. In Fig. 6.3 (b), losses of the core guided and
plasmonic modes near the point of avoided crossing are shown. Losses of a core guided
mode peak (~ 30dB/cm) at the point of phase matching with a plasmon, while being
much lower (<10dB/cm)) outside of the phase matching region (see also Fig. 6.6). In
order to highlight increase in core mode losses solely due to its coupling to a plasmon,
in our simulations we consider that Teflon material is lossless. In fact, bulk Teflon loss is
reported to be ~1.3dB/cm. When added to simulations we find that Teflon material loss
increases the loss of a core guided mode by mere 0.2dB/cm in the vicinity of 300 fim.
Clearly, loss contribution due to bulk material loss of Teflon is much smaller than loss
contribution due to coupling to a plasmon (absorption in a PVDF layer), even outside of
a phase matching point.
In Fig. 6.4 we present distribution across the fiber crossection of the longitudinal energy
flux component Sz for a core guided mode in the vicinity of a phase matching point. Only
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FIG. 6.3 - Avoided crossing of the dispersion relations of the fundamental core mode
and a THz plasmon-like excitation in a porous fiber with PVDF layer. The figure shows
the a) real, and b) imaginary parts of the refractive index of the two modes as a function
of wavelength.
1/4 of the fiber crossection is shown due to symmetry. Fig. 6.4(a),(b), correspond to the
points (a) and (b) on the core mode dispersion curve in Fig. 6.3(a). As expected, near the
phase matching point core mode (high flux intensity in the air holes in the porous core)
is strongly hybridized with a plasmon (high flux intensity at the PVDF/air interface).

FIG. 6.4 - Longitudinal energy flux component distribution across the fiber crossection
for the core guided mode in the vicinity of a phase matching point with a plasmon. Plots
(a) and (b) are calculatedfor the points (a) and (b) in Fig. 6.3a).
In Fig. 6.5 we also present dispersion of a core guided mode versus wavelength in the
vicinity of a phase matching point. Two solid curves in Fig. 6.5 correspond to the two
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values of the air refractive index na = 1 and na = 1.01 (only the refractive index of air
outside the fiber is varied), assuming PVDF layer thickness of 30 /xm. All the dispersion
curves show a positive peak at the phase matching point, while passing through zero
and becoming negative outside of the phase matching region. Note that even a small
change in the air refractive index changes considerably dispersion of a core guided mode
near the phase matching point. Thus, a 1% increase in the air refractive index shifts the
dispersion peak by about 2 /xm, while reducing mode dispersion by about 20 ps/nmkm (from about 35 ps/nm-km). Such strong changes are related to the sensitivity of a
plasmon mode dispersion relation to the changes in the refractive index of air at the
PVDF/air interface. Furthermore, the dispersion of fiber core mode is very sensitive to
the PVDF layer thickness. Particularly, dashed line in Fig. 6.5 is computed using na — 1,
and PVDF layer thickness of 35 /xm. One observes that the dispersion peak shifts about 4
/im and increases by almost 50 ps/nm-km when the thickness of a PVDF layer increases
from 30 to 35 /xm.

6.4

Sensitivity of an SPR-like THz sensor

Here, we address the question of sensitivity of a proposed SPR-like sensor to the changes
in the refractive index of analyte. One mode of operation of a proposed sensor is by registering at a fixed frequency the changes in the amplitude of a transmitted light. We
define a(\,na)

to be the transmission loss of the fiber core mode as a function of the

wavelength and the refractive index of analyte na. Considering P0 to be the power launched into the fiber core mode, the power detected after propagation along the sensor of
length L will be P(L,X,na) = P0 exp(—a(X,na)L). For the operational wavelength A,
the amplitude sensitivity to the dna change in the analyte refractive index can then be
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FIG. 6.5 -Dispersion of the core guided mode ofaporous core fiber covered with a thin
PVDF layer facing air analyte (see Fig. 6.2). Solid curves - PVDF layer thickness 30
[im, two different values of the air analyte refractive index na = 1, na = 1.01. Dashed
curve - PVDF layer thickness 35 fim, na = 1.
defined as:
SAWIRIU-1}

=

1
P(L,X,na + dna) P(L,X,na)
dna

P(L,X,na)

(6.2)

The sensor length L is typically limited by the modal transmission loss. A reasonable
choice of a sensor length is L = l/a(X,na);

such a choice of sensor length results in

a simple definition of sensitivity with respect to small changes in the analyte refractive
index:
SA{X)[RIU -n

1
P(L,X,na)

dP(L,X,na)
dna

1
a{X,na)

da(X,na)
dna

(6.3)

In Fig. 6.6 we present amplitude sensitivity of the porous-core fiber-based Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensor as defined by Eq. (6.3). The maximal sensitivity is achie-
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ved at 292 jum and equals to 29 RIU *. Assuming that 1% change in the transmitted
intensity can be reliably detected, sensor resolution of 3.4 • 10~4 RIU is predicted.

M|J.m)
FlG. 6.6 - Sensitivity of a porous-core fiber sensorfeaturing a 30 fim PVDF layer facing
air analyte (blue line). Losses of a core guided mode versus wavelength (green lines) in
the vicinity of a phase matching point with a plasmon for two values of the analyte
refractive index na = 1, na = 1.01.

Another way of defining sensor sensitivity is via a spectral measurement. Particularly,
by detecting AAP shift in the position of a resonant absorption peak for Ana change in
the refractive index of analyte one can define spectral sensitivity as S\ =

A\p/Ana.

For example, in Fig. 6.6 we show loss curves of a core guide mode calculated for the
two different values of an air analyte refractive index na = 1 and na = 1.01. As seen
from Fig. 6.6, analyte refractive index change of 0.01 results in a 4 ^m shift of a loss
peak, thus defining spectral sensitivity to be S\ — 400 /xm/RIU. Assuming a typical 100
MHz spectral resolution of a time domain THz setup (equivalently 30 nm wavelength
resolution at 1 THz), sensor resolution of 1.3 • 10 - 4 RIU is predicted.
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6.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, fully polymeric SPR-like sensor is demonstrated in THz using porous
core fiber covered with a thin feroellectric PVDF layer facing gaseous analyte. Plasmonlike excitation at the PVDF/air interface can be excited by the fiber core mode when
phase matching is satisfied. Similarly to the optical SPR sensors, guided core mode exhibits a pronounced loss peak at the point of its phase matching with a plasmon-like
mode. Moreover, core mode dispersion varies dramatically in the same phase matching
region. By detecting changes in the wavelength of phase matching due to changes in the
analyte refractive index, highly sensitive detection systems are possible. We show that
both amplitude-based and spectral-based detection methods lead to sensitivities to the
changes in the gaseous analyte refractive index on the order of ~ 10~4RIU.
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CHAPITRE 7

OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The overall discussion and conclusion of the materials (5 articles) presented in this thesis proposing the design of novel MOF based SPR sensors for the visible, 1R and THz
spectral range are presented in this chapter. The designs and results in these articles are
divided to two main categories which are the design of the MOF based SPR sensors at
visible - IR range and the design of MOF based plasmonic-like sensors at THz. This
chapter is organized in the following; first, we discuss and compare the results, presented in chapter 2 and 3, for visible and IR SPR sensors; for example, in term of sensitivity, operation wavelength and etc. Second, we will discuss the design of MOF based
plasmonic-like sensors at THz, presented in chapter 4 to 6, including the proposed porous waveguide and then compare plasmonic-like sensors at THz with the ones presented
for visible and IR in term of sensitivity and probe depth. Later on, the feasibility of the
designs for visible, IR and THz are explained. Finally, because the material presented in
this thesis are the first design proposition for MOF based SPR sensors at visible, IR and
THz that is not fully covering all of the aspect of these sensors, we suggest the study of
noise of MOF based SPR sensors which still need to be investigated for future workss.
The design concept of TIR MOF based SPR sensor and PBG MOF based SPR sensors
were presented in chapter 2 and 3. In these chapters, solutions for light-plasmon phase
matching and microfluidics difficulties which are two main problems in conventional
fiber based SPR were proposed by using TIR and PBG MOFs in the body of SPR sensors.
Generally, at longer wavelength (A > 0.6 //m), the index of surface plasmons is near to
the index of the analyte bordering the metallic layer . Especially in the IR regime, the
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surface plasmon index is respectively around of 1.33 and 1 for aqueous and gaseous analytes, while the modal effective index of light inside conventional fiber is around ~1.45,
which is much near to the index of glass. Therefore, light-plasmon phase matching in
conventional fiber is possible for high index analyte at lower wavelength, A<0.6 yum,
where the index of surface plasmon reach to ~1.45. On the other hand, lower operation
wavelength means lower sensitivity and probe depth, concluding that there is no opportunity for gaseous refractometry sensing using conventional fiber based SPR sensors. To
excite surface plasmon at higher wavelength, i.e. ~ 1 ftm, or for lower index analytes,
the modal effective index of a fiber has to be tuned to a lower value which matches to
that of the surface plasmon at the wavelength of choice. In General, tuning the modal
effective index of light in conventional fiber is very limited because of limitation in the
size, geometry and choice of material for the core and cladding of the fiber.
In contrast, TIR MOFs and PBG MOFs offer high modal effective index tunability. The
core and cladding index of TIR MOFs can be adjusted by the number and position of
holes in the core and cladding of these fibers. This gives extensive opportunity of tuning
the modal effective index of light propagating inside of TIR MOFs and considerably
facilitate the light-plasmon phase matching in MOF based SPR sensors. In a PBG MOF,
the periodic structure of air holes along the cladding of a MOF offers a photonic band gap
which can be adjusted for the wavelength of choice. This photonic band gap forces light
to propagate along the core of PBG MOF regardless of the index of the core, which
means the index of core can be less than that of the cladding material; this enables
more modal effective index tunability in PBG MOFs versus TIR MOFs. For instant,
it is possible to reach to modal effective index of air, ~ 1 , in hollow core MOFs which
is not possible using TIR MOFs. However, the design of PBG MOFs are more complex
and time consuming with compare to TIR MOFs.
In Table 7.1 shows the maximum amplitude and spectral refractometry sensitivity and
operation wavelength of the proposed TIR MOFs and PBG MOFs. The two first rows at
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the table shows the sensitivities and operation wavelength of the two TIR MOF based
SPR sensors presented in chapter 2. The sensitivity difference of these two sensors is
because of the shape of the metallic layers supporting surface plasmons inside the fiber.
This shows that the shape of metallic layer, introduced as a new parameter for design
of SPR sensors, can be optimized to enhance the SPR refractometry sensitivity. In both
designs, phase matching was facilitated by introduction of an airhole along the fiber core.
TAB. 7.1 - The proposed TIR MOFandPBG MOF based SPR sensors characteristics
Amplitude Sensitivity Spectral sensitivity wavelength
Type of Fiber
TIR MOF I
TIR MOF II

8 • 1(T5 RIU
5 • 10~5 RIU

1.2 • 1(T4 RIU
3 • 10~5 RIU

0.6 ^m
0.65 ftm

Large Core Bragg Fiber
Small Core Bragg Fiber
Analyte filled Bragg Fiber
Honey Comb PBG MOF
Peakl
peak 2

3.8 • 10- 5 RIU
3.7 • 10"5 RIU
1.4 • 10- 5 RIU

3.3 • 1CT5 RIU
8.3 • 10- 6 RIU
2.3 • 10- 5 RIU

0.697 fjm
0.836 fjm
1.298 /zm

2.9 • 10"5 RIU
5.9 • 10"5 RIU

6.3 • 1(T5 RIU
3.6 - 1(T5 RIU

0.6/im
0.84/im

The rest of the table presents the data for PBG MOFs based SPR sensors, which are
based on Bragg fibers (ID PBG fibers) and Honey Comb Photonic Crystal Fibers (2D
PBG fibers). By changing the band gap and size or index of the core in the Bragg fibers
we illustrate the vast ability of plasmonic excitation from 0.697 /zm to 1.298 fim. This
shows that The operating wavelength of PBG MOF based SPR sensors can be adjusted
anywhere from the visible to near-IR. Furthermore, the last design shows a PBG MOF
based SPR sensors with two simultaneous plasmonic peaks excitations, one at visible and
another one at IR range, which is impossible using conventional fibers. The maximum
amplitude and spectral based refractometry sensitivity for our designs are 1.38 • 10 - 5
RIU and 8.3 • 10~6 RIU, respectively. Worth mentioning that the sensitivities of our
MOF based SPR designs are comparable to or even surpass those of the best existing
conventional waveguide-based sensor designs (Homola et al., 1999). Furthermore, the
table shows some of the PBG MOF based SPR sensors are designed for the near-IR,
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while is not possible for conventional fiber based SPR sensors. The probe depth of these
sensors operating at near-IR goes beyond 1/xm which is 2—3 times more than that of SPR
sensors operating at visible; this enables the detection of biolayer consisting of some
bigger sized viruses or bioparticles which their sizes not exceeding this probe depth.
Improved microfluidics in all designs was addressed by the integration of large analyte filled channels adjacent to the fiber core. Moreover, integration of the microfluidic
channels during MOF drawing increases sensor reliability as laborious extra step of microfluidics packaging is avoided.
The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the design of waveguide based Plasmoniclike sensors in the THz regime. The design of waveguide based SPR sensors at THz face
two main challenges which are the design of a low loss waveguide and finding a material
supporting naturally surface palsmons at THz. The first complexity in designing of THz
waveguides is the fact that almost all materials are highly absorbent in the THz region.
Since the lowest absorption loss occurs in dry air, an efficient waveguide design must
maximize the fraction of power guided in the air. Second complexity is that at the THz
range unlike the visible and IR range, the large negative permittivity of metals strongly
prohibits electromagnetic fields from penetration inside a metal, and plasmon excitation on the metal/dielectric interface becomes challenging. Therefore, the problem of
plasmonic excitation at THz have been solved using artificial metamaterials, for which
the complex geometrical parameters of metamaterials can tune the electron plasma frequency of metal to the THz range. Design of metamaterials needs laborious design and
fabrication and is very time consuming. In chapters 4 and 5 we respectively proposed
solutions for the design of a low loss waveguide and a material for natural plasmonic
excitation at THz to overcome these two main challenges. Using these solutions, in the
chapter 6 (the last article), finally, a THz porous fiber based plasmonic-like SPR sensors is proposed with high refractometry sensitivity for the challenging case of gaseous
analytes. In the following, We will discuss and compare the results of these there articles.
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The design of low loss porous fibers, guiding in Terahertz regime, for use in the body
of our proposed THz plasmonic sensor was addressed in chapter 4. We have proposed a subwavelength porous fiber and a hollow core Bragg fiber for low-loss guidance
of THz radiation. The loss and bandwidth of these two fiber are presented in Table 2.
The porous polymer fiber is composed of a polymer rod containing hexagonal array of
subwavelength air holes. Although, in this design the fiber core diameter is comparable
to the operation wavelength, the major portion of THz power launched into the fiber is
confined within the air holes inside of the fiber core. Consequently, the modal absorption
loss lower than 10 dB/m was achieved with 130 dB/m bulk absorption loss of the fiber
material. Furthermore, our calculations shows that porous fibers are highly resistant to
bending, with bending loss being smaller than modal absorption loss for bends as tight
as 3 cm of radius. The secondfiber,hollow core Bragg fibers, made of a set of concentric
material layers suspended in air by the network of circular bridges has a total modal loss
around of ~ 5 dB/m for material with 130 dB/m absorption loss. Despite of this low absorption loss, the Bragg fiber bandwidth, ~ 0.1 THZ, was found to be smaller than that
of the porous fiber ~ 1 THz , becasue of the parasitic coupling to the surface states of
the multilayer reflector. The second disadvanatge of the Bragg fiber is that almost all of
the power propagating along the hollow core which makes the tuning of modal effective
index challenging. Considering the disadvantage of the Hollow Bargg fiber, we choose
the subwavelength porous fiber to design the THz plasmonic-like sensor; in this fiber the
plasmonic excitation can be facilitated by tuning the modal effective index controlled by
the size of airholes inside the core of fiber.
TAB. 7.2 - Subwavelength Porous and Hollow Bragg Fibers Characteristics at 1 THz
Type of Fiber
Absorption loss Bandwidth
Subwavelength Porous Fiber
Hollow Core Bragg Fiber

10 dB/m
5 dB/m

~ 1 THz
~ 0.1 THz

A solution for THz surface plasmon excitation is proposed in chapter 5, where we notice
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that the real part of the PVDF dielectric constant is negative in the wavelength range
between 100 pm and 700 ^m. Thus, by analogy with the behavior of the metals in the
visible range, a PVDF layer is expected to support a plasmon-like excitation in the THz
regime which was impossible before while using metal layers in this regime. To illustrate
and simulate that a PVDF layer can support surface plasmons at THz, we proposed the
design criteria of a solid core Bragg fiber based plasmonic-like THz sensors. In this
sensor, the THz plasmon-like excitation on a 10/zm PVDF film via phase matching with
the fundamental core mode of the solid-core Bragg fiber is demonstrated for analyte
index of na =1.33. The amplitude-based refractometry resolution as low as 2 • 10~4 RIU
is calculated at 280/zm, with the sensor length in a 1 cm range.
Second THz plasmonic-like sensor is proposed in the chapter 6 for refractometry sensing in gaseous analytes, na = 1. This fully polymeric THz Plasmonic-like sensor is a
subwavelength porous core fiber covered with a thin 30/Ltm ferroelectric PVDF layer facing a gaseous analyte. In this design, the low loss porous fiber, proposed in the chapter
4, enables the excitation of surface plasmons at PVDF/air interface by tuning the modal
effective index of the fiber core mode to a lower index neff = 1.2 at 300 fim. Similarly to
the optical SPR sensors, guided core mode exhibits a pronounced loss peak at the point
of its phase matching with a plasmon-like mode. By detecting changes in the wavelength
of phase matching due to changes in the analyte refractive index, highly sensitive detection systems are possible. The amplitude and spectral based refractometry sensitivity of
3.4 • 10~4 RIU, and 1.3 • 10~4 RIU are predicted for gaseous analytes, na = 1.
Table 7.3 shows the characteristics of the Bragg fiber based Plasmonic-like sensors for
aqueous analytes and subwavelength porous fiber based plasmonic sensor for gaseous
analytes. The refractometry sensitivity of the the two sensors is in order of ~ 1 0 - 4 RIU
in the THz regime. Comparing with the Table 7.1, even thought the refractometry sensitivity of these two sensors are not more than that of SPR sensors at visible and IR, the
operation wavelength of these sensors are roughly about ~300 times of that of those sen-
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sors, which leads to probe depth of ~60 /xm. Thus, in direct analogy to SPR sensing in
the visible, existence of plasmon-like resonances at the THz enables study of the micronsized particle binding dynamics within ~10—QO/im of the sensor surface. This can be of
particular interest for the label-free detection of specific bacteria by functionalizing the
sensor surface with bacteria specific phages. In comparison, SPR sensors in the visible
can only detect binding of nano-molecules with sizes less than 100—300 /xm (size of a
plasmon tail), rendering the method insensitive to the larger particles, such as bacteria.
TAB. 7.3 - Subwavelength Porous and Solid Core Bragg Fiber based THz SPR Sensors
Type of Fiber
Amplitude Sensitivity Wavelength Analyte index
Solid Core Bragg Fiber
Subwavelength Porous Fiber

2 • 10" 4 RIU
3.4 • 10~4 RIU

280/an
300 urn

1.33
1

Finally, PVDF gives an opportunity to design a fully polymeric structure for THz plasmonic devices using such established mass production techniques as micro-embossing
and fiber drawing, which potentially makes the fabrication process highly suitable for
the industrial scale-up.
The discussion about feasibility of sensors can be divided to two parts, which are feasibility of the proposed sensors at visible - IR and THz. The feasibility for visible IR sensors has two factors, the possibility of fabrication of the MOFs at visible - IR
and the possibility of gold coating inside holes. TIR and PBG MOFs are commercially
available, and current technology enables fabrication of MOFs with the structures in the
range sizes we proposed. On the other hand, the deposition of metal layers inside of
the microstructured optical fiber is recently reported either with high pressure Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CVD) technique (Sazio et al., 2006) or wet chemistry deposition technique used in fabrication of metal covered hollow waveguides (Harrington, 2000). Thus
the proposed structures are feasible. Regarding to feasibility of the THz subwavelength
porous fiber based plasmonic-like sensors, the proposed low loss porous polymer fiber
is fabricated in our group (Dupuis et al., 2009). The driving factor for the development
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of porous all-dielectric fibers is that such fibers can be fabricated from a single material
using standard fiber drawing techniques, which is, potentially, simpler than fabrication
of metal coated waveguides due to omission of a coating step.
Even thought, we have covered many design aspects of the MOF based SPR sensors in
this thesis, there are some parameters such as noise which can be studied in future works.
Temperature and multimode excitation are two main source of noise at the conventional based SPR sensors. The refractive index of a dielectric, i.e. glass or polymer, is a
function of temperature. Thus, a change in the ambient temperature changes the modal
effective index of the core fiber, resulting in changing the phase matching wavelength
while the analyte index remains constant. Multimode excitation in a fiber is the second
source of noise. Because each core mode has a corresponding propagation constant exciting surface plasmon at a different wavelength, a wide plasmonic peak, which is the
superposition of the several plasmonic peaks can be observed at a multimode fiber based
SPR sensors. This wide plasmonic peaks reduce the refractometry resolution of the SPR
sensor. As a rule of thump we can expect that the noise in the MOF based SPR sensors
can be reduced more than that of the conventional fiber based SPR sensors, because the
MOFs can be designed to be 3—6 times less sensitive to temperature than single mode
fibers (Dangui et al., 2005) and operating in endlessly single mode regime (Saitoh et al.,
2005), which is not possible for conventional fibers. Therefore, as a future work we suggest to study and model the noise of MOF based SPR sensors and compare it with that
of conventional fiber based SPR sensors.
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